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THE 53Rd MADRAS MUSIC CONFERENCE 
OFFICIAL REPORT

THE OPENING DAY ®

20—12—1979

The 53rd Annual Conference of the Music Academy, Madras, 
was held at the T. T. Krishnamachari Auditorium in the premises 
of the Academy, 306, Mowbray’s Road, Madras-600 014, from the 
20th December 1979 to 1st January 1980. The Conference was 
inaugurated by Sri M. Hidayatullah, Vice-President of India.

The inaugural function began with the singing of prayer by 
Smt. Mani Krishnaswamy.

MESSAGES

Sri S. Ramaswamy, Executive Trustee of the Music Academy, 
read the following messages received from prominent persons all 
over India for the success of the 53rd Conference of the Academy.

Sri Prabhudas B. Patwari, Governor o f Tamil Nadui
“ The work done by the Music Academy in fostering our fine 

arts with dedication is indeed admirable. Its record of service in 
this field extends to more than half a century. I am particularly 
happy that this Academy preserves and promotes Classical 
Carnatic music, promotes understanding between the Carnatic and 
Hindustani Schools of music and develops research. I wish the 
Academy a bright and prosperous future and continued success in 
its laudable endeavours."

Sri G. D. Tapase, Governor o f Uttar Pradesh:
“ Music and arts, like religion, were another media to trans

forming the brute unto man, and the man unto god: Whenever 
these gave way to sensuality and commercialism, societies and 
nationalities have crumbled to dust. I would therefore, wish the 
Academy to continue to propounding the fundamentals of drama
turgy as set forth by our saints and seem and I wish the mission all 
success."



Sri Bidesh Kulkarni, Lieutenant Governor, Pondichery:
“ I send my congratulations on the occasion and best wishes 

to the Music Academy for the continued success of its endeavours."

Sri Y. B. Chavan, Deputy Prime Minister & Home Minister o f India:
“ I am happy to learn that this Conference will arrange sessions 

of both Hindustani and Carnatic music, apart from providing a 
forum for Indian and foreign musicologists to participate in mutually 
useful discussions. I send my good wishes for the success of this 
Conference.”

Sri C. Subramaniam, Minister o f Defence, India
“ The Music Academy of Madras has done yeoman service to 

music lovers for the last more than half a century in promoting 
classical Carnatic music, synthesising Carnatic and Hindustani 
schools of music, encouraging musicians and instrumentalists and 
enlightening the public about the fine arts through its research studies 
and publications. It is in the fitness of things that the 53rd Confer
ence of the Music Academy will be inaugurated by the Vice-President 
of India on the 20th December, at Madras. It is equally befitting 
the occasion that Vidvan Sri K. S. Narayanaswamy will be presiding 
over the Conference. As usual, I find the Academy will be present
ing a good fare in dance and music, both in Carnatic and Hindus 
stani, apart from scholastic discussions on Music and Musicology.
I have every hope that, as in previous years, music lovers both 
Hindustani and Carnatic and dance lovers will be fortunate this 
year also, to enjoy the performances of renowned artists and pro
mising youngsters in the field of music and dance.”

Sri Fazlur Rahman, Minister o f Labour, Govt, o f  India
“ The contribution of the Music Academy in preserving and 

promoting classical Carnatic jnusic and other related arts are 
laudable. I wish the Conference all success.”

Sri S. N. Kacker, Minister o f Law, Justice and Company Affairs,
New Delhi
“ Music is the greatest uniting factor for mankind and I am 

sure the Academy will play its unique role in achieving the objective 
of communal harmony and national integration. I wish the 
Conference all success.”
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Dr. M. Chenna Reddy, Chief Minister o f Andhra Pradesh-.
“ The services of the Music Academy all these years need 

not be emphasised. Madras, being traditionally a Camatak music 
loving city, has also done its best to foster greater understanding 
between Carnatak and Hindustani schools of music in the recent 
years. The Academy deserves all congratulations for this task. I 
am glad that the Academy is proposing to conduct competitions in 
various branches of music to discover young talent. This is the 
best opportunity for young and the promising artists to compete 
with their seniors to prove their worth. I wish the Conference 
all success.”

Sri Bhairon Singh Shekhawat, Chief Minister o f  Rajasthan, Jaipur:
“ I am happy to learn that the 53rd Conference of the Music 

Academy, Madras, will be held from Dec. 20 to Jan. 1st 1980. 
I wish the Conference all success.”

Sri P. Kolandaivelu, Minister for Agriculture and Irrigation,
Tamil Nadu:
“ I congratulate the President, Executive Trustee and Secre

taries of the Music Academy, Madras, since they are striving hard 
to preserve and promote Classical Carnatic music and develop 
Research, studies and publications in the history, theory, art and 
science of Indian Music. I wish the 53rd Conference of the Music 
Academy a grand success.”

Sri K. A. Krishnaswamy, Minister for Co-operation, Govt, o f 
Tamil Nadu:
“ The Music Academy has rendered yeoman service to 

preserve and promote Indian Music. I wish the Conference every 
success.”

Sri M. M. Ismail, Chief Justice, Madras High Court:
“ The Music Academy has an enviable record to its credit by 

way of providing entertainment to the public of Madras, encouraging 
young and devoted artistes and honouring the Masters in the field. 
In addition, the research activities carried on by the Academy 
during the period of Conference have won the appreciation of the 
learned and knowledgeable.”



Mr. James A. Rubin, Executtve Director, Pan Orient Arts
Foundation, Hashua, U.S.A.:
“ I have just learned that Sri K. S. Narayanaswamy has been 

elected to serve as President of this year’s Conference. The 
Academy should be congratulated on its choice of this dedicated 
musician and teacher, who exemplifies all that is fine and enduring 
in music, generally; and in the noble Carnatic tradition, specifically. 
Please extend my warmest best wishes to the Academy and the new 
President for a most successful and rewarding Conference.”

The President of the Academy, Sri K. R. Sundaram Iyer, 
welcomed the distinguished guests, members of the Academy and 
the public. In his address, Sri Snndaram Iyer said:

“ Hon’ble Vice-President of India Shri M. Hidayatullah, 
Vidwan Sri K. S. Narayanaswamy, the President-Elect of this- 
Conference, Vidwans and Vidushis, Distinguished guests, Ladies 
and Gentlemen:

I have great pleasure in welcoming you all, the members of 
the Music Academy, the musicians, the Members of the Experts 
Committee and other guests.

We consider it a great privilege and a source of encouragement 
to have with us today, a respected distinguished son of our country, 
Hon’ble Shri M. Hidayatullah, the Vice-President of India, to 
inaugurate our 53rd Annual Conference and Concerts. His great 
contribution to the judicial field from the Bar to the highest office 
of the Chief Justice of India firmly established supreme and un
shakable faith of our countrymen in the judiciary without which 
there cannot be any meaningful democracy.

Sir, the depth and soundness of your Judgements as Chief 
Justice of Nagpur High Court have been and will be remembered, 
by the Madras Bar.

Your association as a member of the Council, World Assembly 
of Judges, is an international recognition.

With your long and intensive association with the Indian Scout 
Movement, you have been the recipient of the “ Silver Elephant
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THB 53R D  MATHIAS MUSIC CONFERENCE 5

the highest honour and also the “ Bronze Cross ” the highest 
Gallantry award in Indian Scouting.

We are happy that Sri K. S. Narayanaswamy, an eminent 
Veena Vidwan, will be presiding over this year’s Conference. 
We are looking forward to a successful Conference under his 
leadership.

For the Academy, it is a continuous process of exploring the 
means by which it can maintain the very high standards established 
by its sponsors 52 years ago, by men of high integrity who dedicated 
themselves to the uninterrupted growth and distinction it has 
achieved in the cause of Music and Fine Arts.

The Academy is keen on spotting young talent. Towards 
this, as in the previous years, seventeen Vocal, three Dance and 
ten instrumental Music concerts were arranged in Mid-year Series 
in three sessions April, August and October.

The Academy rightly derives a sense of achievement in that a 
number of performances by the artistes in these Series have been 
outstanding. It will be our endeavour to afford such artistes 
continuous encouragement.

In addition, Harikathas were arranged on Sunday mornings. 
This has brought to the front line some promising talents of the 
younger generation.

All the concerts in the Mid—year Series and the Harikatha 
and 1$ and 2 hour Concerts during the annual conference are open 
to the public.

1 appeal to the public and all music lovers and members of 
the Music Academy to attend in larger numbers the performances 
including Harikatha in the Mid—year Series and the 1J and 2 hour 
concerts during the Conferences. Such large attendance will 
encourage the artistes to render their best and enable the Academy 
to continue this important service in a larger measure.

There is a large number of endowments for giving awards 
and prizes for concerts and competitions. Of late, a large number



of the public interested in Music and Arts has come forward to 
make further endowments for prizes and awards to students, compe
titors and outstanding Musicians taking part in our programmes. 
Eminent Mridanga Vidwan Coimbatore Thiru C. Ramaswamy has 
made an Endowment of Rs. 2,500/- to be awarded to a junior 
Mridangam artiste taking part in the 1J hour afternoon concerts 
during the Annual Conferences. “ Sri S. Ramaswamy (our 
Executive Trustee) Shastiabdapurti Endowment Committee" has 
come forward to give annually Rs. 200/- to be awarded to the best 
competitor in the competitions.

The Music Academy, during this year continued its assistance 
of Rs. 100/- monthly each to 7 indigent musicians.

In this connection, I would particularly mention the munificent 
endowment of Rs. 25,001/ made by Thirumathi Unnamulai Achi 
in memory of her father late Rajah Sir Annamalai Chettiar. Further, 
she has kindly given the Academy a wide choice for making this 
award to any one or more Vocalists or Instrumentalists of all types 
taking part in the Mid-year series and the Annual Conference.

Under the Guru Kula scheme, a Violin student has been attached 
to the eminent Violin Vidwan Sri G. Jayaraman. This student 
will be paid Rs. 200/- per month from 1st October 1979. We 
have been on the look out for a student with a rich voice and 
aptitude to be attached to an eminent Sangita Vidwan to be 
trained in vocal music. The selected student will also be paid 
Rs. 200/- per month.

A number of important items such as, a Concert of 1$ hour 
duration for students and youngsters, to develop a sustained interest 
in Classical Music, a programme of Teaching Methods for beginners 
and students in the Music Classes of Schools and Music Colleges 
and popularising simple devotional music among girls and boys, 
to create an interest in classical music from an early age were 
discussed at the 1978 Conference of Experts.

In the ensuring Conference apart from talks and demonstrations 
by eminent Vidwans nearly 40 papers are being read and about 
50 musicians and musicologists from several parts of India and 
abroad take part.
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There has been a further delay, due to the plans having to 
be revised on account of the escalation in cost, in taking up the 
construction of the Academic Block, towards the cost of which the 
Government of India will be making a grant of Rs. 1 lakh. A part 
of this grant has already been received. Efforts are being taken to 
finalise the plans and take up the construction and completion of 
the Academic Block without further delay.

The extraordinary work that is being carried on by the Academy 
would be impossible but for the devotion of the dedicated members 
of the Executive Committee and the Trust Board and the co
operation of musicians of all ranks.

When I mention about the Executive Committee, I cannot 
refrain from mentioning about the loss sustained by the demise of 
Dr. V. Raghavan who has been shouldering the responsibility of 
conducting the Conference successfully for over 35 years, which is 
indeed irreparable.

I again welcome all of you and request you to give the Music 
Academy the valuable support and encouragement which you have 
been extending all these years.”

Sri T. V. Rajagopalan, Secretary, presented to Sri Hidayatullah 
a Welcome Address in the course of which he said:

“ We deem it a proud privilege to have you in our midst this 
evening to inaugurate our 53rd Conference and the connected pro
grammes and we extend to you a warm welcome.

You, Sir, after a brilliant Collegiate career at Nagpur, had your 
further studies at Cambridge, did Law Tripos and you were called 
to the Bar in 1930. After a successful career at the Bar, you were 
elevated to the Bench of the Nagpur High Court where you became 
its Chief Justice.

Your erudition brought you to the Supreme Court wherein you 
became the Chief Justice of India. It is therefore not surprising 
that even after retirement, your services were sought for in a wider 
field and it is in the fitness of thiogs that you were unanimously 
elected as the Vice-President of India,



Your early association with the legal luminaries Dr. C. P. Rama- 
swamy Iyer, Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru and Sir Alladi Krishnaswami 
Iyer had its deep impact on your legal learning and thorough grasp 
and analysis of law in a felicitous and chaste style so well reflected 
in your judgments.

Those who have watched your career on the Bench and as the 
Chief Justice of India, would not fail to admire in you the virtues, 
the essential attributes of a great Judge, to hear courteously and 
patiently, to answer wisely, to consider soberly and decide im
partially. You believed that the Bar should be as independent and 
as fearless as the Bench and you upheld the dignity and uprightness 
of the Bench.

To you, an ardent lover of literature and languages with your 
scholarship in Persian, Urdu, Hindi, French and knowledge of 
Sanskrit and Bengalee and other Indian languages, it is hardly 
necessary to indicate the place cultural activities occupy in the 
development of a Nation.

Sir, the beginnings of our institution go back to the Cultural 
Annexe of the Madras Session of the Indian National Congress in 
1927, when some of the prominent elite of Madras conceived of this 
body for the regeneration of our arts of Music and Dance.

We, Sir, have a sustained record of work through our Annual 
Conference, the Teachers’ College of Music, Research, Journal, 
Publications and Music Concerts and Dance which have been 
maintaining a leading place in the field of Arts with a National and 
International reputation. Musicians and musicologists from all 
over India and abroad take part in our Conference. The President
ship of our Annual Conference is a coveted honour.

We heartily welcome you, Sir, once again and request you to 
inaugurate our proceedings this year.”

INAUGURAL ADDRESS

Sri M. Hidayatullah then delivered the following inaugural 
address:

“ I feel much honoured to be asked to inaugurate the Fifty- 
third Conference of your Music Academy. I must say that I was
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very hesitant to accept the invitation because although I can appre
ciate good music, I cannot claim to know the intricacies of Indian 
music. When I looked through the list of persons, who in the 
past had opened the earlier conferences, I was a little reassured, 
because some of them, at least, must have found themselves in more 
or less the same position as myself.

The South has been the home of music, not only in oral music 
of which Karnatic music has been appreciated in the farthest corner 
of our land and also further, but one of the instruments, the 
Mridangam which plays an important part in Karnatic concerts! 
was perhaps evolved in this State because in the archaelogica, 
discoveries at Tiruvarur and Tiruvanaikkaval remains of this in
strument have been found and sculptures in (he Nataraj Temple at 
Chidambaram, show such drums. I have not seen the temple but 
have this on authority. The recent excavations at Rajgir have taken 
this instrument back to the 3rd century B.C.

I must admit that in Indian music I am attracted towards 
Thumri which I am told was a raga nurtured by Nawab Wajid Ali 
Shah. As the Thumri like the Ghazal draws great force from the 
poetical content of the song, it is more lyrical than many other 
forms and particularly more so than the Dhrupad which was Akbar’s 
favourite. From the Thumri came the Dadra also in the Nawab’s 
time and along with the Thumri and I am also moved by Dadra.

Unfortunately today these ragas are not rendered as correctly as 
before. The Cinema which caters in song for the common man, 
places all its force on catchy tunes rather than purity of style and 
the old songsters are a dying race. The names of Ghulam Nabi, 
known affectionately as Shero Mian, and closer in times to us of 
Bade Ghulam Ali exponents of tappa and Thumri and Dadra are 
well known. I am sure there must be many in this part of our 
country who render these equally well. But as nomenclature is not 
common, it is difficult to say who is adept unless one knows that 
Malkous, Bhopali and Rageshwari are known here as Hindolam, 
Mohanam and Natakuranji. If one does not know these names one 
is not likely to discover what he likes to hear.

One thing which distinguishes our music from the western is 
the difference in orchestration. A western orchestra, sometimes having 
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more than a hundred instrumentalists is not the same as an Indian 
orchestra. In the former all instruments do not necessarily play 
the entire musical piece together. The instruments have a share of 
their own depending on the tonal colour of each instrument which 
the composer and the conductor assign to them. From this arises 
the symphony which is distinct from melody which our orchestra 
tries to achieve among us. The concept of different instruments 
in a musical composition rendering special effect and meaning is 
still not possible in India in the manner of the West. 1 am sure 
your academicians must be making researches to adopt this western 
concept to Indian Music. The efforts of Ravi Shankar and 
T. K. Jayarama of the All India Radio produced something which 
however did not go beyond the limits of a western chamber orchestra. 
The Maihar Band, of which I saw something when I was invited 
by the Maharaja, and which owed its origin to the efforts of Ustad 
Allauddin Khan, was also on melodic lines and had little in 
common with compositions written for orchestral music by Western 
Composers.

The instruments which we use are also different. Although we 
can go to a half and a quarter note in our string music we have 
not adopted many of the string and wind instruments to our use. 
Even the violin is .used differently and we have no use for a Cello, 
a double bass and the bassoon to name only a few.

The Music Academy of Madras which has now been functioning 
for over half a century is to be congratulated at the variety of the 
interests which it has created. Their advance in the realm of 
musical instruments and their use has been phenomenal. They have 
devised new instruments and new dance features. The Mohini 
Attain which I saw in Bombay recently was said to be a new innova* 
tion in Bharat Natyam. There is no limit to musical variations 
and newer and newer forms are being brought into existence not 
only in India but also in the Western world. In the West modern 
composers are very different from the old composers with whom we 
were acquainted. It is true that there is more use of the horn and 
percussion instruments which were significantly less in use in old 
orchestral pieces. But in the case of music what is necessary is to 
have an ear for it and I admit that I have an ear for more classical 
forms of music whether Western or Indian, I prefer the older forms. 
Perhaps after constant association I shall be able to appreciate 
modern music.
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THE 53RD MADRAS MUSIC CONFERENCE 11

I do not wish to keep you long over this inauguration as I said 
in the very beginning I am not much acquainted with music as a 
science. This science is extremely old and in our country it was 
considered as an Upaveda, that is to say, a sacred science. It goes 
back to the days of the Puranas which, as a recent writer said, had 
writings on rhythm and tempo and our ideas of talas go back five 
thousand years.

With these words I formally inaugurate the 53rd Conference 
and wish it the success it deserves.

VOTE OF THANKS

Sri V. K. Ramaswamy Mudaliar, Trustee, proposed a vote 
o f  thanks.

ELECTION OF THE PRESIDENT

Vidwan Balamurali Krishna proposed Vidwan K. S. Narayana- 
swami to be the President of the 53rd Conference. The proposal 
was seconded by Sri Sandhyavandanam Srinivasa Rao.

Sri K. S. Narayanaswami then delivered his Presidential 
Address in Tamil, an English gist of which is furnished below. 
His original address in Tamil is printed elsewhere in this issue.

“ I offer my respects to the Vice-President of India who 
inaugurated this Conference and to Vidvans and music lovers 
assembled here.

My heartfelt thanks are due to the authorities of the Music 
Academy and members of the Experts’ Committee for electing me 
to preside over this year’s Conference. On this occasion, I remember 
with reverence my Gurus through whose blessings I have achieved 
this distinction.

Purity of tradition is a subject which is being discussed often 
in music circles. Tradition is what is handed down from the
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teacher to the disciple for generations and represents the accu
mulated musical wisdom of Karnatic music.

Tradition occupies the foremost place in Raga Alapana and 
rendering of kritis. Oamakas are the backbone of Karnatic music 
and the nuances of Ragas can only be produced by a judicious 
use of Gamakas.

From time immemorial, our music is being practised as a 
dedication to God. If music is to be approached from this angle, 
peace and tranquility are essential. As there are no words in Raga 
Alapana, one can learn it only by listening to great musicians and 
experiencing its beauty. The musician himself should feel the 
bhava of what he is singing and then only he can transmit it to 
his listeners.

If swaras are sung in their pristine purity, listeners are trans
ported with joy. When a Vidwan sings Saveri, for example, the 
audience goes into raptures when delicate shades of the raga 
are sung.

As regards kritis, they should be sung with great feeling, based 
on the meaning of the song. His Holiness Sri Sankaracharya of 
Kanchi Kamakoti Peetham used to say that musicians must be 
fortunate to sing the compositions of the Musical Trinity.

The Vina is considered as a divine instrument and is mentioned 
even in the Vedas. There are only 12 frets in a Vina but the 
swarupa of our ragas cannot be produced merely on these 12 swara- 
sthanas. The Vina acts as a music teacher to those that practise 
it with devotion. Vina players should also know vocal music and 
this has been proved by savants like Muthuswami Dikshitar.

Tanam is a very important aspect of Vina play. It helps 
vainikas to play alapanas, niraval and Madhyama kalatn. Our 
forbears have laid down how Tanam should be played on the 
Vina and how the Tala strings should be used while playing Tanam. 
Sweetness is the essence of music and the Vina is the best instrument 
which enables us to achieve this objective. It should be handled 
as we handle flowers while performing puja to the goddess.
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The Gurukula method is not easy to be revived in the present 
days. Music Colleges have come to stay in our country and as one 
of the earliest products of the Music College at Chidambaram, I 
remember Raja Sir Annamalai Chettiar with gratitude and respect. 
My Gurus, who functioned as Music Professors in this College, 
added lustre to the institution.

I am also grateful to Her Highness Maharani Sethu Parvati 
Bai and His Highness Maharaja Sri Chitra Tirunal for starting 
the Swati Tirunal Music Academy at Trivandrum. I bad the good 
foitune of serving the cause of music in this institution when 
Dr. Semmangudi R. Srinivasa Iyer was its Principal.

It is not known when the practice of singing kalpana swaras 
in concerts came into vogue. My Gurus used to mention only 
Raga alapana, kriti, niraval, Tanam and Pallavi as essential items 
of a concert. Musicians must give some thought to the question 
whether too much of swara singing does not affect the quality of 
a concert.

The Madras Music Academy has already been rendering 
yeomen service to the cause of music. I am confident that, with 
the co-operation of musicians and music lovers and the selfless 
service of its Executives, the Institution will grow from strength 
to strength.”

The Presidential address was followed by a music concert by 
Smt. Mani Krishnaswami and party.
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crorftor '&*rirA&iuaiirs<n$wJ 6)p tu a jp £ f i®  emwetapiuir* f i& t r p g  
ptrar ^ i r i r f i p g  «u©uaj/r«(gpuir««- sr«r @ ®/6i r ^ i fa a rg j uir/Bni 
• 9a- eusaarmS, Q ib ias rp ir®  ifliB i«a r« f ujt® je i-a ®  ^ /a jir« a r® i 
^ fis ta iu A G arifi iSfinrpjSASSpear.

srVtiiSItrprnu a -p p ih

6WWL3 IT prriu « p p w , x t r p w is  a p p ib  @ statu (Suit dir p  e u r rp  
SDpS6rr j  erothi&p e3 £  suit or s&nu L j* \p p g  G u o n iG u irg  <3 / uf-iauf. 
« _ u ® iu ir * i j  uQ&shrpsor. emthtiir pirtu * p p p & t k  
<91060r e_iuiraf @60) a1 u p f l  arra«®a«(wpii>, a jird ^ a jrp n ia tn p if t  
j§)«rpii> sj©£<or/D«>r. u  a) a) ra w  (5 ® or fra  <9 ®  u ju n jo n r
<ura(Sajir, © (J iiu  L ijj- t iu s a f iuir«(osuir B-tutrpp ap6a>p<i9d) a n a iu r  
a r u u i l®  sn)T^aBru9<Sr ^)/D«>u)iLiira> suarirjtgi (iSsrrA&th a -tu fp p  
u p p 0 satu 6rDibtSir0 ir<u <3)0 pm toot u p p /S  «r«or pi 6n.peomh. @ g  
to&fytupgpi&ti) 6066q,6Borpj£p@(h (ip j  awr u in^a) a) irm *  <sia>iap 
^ 0 ®« ®aid*r@u) er shrug (tpiStuw.

n r®  ^sOTU&araS^ti, £trpp&or&6ifl§}iui emtbdirpriu « p p i i  
(ippA  eroprarih euSASsorpg. jn ra riiaa fld r u ir a j i i ,  6n)aj®uu> 
g)<o>aj £«gr® sfOLftfluupptS <^m-uuaDi_iuir«Br su a iB ia a fld r 6> £ r®  
jB *d r Qsug srpp  emmi&ppjSguib @AsOtrp QpsnpuSA,
p w g  « ,f/B iri_«  eroiiidp emtbiSirpriupjgA, a -tu trpp  a)«n^iu 
«j®>%6ogrrua®t-g)fu> SL-<flpmrsor ^ e to u tp g a
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m «K. u to  ajflD csonrsajtb , jp ilu io rsa ju ) «3fM>u>jB0 i«r6ir swsuf 
&fGD&si]&(6njih, Qfiitf.sb (gfieo Q utrQ ^ppA m t^ i—sar m a ip p  Q p ir& jf}  
«afl«r O^ujpsDsaig^ii), S^iriq., «Di_ifoS, c&iuirfiKif), f t i i& j i r u p  
asrib, d tn b S u rjS  S u ra rp )  f s £  fir<*ini®«fl«r sfoaj0 u p s & p p  
Qpaftsy u ($ p p  ( ip iS iuu irso r S fw r i i is a r r s  a-psy&sdrpsor.

<S&iru>uib S lp r iL O u  put p i sroAdSpih sL .a j(g ^ i(g  ^ i fu u a a r  
U)ir«a= ffl îuiL/ub «u(0 (tpnopuSA ptrsar supg ie ira rg i, utlI ®  ff# oj 
f ir iru u 6ooru)ir<s Stdbppalpsirs ji qssytsusmp pirih psor&pSKSsumb. 
trg t Q r tu p r fp ih  ff  ̂  su p r  it u  ueaorwr a  f  Q & iiia ig i Q uifl(2 iurir&eirp i
gujfi&aih.

sm m S pp snp  fr£ supintuuswrih Q fiiiin u i(S u irg if  ^«a>u)^liL/u, 
eS& iTT jbgm ii, $ihiD<£twr6or (3psa>su. tpr&treOtr
u& irii®  su irirpsapaeir jjftsbsotrppist) ^ s f f ^ p  utrsupfipcg) suifi 
u9a)&o. p r p  e ippQ ptb, uiatrsSpsuirssrssi^sar $ebr6aflsa>*a>iu 
g-jTT<iiru5T<si <2®lL@li u |psaiJU Lli_ 60afyuj (sjiraropiii tQsa/ii) 
zg/su&iuw. 6iv s u rg in g  t jp u L .  <Sshoot® ib. eh)6inrpiy,$ H=®«iiiririru 
usaarib Q fiiie u p p ®  suifistriLQth. «®G>»fl Glfiuujib  cflaojirgiigiy 
e ro s u rg iy #  <rr/Du@ii S lkt£ | j§)sb>®«»ili ^gpiuafigraiih g>aj6)aiir0  
irtfrfja0 ih ^uioDiii LO/P/B0 I r«rflijuirif. jsirdbftanrtu^^l/dtgi; 
gasspiLuf. (^ /u a rre /b  Qssr@ pgi) fe rQ uup itb  p*Sr&or w ppp§  
^ p tD r& r ir& g l i—sir fs rS u u p n ii f ju trq y s fG p  !

si^L-gj u(0 »ui(Bi««rr uiL(f.gyu> « 0 ^iqi_<Br Q&osrppirsb  
( S u r p r p i .  rir«isi« ^ « 0  & p p u tq . ta p to p tu  abaip-iEicaflar 
pisbiutertor c3|«r6^i_«or ^ sco w p p  ^taa 's^sss ir a»0^1u3«) j$&oorjb&  
*9fsa>p 9 1I 19- ffl^tLgj •J(£5<j:u>r6i<*sr (3&irpgp jgj&oonqii GSurgp 
*9tPID(&p psofltf S p iliL i srjbuQ &jD gi. “  Q drgp e ttp a iirtfc  UTbiuj 
owrQsufl tv £  su p-r tr tli usgorw. (2wsb 6fyt!.g]p$(366(2uj en>ir<Saiit1 
&fuuiq.<Suj p rs A ri^ s u io ru f.iu g i"  srsarpi 60aaq,ujpj&d) QpyidSuj
f 6t6l«rr®6rr ao.pieupisair($. sn>r(3aiifldsSl««or®i sq>il-gjib £<a>t_
u iirp i. 6rt>ir<o«uifl p tr& p j& p (p u  Qutr(t^ppwtrsar sm t^nrirA m ar 
ptsbiumirsor 6fop<T6tirrii&srf)sb ^em iapg ji ^ s a p  g>i_lu}- 6q>Llgjj*^d) 
«OuJ(S0 Lb G u rg ji @ )pp s jp u ($ S p g i.  g>«uS)suir0  i r i r * p
figp ib  Qgp ^  gp usuwir r&,w

&QT>£)*&iru Q u ff jp p p a im ir ,  sm rp t8 p$ iL i U T a ipg ii—a r  jtt® 
lutoi^ ^U ot 6) u r 0 ^ ^ i i t en)mi&$m6ifls&r d3 puna it ear Q^iupstosih  
Q u irq fjp p ib , rr»eOau}6Bor «iv®»irir« * tl(5 uu(r(5 ^)<a>su«ig$L.«9r  
& trp p d m a ifa (*  scosiutrfafeupi «_iu i jb p  sm ibiSrptriu Q psnpuir^ui^
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eruiH&p  (tpibQprpfiaA irmr# p rA  G u r p fi  aiftxrA ^ A p a ir A 
Gatuarfirm ar# Anr,^aafhor ^ ffp p u rsu p sa tp iq A , srttASp 
Gutter so wsotuiLftb <3/ /Bp#. <3 f $ A  lOuSppi, ff£surrr£iusm iora&  
ur@tb fip m ta  4|ai-Q )A jD @ u Ljsabrsjafliuu) 9 r i i ^ 0 s a  Got s ir  
©ti irsor# g}*£® ©  \$ r A s r r r r if l iu r r  suit asm e - u G p r  Qtorifi 
caf)<b 9a.pi 8 s i l i f .0 a d ( lf i f lr .  sroA£p ^iflQpir^jSsaflar i ( 5 ^ a 8 ir  
(tpatpiurau uuSAr# erorpthr GlrAiqA sBpsurtdrmtgpw, eSgiaj) 
Mfsnjiii uurcDoraj u>ir&grafliiJ©u> a_mmsuta>!r jeui^i r A & p p f ip &  
fOAftlU fl)A 6̂S0T (tp̂ D pu3 gltb, sm AtSrprtupfiar Gtamr sotouBgoA 
g>© (gsopeyth ejput—r #  i r A u #  trior# pAtSiaom .

efl&muSsir (Sicsorsnio

QpiustSa surpfiiuutrsor a92kaoru9 sSr B-tuirsnaiu ujbfH G a ip A  
asm <S«ra$uu,eT« Gsup ^pfptuiusorw Glriup icatr usArt^pirmA 
9a.piGm iLi^.(!jiS3pAr. sS&oor qppsBA erp p  fi-©aBsS^ppgn, 
SQuGuir# &fmiopfiQ$A<§A « - ©  srA*rsOp£& tu rjrA  <3fsa)wi 
« u  6)u /d/D£I <r<sruarS)ajA60rui (ytmpuSA r i r i m r i
©fluj eBa^iuAam. jg)«rfly msiurtg^A aB9saoni9 tar ^ m tn u ta u  prtb  
*3uB@airib. j£jpsor QpiustHaswrtor p rp p m p iL iih  ^ g t u s S p #  
ui&lfii0(8®iL.

Qpptor (tppeSA eS&aortanu ^ uiurem A  usArsm ihGurG a  p u t#  
*irjjiri_a sroA&p Qpstop^A tSfSBiopgimm p A fi rraAosoflmr 
«fosti0U(yjii), ur«u(yni. eS&ooruSA ^ totw ppim m  12 sfvaifswprior 
6)u>il©««6ifl«fl®jBSii u>l_©Sid p tu eo P ia r#  trior id tutArmtamiu 
■3 \jbp surp^tuw  j@@t9 p # i  asrtLQ&pgi. 9016)air©  praiQptb 
ursu^trp^ iqt—mr psu6isfluupp<g, sfosuirAas&r ( jp p p p r  ytajL. 
gXW, suSbtsli c<>;igD(f a/aiarBLOTMiii. tr p p  <3 /eirttiA wr&AaOausArQA  
«raru«D^ surpiuGto <3fto p  Qpirtptura <3btrtrfiuusuit
*(sn}i(9j& o p p  <9}Q$prp«a>fu G u r A  G u r f i iA d r p # .

‘ d p rg x & p ih  suirptuih ’ «r«nr/D qpmppreor pu t#  eroA£p 
u p p $  u9 A  <a>siur<irijiutl© ai©J9<ar/D©i. to>aiaoRara&riLiwt  
utrt_arat&rrufii L/aQpibGur# dt&oori® «t_su«a>u>iur*u urtl«ax_ 
uju>, u rilu j-/d© <t-su<o>u)iur« sS&oormuuiLfA « tl1hj.u  Lf&ytsu#6obr@. 
urril©ui siff&jariqiii g>«r/0 /D© 9<jrgy #  &oor u r  as Gsu ^a>u>p#m  
■ mtor. uru.atram  t&Ssoormiu $>iraraj ^aiuiutrsmib QftutuGsut&r®  
&wtorustop (tpppismairiBi £oo$)pir tSfojffa^ii) «£if<u©<a>L_iu
<tpear(8(g)irsig$u) jfi®i3£.fi® iii© /r«sr.

#r«sru> er«rug>r Q p iS  tutor tor «9fii>TU)r©i2i. u r  ®uaira<g$tb, 
dt&ixr sur&uusuiratgptb, pAso (tpsopuSA prior A -Dfuturemtb
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€>*iusu£r, s /D u fto ru rs  frmth ur® m fip(§th } Qprsudi) utfituuj 
«rd>ti) ur®eufip<§th lilso jii uu j« r ^ ( ja jjs rg ji i .  eroihtSffirtu 
*fifiu>rasyth ero'w f ir  filer aetjth firm th  a i r  ^/D<a>uiiq«r«ir
eS&oor eSfiatrm aeir eurfiuuestfi^  #iflujir«A Gsilcrui(3c0r G<siL@th 
LfflfifiiQsrdrsr opu^turutGeo r •fistMr eS&aarii3db f ir  earth eurdluuea) f i«  

<nJ&wruSlsi> ^irario  aiiri£<s0 u>£Lir$i # r « r ^  
fifijB*& r B -uG tur& uuQ fifi Gsu6mtsf.tu Qpeatpesttut sStuAetfifiim  
if ̂ luSla) fit&fii QpearG(&j)rxdr eu ^ fig id rsrrrssT . f ir  ear srothtJf 
f ir tu fi^ d ) a&&ooru9sb i£ lL® afljpirma) &68&<§th 6n>6u j  fit serf)d)
firar f i f i f i f lx  dr iRqfjgisuirx ^ s f l s s  Geuem($th. Lffil® eSfprfi 
eroeuniisdr ptrsrfipp$&6ifl6or fioieafluSA (LpQfidB utestpfifii a9i_<s 
«a.L.Tfii. &lfifi erostiy ia«&r G uraQ uugi Gureo f i r s t  fifi fi$*& tr 
if l© £ ia jr«  tL .nG tursuu($fifi GsuabrQth. fr su rsu f i^ u e o r  
*)3sq>6oarfi$p<i3f& &lL@uul1@ 6n>niirpolfir<§$m8srp f ir m  aiifl 
«D<reE dBjrm <3ISDU>pgi airanjjruairstRjr &pfifigit-6or firm th
fu r& u u g ifirm  & p p p  (tpoop. gjemsDt— 6meuriii&sflm (tpeotp 
turear ^svu tu L jj rrau ireu ic  £) u  it ero at rp Q  f ir  @j&&sfltfc
f i r m  t?jSturm  o l r u j p a s s  Gerestsu, Qeatsu, f i r m  ufififiuSeir 
Qfiadhu *9fthfiii*dr. jgj}fifi emeujp Q f ir ^ f ia & r i  &(T)@ n fif iw r*  
& ir & p g i , Q pri—rpgj) u<Q&up$Gei>r, e^tLgjfi^Gecr eOuSi^th 
uu). Gl&tugji f i r s r f ip p $ * s f lm  p r p  tr-fietSiqi—m  et^iLgjfisofiGiur 
u(Qa=infirstfiGiur uuLQth f i r m  if £u9eb iBiLQthGurgi, (tpeirm 
f i r «  a i r£ £ ;S  rir«u>, et^ilgtpfignth ur^vutfifigoGta fjteSuuestfi 
S-eaarreonh. «r»rGetitfl, <Su««a>i_, Gfirtq. G u r m p  rraiE iadr, 
afLLggfijSgiiih u&a=u>fi$gnGu> fisueafliSserp(5fi error pi rstQ&r&eir 
su.pieufidr Qur^eir j§)gi firm .

erO&£put £§)6ofl6*>ii>«niLiuji2> Clsn)6irAuj.®«»£nqii <5fuj.uu«Di_iuirsi 
OairtMTi—g/. aSfkaar ^eupjSm  Slxjth. (SsCr&tnrpreurm <5|i i  
uirigrjA^u y,eatgg Q stiigi, qe^utussrrd) «sjfs=fi9tar GlstuiqihGurgi 

^rfisotfiiLfL-ear qo^uiBis&ir iS(^glairs er0u>rut3s£)mG(gih.
sebeord) ^ufjjugiG urs) LjofyuiUMarrd) ^ l iu r& ir  ^/i^uufidt&o. 
«romidfi Gfieuettfisvtu Qrr$A<8jtbGur& (^ /Sglth  affftoor ai(0) 
cfoaif qs^uiBisSar iB(tf>gieur*& sat&iursobr® avtatruumrib Qsiusugj 
tt-fifiiDUtreer (tpaatr).

00(g6D61JTi9:Lb
aa>ir«r&0ij ui&jb& iSr& rrp$jb&  aipgidrer fijisreop/Bd) 

(§(jijg>eoeur&D (tpenja «oouu>reorfiditO. Q5 0 @6Uaircru (ipaor) f ip p fig i  
f i r m .  'AfetgpA) s r r s m u tr s i  nsdrerdsD Qpes>fiesttui. geatp
^.fpeufii atiifliuaxu srsrrufii error ^iSuiSrrtu ih .

3
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Qarsau^susirarsi) rnrggrr sn)r <el^tlif.iurir suit ask
Qfipar (tppsSlsb 1929-w sroA&pa ascrair&otmiu ^sArfsap
ufto pafleb jBjpisAtgprrasir. 'S ijBA (ytpeorau  uu9 p f i  Q u p p  tnrsm  
euesr p r a t  s ra ru so p  iMBjpiAuji-gju), Glu0 «®
Q sTarSQ psh. p teom raaTrseyiii, G u fr f ia irs a r ra s ifw  £§)iBi0  
usoolhurpjfitu srssrpi g j^^ rr^ ired r £§)A«sOire ir&)«>iu 0 ®@«Oiob-«CJsu 
)̂<s |p £  Q & iiip rras ir. g jsigj uu9/6£ Q u p p  usor <2u>«Di_u9gaii:, 

^L&ifliu ir upnSt&QXw & p p g i  sBsrAdlfgprasr. S ja rp iA  fflSIariBi® 
dl(irj ra^ti \

Glositsojlo pAiSliu $(r,s3p iri6i4n.fr ireirjrirswfl Gsrtigjl u r r s u f lu r i i i  
<3)suire(sn>ii) jg§ & p $ 6 S )f f i& p r s ir  w a r p r g jr  ^faiirs(sn>u> 6 iv A £ p p  
j& p & u  (ou rrp irsL i ^ s / f lp g i e ro a trfi ^S (^p rm  s ivA & pa aeor 
ar& ota )u jp  $Q fjsum pp L ip p$ &  ^sfsauapprrasir. a n u a  &aru>6nofl 
i_rrii_ir ( ip p so p iijr  u r a a t p f  <9j«uire<sn>ti, r r g j iu  G sm surjS fp  
i—(r«i—if 6)^uiuiiBi0if. f^a fteu irs tv iu tu f «9faj[rd5(sn)i2> £§)« asOff"ffirSosmuj® 
@0®«5U>ireGsu su e n fp p i e_60.su  Lfay> ^ s n i—iud Q a iu p rira d r. 
i_irei_ir mfieoflsuremiuiuir ^ a u r a A  p&OHDUH&d) S ltp u p p i p rsd rt^  

abrQ aiir j§j<xas0rar&0u9d) eroA&p S p s u a tp a tg  (2sn)s®su l/ifliqii 
u ra iu i i  srard@ a &a>i—p p g ji.  a so ra r& o u  u tB p fi @ glpp(ipmpifid) 
s u s rrp p i « j® ii su«s>[r jguigji 6 ro A £ p p j8 a r G u tskaaw a^A  snJiiiSir 
^ r iu  « £ £  susnrdSdi^ib  s rp p  sBp u p  pith a i r r p i  sr ear u  p i
ersorgi ptiuHasna.

eivsutrib u i r Q s i jg i i i  a iir& u u g f i ib

uaxrsouiu areOptfl«b (rrxrsOruSsar, <400^1, jBtrsu60, 
uebeOsS jBa~6U6b {§ jm suprs ir i9 rp rto ru > ra u  uy>dapfisS(^ppssr 
srtorpi srsk  ® 0 jBir£ireQ9U) & /a iira s r  u>/DJD
6uir«9r«(a^u> at.p iauriradr. srppxxreO pflsS lcpppi sfosunb u rQ su p i 
& j£ a u u iq .iu ra  iS jre irir^ flpg  e u p p g i, ^ a a re o p f iA a d G a f la s ^ la i 
shsufib ur®ti>, ^g/AsOpi a iirS i(^ ii i ^ fs ira f <2\eu£liuii>pr(a), j§ lg f r r a  
^ so m jfts r Qpsnpauu s rp p  ^arsBsb u r$ d £ ls o rp p t srdrussr G u rto rp  
ss>sua&r s&psursiraar sSpiuirsn) waruurarsnwu9dieorind) 
QaiuiuGsusArQui. <S /pp^  “ ii>y,6r£}<i ^ la m -tB ”  p r a r  p tp p p  
srOprusmb. *3\pjb(9j ^ su ira G s r stiffi Q r  lutuGeu tear Qu>.

wpiuwarso sh)surib u rQ s u p p ip  ^eiiQsuit® sh isu jsw p rsa rp^ jb  
0 ib srQgpsnpa G larA eB iura  Gaiemtq-ttitujuuprdi), f r a  u rs u p  
j&p(£tb  f i r e  ursupjBjbtBfW fd$i(3fU> ^u ^u u s m -iu rs tr  ai&iraf 
oj*(25«0  jjg)L-.t£l&sOrweb Gunu«S(gdlppi. tfjlptg)«J ^T<sr p-irsr<oir 
u 2sjt (ol^iLtiquiduir^i w p u ® ib  ja ^ iq w  srO^dBuirsujjpii w ptuioara)
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cnxujti) urQihGuirg) e jp u  Qai£&dso. eivairpsn/g
ptrsirey Q&iugieBtsorw. gjgx& n dOaivAsm trs <4|«a>ii>^
& u  utQibGurgji (T(r«rs^)iqii) i t ui r 0&s uu@&dr
fOtar. afliutuaffWTTLc srdrir) SIuiuiFIA efoaitnEi&Sur <9fiq-££|£ «d« iuit 
(SnjLE (Suirgi, ^gfsneu fifO^irciiriBiaafl«fl0i|b2i sfiaMSj <rOaj(T£^)/D®u> 
«ro/B(r«sr^^) T)@Lb erviiuppiSAsOrp jgl&o 6j[buiL® sQ(^£pgi. jit® 
uirsiiQpib tra0inw  Sl«i_frLcso <fu$ujii> Lnr@ii) QpmjDdDius sDau-iirsfr 
« j§I prsir tu£l&ih erdrugi trm  ^L ^utSIririuii.

ping? tig^erSi empirustrth wdibjSp & fip tS ff  6)®ili$ j
«U0 ii e-iutrjgp <3sru«Daj«DUJL) jBini ^sf/SGsumi. eSpaiirdr
.saflsir &&gisa>i!puLj, irer6auQu(§ui<issiflsir ^p tre ij,  rfjlirajmflisflflsir 
Ĵ/DOTU) sraiso/ni gi&sor f id T ff  shpruesrib eroi&i&p&tflibcs#

QfiLi£i dU0 ii) Q u u p p  QeiVaosusauj (pw rgniU) u«iru>i_r&j(0 a_ajiraj 
G lup* Q&tuujth srsirujSA g jujii

6U 69DT AAU).
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Conference Souvenir

The Souvenir of the 53rd Conference, which was brought out 
on the opening day, contained programmes of the whole Conference, 
the concerts, the illustrated supplement and an account of the Music 
Academy and its activities. It also carried the following articles:

The Kriti Form in Karnatic Music by T. S. Parthasarathy; 
The Raga Discord by M. S. Ramaswami; Vazhivur Muttuviru 
Tavilkarar (Tamil) by Thanjavur B. M. Sundaram; Progress or 
Stagnation by K. Chandrasekharan; Portrait of a Sangita Kalanidhl 
by Dr. Narayana Menon.

53rd Annual Conference 

President : VIDWAN SRI K. S. NARAYANASWAMY

AGENDA OF THE CONFERENCE

Friday, 21st Dec. 1979

Sama Ganam by Sri Mayuram M. Ramanatha Dikshitar
Sri K. R. Sundaram Iyer Release of the Music Academy Journal 

„ Tiruchi Swaminatha Iyer Thaya Geethams 
„ R. Pichumani Various oscillations of same swara in

one Raga.
„ Sri N. Sivasubramania Koorainadu Bharatam Ramaswamy 

Pillai Pillai's Tana varnams.

Saturday, 22nd Dec. 1979

Bhakti songs on Kapaleeswarar & Karpagambal by 
Sri Swaminatha Oduvar

Sri P. K. Rajagopala Iyer

„ N. Ch. Satyanarayana 
„ Narayan Rao Joshi 

Mr. Douglas Knight

Some aspects of the Rhythmic Beauties 
of Tirupugazh.
Music Education 
Khyal, Thumri, Bhajans 
Generative Principles of Rhythmic 
elaboration in Karnatic Drumming
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Sunday, 23rd Dec. 1979

Bhakti Songs on Violin by Master Ganesb and Kumaresh
Sri T. V. Rajagopalan 
Dr. S. A. K. Durga

Vidwan
K. S. Narayanaswami

Miss R. G. Shoba Raju and 
Sri C. Balakrishna Prasad 
Sri R. Venkatarathnam

Teaching of Music to Beginners 
Evolution and Structural analysis of 
the Varnam Forms

Release of Sri Sadasiva Brahmendra 
Kritis (Notation by Sangita Kalanidhi 
Semmangudi Srinivasa Iyer) 
Annamacharya Sankeertanas

Hasta Pata Lakshana Alochana

Monday, 24th Dec. 1979

Ganamalika—Ashtapadis and Songs on Devi
Sri L. S. Rajagopalan 
Prof. Satyanarayana 
Sri Raj Narayan 
Prof. Kodandaramiah

Pulluvan Veena and Pulluvan Kudam. 
Evolution of Veena in Vedic literature 
Electronic Sruti Box and Talometer 
Walajapet Manuscripts

Tuesday, 25th Dec. 1979 

Smt. Gayatri-Gottu Vadyam
Sri Madurai Krishnan Srimati Ambujam Krishna’s songs*
„ T. K. Govinda Rao Ancient Ragas and Ragas derived

from Scales
„  Embar S. Vijayaraghava- Harikatha Discourse “ Bala 

chariar Bhaktharkal ”

Wednesday, 26th Dec. 1979

Sri T. M. Naganath—Bhajans
Smt. Gowri Kuppuswamy

Smt. Vidya Shankar 
Prof. P. Balakrishnan

Dr. Modak

Comparative study of the Development 
of Indian and Western Musical scales. 
Teaching Tana Varnas on the Vina. 
Rare compositions by Tanjore Ponniah 
Pillai.
Electronic Moorchana Device and 
Playerless Harmonium.



Thursday, 27th Dec. 1979

Sri Venkatavaradan—Prabandham

Sri Mugavai Rajamanickam Rare Folk songs of Tamil Nadu.
Sri C. S. Krishnaswamy Factors contributing to the Tonal

quality, and timbre of the Flute.
Smt. Leela Omchery Classical element in the Folk music of

Kerala.
Unique Electronics Electronic Sruti instruments.

Friday, 28th Dec. 1979

Students of the Academy’s Teachers’ College of Music— 
Devotional Songs

Sri Titte Krishna Iyengar Whither bound Karnatic Music?
Smt. Gomati Viswanathan Bhairavi, Huseni, Anandabhairavi and

Mukbari.
Sri Sandhyavandanam

Srinivasa Rao Voice culture for Karnatic Music.

Saturday, 29th Dec. 1979

Smt. Muthuminakshi & Party—Tevarams

Sri B. Krishnamurthy Dr. V. Ra Iritis.
Dr. S. Ramanathan Dr. V. Ra istyabdapurti

Lecture oi â’s Sangeeta Sara.
Sri S. V. Parthasarathy Music Ed

Sunday, 30th Dec. 1979

Sri V. Muthukrishnan—Tiruppugazh

Dr. S. Seetha Gayaka and Vainika Sampradaya
referred to in Lakshana Granthas

President Vidwan
Sri K S. Narayanaswamy Veena
Miss. Rie Hisamitsu of Japan Karnatic Music.
Sri S. R. Janakiraman Teaching methods in Musicology.
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Monday, 31st Dec. 1979

Kum. Sudha Venkataraman—Tiruppavai

Sri Srivancbiam 
Ramacbandra Iyer 

Sri N. Ramanathan 
Sri R. K. Srikantan 
Sri Kamala Thiagarajan

Maharajah Shahaji’s Works on Music 
Concept of Sruti Jatis.
Talk on Sri Vyasarayaswami 
Suitability of the Western Orchestra 
Flute for playing Karnatic Music.

Tuesday, 1st, Jan, 1980 

Prayer by Smt. R. Vedavalli

Sri S. R. Janakiraman Teaching methods in Musicology. 

Concluding Function



Meetings of the Experts’ Committee
21st DECEMBER, 1979

The Experts’ Committee Meeting convened in connection with 
the 53rd Conference of the Music Academy opened this morning 
with Vidwan Sri K. S. Narayanaswamy in the Chair. The proceed
ings commenced with Sama Gana by Sri Mayuram M. Ramanatha 
Dikshitar, Sri Dikshithar prefaced his chant by a speech explaining 
the significance of the Sama Veda and the development of the 
notes of Indian music from that Veda. He explained the Arohana 
and Avarohana of swaras occurring in the Saman chant.

Thanking Sri Dikshitar for the chant, Sri K. S. Narayanaswamy 
stated that it signified an auspicious beginning for the 53rd Con
ference of the Music Academy.

Vidwan Tiruchi Swaminatha Iyer, then delivered his illustrated 
talk on “ Thaya Gitams.” He sang ‘ Jaya Jaya Parama Pavana 
Nama ’ in Kuntalavarali, ‘ Hari Narayana ’ in Mayamalavagoula, 
4 Pankajaksha ’ in Kalyani, ‘ Nanda Tanaya Govinda ’ in Saveri, 
‘Raja Rajeswari’ in Arabhi, ‘ Sri Raghurama’ in Bhairavi, 
‘ Pankajanabha ’ in Sankarabharanam and ‘ Kripajaladhe’ in Sriraga.

Dr. S. Ramanathan complimented Sri Swaminatha Iyer on 
composing a new form of composition called Thaya Gitams for 
beginners.

Vina Vidwan R. Pichumani gave an illustrated talk on ‘ Various 
•oscillations of the same swara in one raga He first took up the 
raga Sankarabharana and demonstrated how different shades of 
the Suddha Madbyama figured in the raga in the same swarasthana 
by playing snatches of a Varna and Syama Sastri’s kriti “ Saroja- 
dalanetri” . He next played snatches of Anandbabhairavi and 
showed the symmetry of prayogas like ga ma, ga ri sa and Ni sa ni 
dha pa and also the peculiar gamaka figuring in the Gandhara. 
He emphasised tbe difference between Udayaravichandrika (Enta- 
nerchina) and Suddha Dhanyasi (Subrahmanyena) in the matter 
of oscillations. Sri Sandhyavandanam Srinivasa Rao mentioned 
that Suddha Dhanyasi took the Kakali Nishada.
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Sri Pichumani then played Madhyamavati and showed the 
different oscillations of the Rishabha in the Arohana and the 
Avarohana in ‘ Palinchu Kamakshi

Sri T. Viswanathan of the Wesleyan University, U. S., said 
that the tempo of swaras played an important part in ragas. He 
said that vibrato, which was common in Western music, was one 
of the gamakas in Karnatic music.

Sri K. S. Narayanaswamy thanked Sri Pichumani for his 
interesting demonstration and gave further illustrations of the same 
swaras having different oscillations in the same raga by singing 
Kambhoji and Malkaus.

On a request by Sri T. S. Parthasarathy, the Editor of the 
Journal of the Music Academy, Sri K. R. Sundaram Iyer, President 
of the Academy, released the Muthuswami Dikshitar Bi-centenary 
Volume and presented the first copies to the members of the family 
of the late Dr. V. Raghavan. Sri R. Kalidoss, son of Dr. V. Ragha- 
van, thanked the Music Academy for its gesture.

Sri Tiruppambaram N. Sivasubramania Pillai gave a lecture 
demonstration of the Tana varnams and kritis composed by 
Koorainadu Bharatam Ramaswamy Pillai. He said that Sri Rama- 
swamy Pillai was a disciple of Sri Muthuswamy Dikshitar and 
was well-versed in Sanskrit, TamD and Telegu. Besides being an 
expert in Bharata Sastra, he composed many Tana varnams, raga 
malikas, padams and kritis. Sri Pillai sang ‘ Varavenum ’ in Gaula 
and a kriti in Kannada and ended his demonstration by singing 
f Nanu Palimpa ’ in Sri Raga. Sri Sikkil Bhaskaran and Sri Dindigul 
Ramamurthi accompanied Sri Pillai on the Violin and Mridangam 
respectively.

22nd DECEMBER, 1979

At the commencement of today’s meeting. Sri Lalgudi 
M. Swaminatha Oduvar sang Tevaram verses on Kapaliswarar and 
Karpakambal by Tirujnana Sambandhar and Tirunavukkarasu 
(Appar) as also the decad * Karpagavalli Ammai Padikam ’ com
posed by Sri Tachi Arunachala Mudaliar. Vid wan K. S. Narayana
swamy presided over the proceedings.

4



Sri P. K. Rajagopala Aiyer of the Skanda Gana Vidyalaya, 
Ambattur, presented a lecture-demonstration on ' Some aspects of 
the Rhythmic beauties of Tiruppugazh’. He pointed out that the 
Tiruppugazh songs were all chandappas and their special feature 
was the appendage called ' tongal ’ at the conclusion of each song. 
Arunagirinatha was the originator of this unique format.

Assisted by Sri Srirangam Kannan and Smt. Sita Narayanan, 
Sri Rajagopala Aiyar sang ‘ Karangamalar ” in the Rajavidyadhara 
tala, ‘ Vachanamika Etri ’ in the Antarakrida tala, ‘ Oru Pozhudum ’ 
which fits into Chachaputa tala, ‘ Anana Mugandu ’ which suits the 
trend of the ancient Kokilapriya tala and ‘ Dharaniyil araniya ’ in 
what may be termed as the Devendrasangha tala.

Sri T. S. Parthasarathy remarked that Arunagirinatha had 
himself mentioned a number of Talas, Ragas and Panns in a section 
of the Tiruppugazh called the ‘ Bhuta Vetala Vaguppu ’.

Sri Nookala Ch. Satyanarayana, in his talk on “ Music 
Education ”, emphesised the need to take music students step by 
step from janta swaras and gitas to small compositions in ragas 
like Mohana. Gamakas must be taught later by making them 
learn gradually ragas like Todi, Bhairavi, Kambhoji, Sankarabhara- 
nam and Kalyani. He stressed the need for a re-orientation of 
our teaching methods to make music education attrative to young 
students.

Sri Narayana Rao Joshi gave an illustrated talk on the Khyal 
and Thumri, two of the most popular forms of the present day 
Hindustani music. He said that the anxiety on the part of musicians 
to make Thumris attractive to the listeners had resulted in more than 
one raga being mixed up and woven into a delicate piece. He 
sang a Khyal in Bimplas and Thumris in Bhairavi and Pahadi by 
way of illustration. Sri N. V. Murthy provided Tabla accom
paniment.

Mr. Douglas Knight, a research fellow sponsored by the 
American Institute of Indian Studies, presented a paper on the 
‘ Generative Principles of Rhythmic Elaboration in Carnatic 
Drumming’. He gave a demonstration of the Eka Tala and the 
vast array of poly-metric settings that could be generated by the
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manipulation of jati, gati and kaala. He described drumming in 
Carnatic Music as tbe most complex and highly developed system 
of drumming in the world.

Sri Umayalpuram Sivaraman complimented the speaker on 
his competent demonstration and said that * anticipation ’ on the 
part of the drummer was the greatest plus point in Carnatic music.

23rd DECEMBER, 1979

The meeting commenced with the rendering of devotional songs 
on the Violin by Master Ganesh and Master Kumaresb. They 
played * Maha Ganapatim ’ in Nata, * Sudha mayi ’ in Amrita- 
varshini, ‘ Najivadhara ’ in Bilahari and a Tiruppugazh.

Sri T. V. Rajagopalan, Secretary of the Music Academy, gave 
a  talk on the ‘Teaching of Music to B e g i n n e r s H e  said that the 
teaching of music to beginners was imparted at several levels like 
Gurukulavasa, family tradition and in institutions. He stressed 
the need for graded exercises being taught to children at the janta 
varisai stage with sahitya for the swaras and added that the initial 
lessons should be only in the Mayamalavagaula raga. This was 
-demonstrated by seven girl students who had been specially trained 
by Smt. Rukmioi Rajagopalan to sing janta swaras along with 
sahitya and also simple Divyanama kirtanas.

Commenting on the talk, Sri Semmangudi Srinivasa Iyer 
suggested that simple songs might be taught first to children and 
swara exercises later after explaining the swarasthanas.

Sri Thanjavur Lakshmanan stated that swara exercises should 
be taught with gamakas. Sri Balamurali Krishna said that the 
syllabus for students should be adjusted to suit their receptive 
-capacity.

An edition of Sadasiva Brahmendra’s kritis with notation by 
Sri Semmangudi Srinivasa Iyer, published by the Semmangudi 
Srinivasier Golden Jubilee Trust, was released by Sri K. S. Narayana- 
swamy. The book comprises 23 Sanskrit compositions printed 
in the Tamil and Devanagiri scripts with notation in the Tamil 
script and a life of the composer in English. Sri Semmangudi



Srinivasa Iyer explained the circumstances under which he set the 
composition to music on the advice of a saint known as Varahur 
Periyaval.

Dr. S. A. K. Durga of the Department of Indian Music of the 
University of Madras presented a paper on the “  Evolution and 
Structural analysis of the Varnam Forms.” The speaker traced 
the origin of the word * vama ' occurring in several ancient music 
treatises and gave a description of the varieties of tana varnas and 
pada varnas composed in later years by eminent vaggeyakaras like 
Pachimiriam Adippayya, Patnam Subrahmanya Iyer and others. 
The different angas of varnas, their talas and jatis and other salient 
features were taken up for examination.

Complimenting the speaker, Prof. R. Satyanarayana of Mysore 
6aid that varnas played the dual role of being exercises for beginners 
as well as the opening pieces in concerts to create a musical 
atmosphere.

Introducing the singing of the Sankirtanams of Tallapakkam 
Annamacharya by Miss. Shobha Naidu and Sri Balakrishna Prasad, 
Sri T. S. Parthasarathy, Sri K. Srinivasulu Setty and Sri Sandhya- 
vandanam Srinivasa Rao furnished brief biographical details o f 
Annamacharya and the many excellences of his devotional lyrics. 
The Kritis rendered by the two singers from Tirupati included 
“  Brahma gadigina padamu ” in Mukhari and “ Javvadi mettinedi ” 
in Sankarabharanam. Sri Sandhyavandanam Srinivasa Rao rendered 
the song “ Kadupenta ” in Asaveri and “ Kolani dopariki ” in a  
folk tune. Sri R. Ramanathan and Madirimangalam Swaminathan 
provided accompaniment on the violin and Mridangam.

Complimenting the artistes, Sri Balamurali Krishna said that 
musical bhava was essential for the rendering of Annamacharya’s 
compositions.

Sri R. Venkataratnam then presented a paper on his Sanskrit 
work “ Hasta Pata Lakshana Alochana ” , a study of the rules o f 
percussion play as propounded by early authorities like Bharata, 
Haripala, Srikantha and Sarngadeva. He stressed that rigorous 
rules of aesthetics had been formulated by them as guidelines for 
percussionists of the future.
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24th DECEMBER, 1979

On the fourth day of the meeting of the Experts’ Committee 
the Ganamalika group of ladies, trained by Sri Srinivasa Rao, 
rendered Ashtapadis and songs on Devi. The compositions rendered 
included “ Kanakadhara ” by Vidyapati in Desh. “ Rajanijanita ” 
in Adana, “ Harirabhi ” in iman and “ Vadasiyadi ” in Kaphi.

Sri L. S. Rajagopalan gave a lecture-demonstration on the 
Pulluvan Vina, a single-stringed violin type instrument and the 
Pulluvan Kudam, resembling a ghatam, handled by the Pulluvan 
community of Kerala. This community specialised in rituals 
connected with snake worship in Kerala and sang and played on 
these instruments tunes that closely resembled the ragas of Karnatic 
music. Two members of the Pulluvan community from Kerala 
gave a practical demonstration on the two instruments accompanied 
by singing.

Sri Raj Narayan, an electronics engineer from Bangalore, gave 
a talk on electronic drone and tala instruments, and demonstrated 
a sruti box and a Talometer devised by him. The Tala instrument 
was capable of being used for all the 35 talas and was intended for 
the benefit of music students practising at home as well as for 
Vidwans performing in concerts. The electronic tambura aimed 
at producing the background effect of an actual tambura during 
concerts.

Prof. R. Satyanarayana of Mysore delivered a lecture on the 
“ Evolution of the Vina in Vedic Literature ”. Basing his talk oh 
the authority of Samhitas, Aranyakas, Srauta texts and similar 
lore, the speaker said that in Vedic times the Vina was considered 
the primary ritual instrument during sacrifices like the Aswamedha 
yaga. He explained in detail the construction of different kinds 
of Vina like the ‘ Satatantri ’ and the occasions on which they 
were played. He added that the Vina player was held in the highest 
esteem during the Vedic period.

Prof. T. Kodandaramaiah, Professor of Telugu in the Madurai- 
Kamaraj University, presented a paper on a rare manuscript which 
belonged to Ananta Gopala Bhagavatar, a Saurashtra gentleman 
of Madurai. A scrutiny of the manuscript showed that it contained



many uapublished kritis of Margadarsi Seshayyaagar, Walajahpet 
Venkataramana Bhagavatar and Kirtanas ia the Saurashtra language. 
There were also three kritis by Venkata Suri, who wrote a Sanskrit 
version of Saint Tyagaraja’s Nowka Charitram. The manuscript 
was thus a valuable addition to existing music literature.

25th DECEMBER, 1979

On the fifth day of the meeting of the Experts’ Committee, 
Sint. R. K. Gayatri, Lecturer in South Indian Music at the Hawaii 
University at Honolulu, played devotional songs on the Gottu 
Vadyam. She was accompanied on the violin by Sri V. V. Ravi 
and Sri Nellai Devaraja Iyer on the mridangam. The compositions 
played by her included “ Maha Ganapatim” in Nata, “ Vina 
Pustaka ” in Vegavahini ” , “ Balagopala ”  in Bhairavi and “ Angara- 
kam ” in Surati.

Under the direction of Sri Madurai N. Krishnan, nine Tamil 
compositions of Smt. Ambujam Krishna were presented by Smt. 
S. Rajeswari and Smt. Kalpakam Viswanathan. The group of 
songs, entitled “ Krishna Lila Madhuryam ” , had been arranged 
in a sequence to depict the divine lilas of Lord Krishna in His 
boyhood. The songs rendered included well-known pieces like 
“ Talar Nadai ” in Mohanam, “ Chinna Chinna padam ” in Kapi 
and “ Kalyana Vaibhavam ” in Kurinji.

Sri T. K. Govinda Rao delivered a talk on “ Ancient ragas and 
ragas derived from Melas ” . He said that a large number of ragas 
of Karnatic music dated back to the early years of the Christian era 
and had attained great refinement by having been.handled by 
eminent musicians over the centuries. In his opinion, such a polish 
was lacking in new ragas that came into existence later on the Mela 
Janya basis or by a permutation and combination of swaras. He 
cited the examples of Dhenuka, Kiravani and Vachaspati which 
weie based on swarasthanas and required great care for being 
rendered without mixing Todi, Bhairavi and Kalyani respectively. 
Charukesi was another instance in which the raga was often 
described as a mixture of Sankarabharana and Todi and thus lacked 
an individual raga swarupa. He pleaded that Vidwans should 
revive an interest in ancient ragas which were full of life and 
traditional beauty.
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Sri Embar Vijayaraghavachariar then gave a Harikatha per
formance on * Bala Bhaktargal ’ in the context of the International 
Year of the Child being celebrated this year. The devotees whose 
lives were covered by the performance included Prahlada, Dhruva, 
Markandeya and Nambi Andar Nambi.

26th DECEMBER, 1979

On the sixth day of the meeting of the Experts’ Committee 
in connection with the 53rd Conference of the Music Academy, 
Sri T. M. Naganath and party rendered devotional songs in Sanskrit, 
Tamil, Kannada and Hindi. Amongst the songs sung were 
“ Gajavadana beduve” in Bhupali, “ Bhaja Hari Nama ” in Kalyan, 
“ Tirumagal ulavu ” in Ananda Bhairavi, “ Madar Madappidiyum ” 
in Athana, “ Jaya Durga ” in Durga and slokas from the Purushot- 
tama Yoga of the Bhagavad Gita sung as a raga malika.

Smt. Gowri Kuppuswamy of the Mysore University read a 
paper on a “ Comparative Study of the Development of Indian 
and Western Musical Scales ” . She said that while the Indian 
musical tradition cherished its origin from the Sama Veda, the 
influence of ancient Greek music on Western music was considerable. 
But an interesting feature of some of the scales resulting from 
modulation in Western music was that they corresponded to scales 
of the 72 Mela scheme propounded by Venkatamakhi. Seven-note 
scales were also found in the music of Arabia, Turkey, Egypt, Iran, 
China, a number of European countries and Brazil but pentatonic 
scales, having five notes to an octave, were most widespread in the 
music of different nations. Some of the pentatonic scales in 
Bulgaria corresponded to Suddha Dhanyasi, Nagasvaravali, Suddha- 
Saveri and Mohanam of Karnatic music.

Thanking the speaker, Sri K. S. Narayanaswami, President of 
the Conference, said that such papers provided good material for a 
detailed discussion of the subject by musicologists.

Smt. Vidya Shankar gave a lecture-demonstration on the 
“ Teaching of Tana Varnas on the Vina ” . She said that the old 
practice was to make music students learn about fifteen Tana Varnas 
before they were started on kritis. She demonstrated on the Vina 
how students should be taught to play swaras with suitable gamakas
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so that they formed a clear picture of the raga concerned in 
their mind. Sri K. S. Narayanaswami complimented the speaker 
on her instructive lecture.

Prof. P. Balakrishnan, accompanied by Smt. PremaRangarajan, 
gave a recital of rare Tamil compositions of the late Sangita 
Kalanidhi Thanjavur K. Ponniah Pillai, who was Professor of 
Music in the Annamalai University. Sri Pillai was the author of 
more than eleven types of compositions ranging from Sanchari 
Gitas to Tillanas. The songs rendered included a Pada Varnam 
in Bhairavi, a Kurinji Tinai Padam in Kalyaoi and an Ashta 
raga malika.

Sri Parur Anantaraman (Violin) and Thanjavur Upendran 
(Mridangam) accompanied the recital.

Paying a tribute to Sri Ponniah Pillai, Sri K. S. Narayanaswami 
mentioned that Sri Pillai was his guru at the Annamalai University 
and was a versatile musician and composer. Everyone of his 
compositions had the stamp of authentic and classical Kamatic 
music.

Dr. H. V. Modak of the Nowrosjee Wadia College, Pune, 
demonstrated an Electronic Murchana Device and a playerless 
Harmonium designed by him. The Murchana device enabled a 
modal shift (graha bheda) to be obtained and the electronic har
monium could accompany singers without the necessity for a player.

27th DECEMBER, 1979

On the seventh day of the Experts' Committee Meeting 
Sri Kanchipuram M. N. Venkatavaradan provided devotional music 
by singing verses from the Divya Prabandham. He sang the 
* Pallandu * of Periyalvar. ‘ Tiruppavai * of Andal and also verses 
from the Desika Prabandham. He was assisted by Sri Tulasiram 
-on the violin and Sri S. Ramachandran on the mridangam.

Sri Mugavai Rajamanickam delivered a talk on ‘Rare Folk 
Songs of Tamilnadu’ accompanied by singing of folk melodies by 
Sri Kovai Murali and Smt. Ramani Ramamurti. Percussion support 
-was provided by artistes who played folk instruments like Pambai,
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Tape, Tambattai, Kuzhal, Ghatasingari and Udukkai. The 
songs rendered included ‘ Etra Padal Harvest Song, Kummi, 
Katta Bomman songs and Naiyandi padal. Dr. S. Ramanathan 
remarked that a number of classical ragas of Karnatic music had 
their origin in folk melodies and composers like Tyagaraja did not 
hesitate to adapt them for the kritis, like “ Gandhamu Puyyaruga ” 
in Punnagavarali and “ Nagumomu gala vani ” in Madhyamavati.

Sri C. S. Krishoaswamy gave a lecture-demonstration on 
4 Some factors contributing to the tonal quality and timbre of the 
flute He said that the timbre of a flute depended upon the 
material from which it was made, its age and its moisture content. 
Accompanied by Smt. Jayalakshmi Sekhar, Sri Krishnaswamy 
played the same swarajati on different kinds of flute and explained 
their characteristic quality and musical intensity. Sri N. Ramani 
and Sri Prapancham Sitaram also spoke on how different flutes had 
varying tonal qualities.

Smt. Leela Omchery of the Music Department of the Delhi 
University read a paper on “ The classical element in Kerala Folk 
Music (Raga Element) ” , and illustrated the same by rendering a 
number of folk songs in Malayalam. Singing different phrases from 
folk songs, she explained how closely they resembled passages in 
classical Karnatic ragas like Pharas, Arabhi, Kapi and Saurashtram. 
She said that several folk songs in Malayalam bore the influence of 
religious music from Tamilnadu, especially the Tevaram.

Sri Vinjamuri Varaha Narasimhachari, Vidwans Sri Sandhya- 
vandanam Srinivasa Rao and Sri Balamurali Krishna, compliment
ing the speaker on her paper, said that the folk songs in Telegu, 
Tamil and Malayalam bore similarity of tunes.

The President of the Conference, Vidwan Sri K. S. Narayana- 
swamy, while thanking the speaker, said that folk music should 
retain its separate identity.

Dr. P. E. Sankaranarayanan and Miss. K. Meenakshi of the 
Central Electronics Engineering Research Institute Extension 
Centre, Adyar, presented a paper on “  Electronic Sruti Instru
ments” and exhibited an electronic tambura and a sruti box 
developed by them. With the aid of the electronic tambura they 
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demonstrated how, by employing digital electronic circuitry, it was 
possible to produce the string effects of all the three tones in a 
conventional tambura. The two instruments were intended for the 
benefit of both students of music and professional musicians.

28th DECEMBER, 1979

On the eighth day of the Experts’ Committee Meeting students 
of the Music Academy’s Teachers’ College of Music sang devotional 
songs in Tamil, Telugu, Kannada and Sanskrit. The selection 
included verses from the Tiruppavai and Tiruvembavai, a divya 
nama kriti of Tyagaraja and an Ashtapadi of Jayadeva.

Sri Titte Krishna Iyengar delivered a talk on ' Whither bound 
Karnatic music He said that true music must touch the heart 
of the listener and classical music, sung in accordance with tradition, 
enabled one to achieve this objective. Singing snatches from the 
kritis of Tyagaraja, the speaker explained how such compositions 
should be rendered with sahitya bhava and not without feeling. He 
also gave a demonstration of how tanam in the five ghana ragas 
used to be sung about five decades ago in South India.

Sri S. Parthasarathi and Sri Balamurali Krishna complimented 
the speaker on his demonstration and said that memories of the 
traditional excellence of music should be cherished by the present 
generation.

Smt. Gomati Viswanathan, Reader and Head of the Depart
ment of Karnatic music in the Delhi University, gave a lecture 
demonstration on Bhairavi, Huseni, Anandabhairavi and Mukhari 
which, though different from each other, had some common featured 
and provided an interesting topic for a comparative study. She sang 
passages from the swarajati of Syama Sastri to show how the 
Bhairavi of those days differed from the other three ragas in 
prayogas which appeared similar. Anandabhairavi appeared to 
be a comparatively recent raga as it was not mentioned in texts 
earlier than the 17th century. It had its roots in folk melodies and 
was, therefore, a popular raga. An interesting feature of Huseni 
was that it comprised features from all the three other ragas; 
Dr. S. Ramanathan complimented the speaker on the clarity of 
her presentation. Prof. R. Satyanarayana of Mysore furnished
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some interesting details about tbe historical evolution of the four 
ragas concerned. Sri K. S. Narayanaswami, President of the Con
ference, thanked Smt. Viswanathan for participating in the meeting 
and reading a very interesting paper.

Sri Sandhyavandanam Srinivasa Rao read a paper on ‘ Voice 
culture for Karnatic Music’ and demonstrated how one’s voice 
should be cultivated by constantly listening to the tambura and 
singing each swara in unison with it with a long breath. He 
stressed that the initial vocal exercises must be in the Maya- 
malavagaula raga. He explained the various stages of voice culture 
to be undertaken in two or more octaves to suit the limitations of 
the student’s voice. Sri Balamurali Krishna mentioned that the 
defects a singer should avoid had been clearly enumerated in texts 
on music' and every student of music should benefit by the advice 
given by Sri Srinivasa Rao in his interesting lecture.

29th DECEMBER, 1979

At the commencement of the ninth day of the meeting of the 
Experts’ Committee Smt. Muthuminakshi and party rendered a 
selection of Tevaram in the respective Panns. Amongst the songs 
sung were ‘ Pitta pirai sudi ’ in Indalam (Mayamalavagaula),
‘ Siraiyarum ’ in Pazham Takka (Suddha Saveri) and ‘ Madar pirai ’ 
in Gandharam (Navaroz).

Vidwan B. Krishnamurti rendered Sanskrit compositions of the 
late Dr. Raghavan.

Sri T. V. Rajagopalan, Secretary of the Music Academy, 
announced that the 1 Ith lecture in the Dr. V. Raghavan’s Shashtya- 
bdapurti Endowment would be delivered by Dr. S. Ramanathan on 
Vidyaranya’s ‘ Sangita Sara

Prefacing the lecture Sri T. S. Parthasarathy said that 
Dr. Ramanathan was a unique combination of a performing artiste 
in his own right and a researcher in the field of music. Although 
no edition of Vidyaranya’s ‘ Sangita Sara ’ was available at present, 
his musical theory could be reconstructed from references to it in 
the ‘ Sangita Sudha ’ attributed to ruler Raghunatha Nayak of 
Thanjavur, but actually written by Govinda Dikshita, his minister. 
The latter work was published by the Music Academy in 1940.



In his lecture Dr. Ramanathan pointed out that it was not 
commonly known that Vidyaranya, who was a pontiff of the Sringeri 
Math and an adviser to Bukka, founder of the Vijayanagar empire 
in 1336, was the author of a treatise on music. The ‘ Sangita Sara ’ 
served as a link between th e ‘Sangita Ratnakara’ (13th century) 
and the “ Svara mela kalanidhi ” (16th century). It was also the 
first work on South Indian music, now called Karnataka Sangita. 
The speaker gave a detailed account of the 15 melas of Vidyaranya, 
as compared with the later melas of Ramamatya and Venkatamakhi. 
The ' Sangita Sara ’ was thus a valuable link in the history of 
South Indian music.

Delivering a talk on ‘ Music Education ’, Sri S. V. Partbasarathy 
said that lakshya must be taught first to beginners and lakshana or 
theory should not be allowed to overshadow it at that stage. In 
his opinion, early exercises in only suddha swaras was not suitable 
for the Kamatic system in which the emphasis was on gamakas. 
Swarajnana roust be instilled in the student at an early stage. The 
sahitya of compositions should not be unnecessarily split to lay 
stress on the meaning of words but the music of the kritis should 
be allowed to flow in its natural course.

Sri Titte Krishna Iyengar, Sri V. Sethuramiah, Sri Srirangam 
Kannan, Sri Tanjore Lakshmanan. Sri R. K. Venkatarama Sastri, 
Smt. Leela Omchery and Prof. R. Satyanarayana expressed their 
views on the subject of teaching of music.

Sri K. S. Narayanaswami, President of the Conference, said 
that the Music Academy should arrange a full-fledged seminar on 
the subject and bring together music teachers holding different 
views on it.
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30th DECEMBER, 1979

On the tenth day of the meeting of the Experts* Committee 
Sri V. Muthukrishnan sang selected songs from the Tiruppugazh of 
Arunagirinatha. 'Um bar taro’ in Pantuvarali, ‘ Mana nooru 
koti ’ in Natakapriya (Anga tala) and ‘ Aranilavadi ’ in Suddha 
Dhanyasi were among the pieces rendered.

Dr. S. Seetha, Professor and Head of the Department of Indian 
music, Madras University, gave a lecture-demonstration on ‘ Gayaka
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and Vainika Sampradayas referred to in Lakshana Granthas’. 
She said that ancient texts like the * Sangita Ratnakara ’ described 
even the human voice as an instrument, the * Gatra Vina Vocal 
music and instrumental music had been differentiated as Gatra 
dandi and Jantra dandi. Fretting of Vinas was called ‘ Melana ’ 
and different Vinas known as Ekaraga and Sarvaraga Vinas were 
in existence. Tracing the evolution of ragas, the speaker said that 
very interesting information emerged from a scrutiny of old texts. 
For instance, the ‘ Sangita Sudha ’ of Raghunatha Nayak described 
madhyama as a graha swara in Bauli while the note was totally 
omitted in modern usage.

Sri K. S. Narayanaswami, President of the Conference, gave 
a Vina recital accompanied by Sri Umayalpuram Sivaraman on the 
mridangam. He played tanam in the ragas Nata, Gaula and 
Arabhi, the Pancharatna kriti ‘ Sadhinchene ‘ Deva deva kalayami * 
in Mayamalavagaula, “ Marivere ” in Anandabhairavi, “ Marava- 
kave O Manasa ” in Sama, “ Mahalakshmi ” in Madhava Manohari, 
“ Gitarthamu ” in Surati and tanam in Athana, Sabana, Varali, 
Sriraga and Saveri. He concluded the recital with *Ehi Anna- 
pume ’ in Punnagavarali.

Miss. Rie Hisamitsu of Japan, a student of Buddhism at 
Delhi, read a paper on Karnatic music and how she was attracted 
to it. She also explained the various difficulties encountered by a 
foreigner like herself in learning a system of music totally different 
from hers and the problem of language. She rendered ‘ Parvati 
pate ’ in Hamsadhvani, •* Vallabhanayakasya ” in Begada, “  Eduta 
nilichite ” in Sankarabharanam and * Sitamma mayamma ” in 
Vasanta.

An interesting collection of charts, photographs and pictures 
relating to Karnatic Music, Vidwans of the past, the Music Academy 
and the Tyagaraja festival at Tiruvaiyaru was exhibited by Vidwan 
Sri V. Anantaraman of Nagapattinam at the foyer of the Music 
Academy.

31st DECEMBER, 1979

At the commencement of the eleventh day of the Experts’ 
Committee meeting, Kumari Sudha Venkataraman sang verses



from the Tiruppavai of Sri Andal. The selection included * Margazhi 
thingal ’ in Nata, ‘ Ongi ulagalaada ’ in Arabhi and ‘ Vangakkadal ’ 
in Surati.

Sri Srivanchiam Ramachandra Iyer, accompanied by Smt. 
R. Vedavalli, rendered a representative selection from the composi
tions of Shahaji Maharaja of Thanjavur (18th century). Prefacing 
the demonstration, Sri T. S. Parthasarathy said that Shahaji, the 
second Mahratta ruler of Thanjavur, was a munificent patron of 
music and literature and was himself a composer of Yakshaganas, 
kritis and padams in Telugu, Sanskrit and Marathi. A large 
number of compositions of Shahaji could be seen in manuscript 
form in the Sarasvati Mahal Library at Thanjavur.

Sri Ramachandra Iyer and Smt. Vedavalli then sang ‘ Vande 
Sivasutam ’ in Paadi, ‘ Kannula panduga ’ in Bilahari, * Bhoga Yoga ’ 
in Todi (G ita) , ‘ Sakala prapti ’ in Kalyani ( Marathi) and ‘ Bata 
anandamu ’ in Dhanyasi. Sri K. S. Narayanaswami, President of 
this year’s Conference, complimented the singers on their excellent 
rendering of the compositions in attractive varna mettus.

Sri N. Ramanathan, Lecturer in music, Madras University, 
read a paper on ‘ The Concept of Sruti Jatis’. He said that the 
term Sruti-Jati referred to the five jatis or classes of srutis spoken 
of by Sarngadeva in his Sangita Ratnakara. The speaker then 
discussed the views expressed on the subject by Nanyadeva, 
Kumbharana, Kallinatha and others.

Sri R. K. Srikantan, member of the Experts’ Committee, read 
a paper on ‘ Sri Vyasa Tirtha ’ (1447-1539) and his contribution to 
devotional music. He said that Sri Vyasaraya was, in addition 
to being a great Acharya of the Dvaita sampradaya and a minister 
to Krishnadeva Raya, a composer of kirtanas, suladis, padas and 
vrittanamas with the mudra ‘ Sri Krishna Accompanied by 
Sri Rudrapatnam Ramakant, the speaker rendered ‘ Gajamukhane * 
in Nata, ‘ Olaga sulabha ’ in Bhairavi and ‘ Antarangadali ’ in 
Mohana.

Sri Kamalam Thiagarajan gave a demonstration on the Western 
Orchestra flute in the context of its suitability for playing Karnatic 
music. He said that in the Western flute three octaves could be
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played more easily than in the Indian flute. It was a high 
precision instrument and despite its high cost, it had its advantages 
because of its tonal perfection. By way of illustration, he played 
‘ Vinayakuni ’ in Madhyamavati and a swarajati in Bhairavi on a 
Western flute and explained its merits.

1st JANUARY, 1980

Smt R. Vedavalli sang ‘ Vina Pustaka dharini ’ in Vegavahini 
at the commencement of the twelfth and concluding day of 
the Experts’ Committee meeting in connection with the 33rd 
Conference.

Sri S. R. Janakiraman of Tirupati delivered a talk on ‘ Teaching 
Methods in Musicology ’. He said that musicology was the 
systematized knowledge of music and was comparable to any other 
science in its application. The teaching of musicology needed a 
judiciously framed syllabus in which both theory and practice should 
be given equal importance.

Sri Sandhyavandanam Srinivasa Rao, Sri Maruthuvakudi 
Rajagopala Iyer, Sri V. Sethuramiah, Smt. Leela Omchery, Smt. 
Gomati Viswanathan, Sri Thanjavur Lakshmanan, Sri Srirangam 
Kannan, Sri Balamurali Krishna and Sri B. Rajam Iyer also spoke 
on the subject.

Sri T. S. Parthasarathy gave a resume of the papers and demon
strations presented at the 53rd Conference and said that they 
covered the musical traditions of all the four South Indian States 
and also Hindustani music. Two foreign music students also 
participated in the conference and presented features. A number 
of newly-developed electronic devices including a playerless har
monium, talameter, sruti box and tambura were exhibited at the 
conference. A wide variety of subjects relating to music and 
musicology were thus covered during the Experts’ Committee 
meetings.

The Experts’ Committee observed two minutes silence in 
memory of the late Dr. V. Raghavan, Sri T. S. Ramaswami Iyer, 
Sangita Kalanidhi Rallapalli Anantakrishna Sarma, Vidwan



Govindaraja Pillai, Sri Lalgudi Gopala Iyer, Sri M. A. Kalyana- 
krishna Bhagavatar, Sri Madurai Krishna Iyengar and Sri Kuzhik- 
karai Pichaiappa Pillai.

Sri K. R. Sundaram Iyer, President of the Music Academy, 
proposed a vote of thanks to all who made the 53rd Conference 
a success, On behalf of the Vidwans, Dr. Balamurali Krishna 
thanked the Music Academy for the opportunity given to them 
to participate in the conference.

Sri K. S. Narayanaswami, President of this year’s Conference, 
said that it was the duty of all Vidwans to participate in the 
activities of the Music Academy to enable the institution to achieve 
its objectives.
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The Sadas
The Sadas (Convocation) of the 53rd Conference of the Academy 

was held in the Auditorium of the Academy at 4 p.m. on the 1st 
January 1980 with Sri T. Ramaprasada Rao, former Chief Justice 
o f the Madras High Court, in the chair.

There was a distinguished gathering of members of the 
Academy, music lovers, musicians and scholars. The proceedings 
began with a prayer by Smt. R. Vedavalli.

The Sadas was convoked by Sri S. Natarajan, Secretary. Sri
R. Ranganathan, another Secretary of the Music Academy, read 
messages received from prominent persons wishing the function 
success.

Welcoming Sri Ramaprasada Rao and others present, Sri 
K. R. Sundaram Iyer, President of the Music Academy, referred 
to the increase in the number of awards instituted by donors and 
also about the research programme contemplated by the Academy.

Sri T. V. Rajagopalan, Secretary of the Academy, presented 
Vidwan Sri K. S. Narayanaswami, President of the 53rd 
Conference.

“ Born on 27th September 1914, son of Narayaniammal and 
Koduvayur Sivarama Iyer at Koduvayur near Palghat: learnt music 
from his 7th year to 14th year under his brother K. S. Krishna 
Iyer: was presented with gold ring for his Swara Jnana even at the 
young age of seven: was in the first batch of students of the Music 
College at the Annamalai University: learnt music under Maha 
Yidwan Sabesa Iyer and Sangita Kalanidhi Tanjore Ponniah Pillai 
descendant of the famous Tanjore Quartet: learnt Veena under 
Vidwan Desamangalam Subramania Iyer: learnt also Mridangam 
under Sri Ponniah Pillai; was Lecturer in Veena in his Alma Mater 
from 1937 to 1946: assisted in publishing the Tamil Kritis of 
Gopalakrishna Bharati, Nilakantha Sivan and Arunacbala Kavi: 
at the invitation of their Highnesses of Travancore took up lecturer- 
ship in Veena in the Swati Tirunal Music Academy under the 
Principalship of Sangita Kalanidhi Semmangudi Srinivasa Iyer: 
assisted him in editing with notation and publishing the Kritis of 
Swati Tirunal: subsequently was the Principal of Swati Tirunal 
Music Academy till 1970: has been Principal of Sangeetha Vidyalaya 
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of Shanmukhananda Fine Arts Sabba, Bombay since 1970: was also 
recipient of several titles and awards from institutions: has been a
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VIDWAN SRI K. S. NARAYANASWAMI

member of Music & Cultural Delegations to the USSR and the East 
European countries in 1954 and in 1970: has attended at the invita
tion of Yehudi Menuhin, the Music Festival£at Bath and performed 
on the Veena at London, Bristol, Oxford, Cambridge and Burmin- 
gham: has taken part as Teacher of Carnatic music and Veena at 
the XI Conference of International Society of Music Education al 
Perth, Australia, in 1974: taken part at the Indian Music and Dance 
Festival of the International Institute for Comparative Music 
Studies and Documentation at Berlin in 1977: has been the recipient 
of the State Award of Kerala in 1962 and of Tamilnadu in 1968: 
was also the recipient of the National Award of Central Sangeet 
Natak Akademi in 1968: was honoured by the award of Padma 
Bhushan in 1977.”

The President of the Sadas, Sri T. Ramaprasada Rao, conferred 
the title of * Sangita Kalaoidhi * on Sri K. S. Narayanaswami and 
presented him with the Sanad and the Insignia of the title.

The Academy had selected two senior experts, who had done 
distinguished service in the fields of music and harikatha, for the 
award of certificates of merit.
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\Sri S. Ramaswami, Executive Trustee of the Music Academy, 
presented Sri Tiruchi Swaminatha Iyer,

VIDWAN TIRUCHI SWAMINATHA IYER

“ Born in 1910 at Tiruchirapalli as the second son or Akiland- 
-ammal and Fiddle Subramania Iyer, son of Orappalli Ayya Bhaga- 
vatar, a disciple of Saint Tyagaraja: learnt music from his father 
who himself was a Sishya of Tillaistanam Panju Bhagavatar 
belonging to the well known Sishya Parampara of Tyagaraja: started 
giving concerts in 1926: has given concerts as “ Trichy Brothers ” 
along with his elder brother Ramachandra Iyer till the demise of 
the latter in 1943: has been accompanied by eminent Violinists 
Marungapuri Gopalakrishna Iyer, Madras Balakrishna Iyer, 
Rajamanickam Pillai and Mysore Chowdiah and Mridangists 
Pudukottai Dakshinamurthy Pillai, Kumbakonam Kodandarama 
Iyer and Rangu Iyengar: settled in Bombay in 1950, and now 
Honorary Director for the Carnatic Music section of Shri Vallabh 
Sangeetalaya: well known for laya-jnana and Pallavi exposition: 
possesses a good repertoire of rare Kritis of Tyagaraja. Has been 
in the field of Carnatic Music for over 50 years.’’

Sri T. S. Parthasarathy then presented Sri T. S. Balakrishna 
Sastri, well-known exponent of harikatha.
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BRAHMASRI T. S. BALAKRISHNA SASTRIGAL

“ Born in 1918, son of Meenakshiammal and Sambamurthy 
Ghanapatigal, Sanskrit scholar of Tiruvidaimarudur: had traditional 
studies in Kavyas, Natakas, Alankara, Veda and Veda Bhashya under 
his father: had his education at the Christian College: studied 
Tamil, Telogu and Kannada under eminent Vidwans: learnt music 
under Sangeeta Kalanidhi Tiger Varadachariar. Mudikondan 
Sabhapathy Iyer and Madirimangalam Natesa Iyer: had his training 
in Harikatha under Soolamangalam Vaidyanatha Bhagavatar: 
shaped his art by listening to leading Harikatha performers* 
Mangudi Chidambara Bhagavatar and Harikesanallur Muthiah 
Bhagavatar: has been continuously performing Harikatha for over 
three decades: honoured by Sabhas and admiring public: received 
State awards from Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu: has a good 
repertoire of Tyagaraja Kritis and has specialised ‘ Tyagaraja 
Ramayana ’ in his own individual style.”

Sri Ramaprasada Rao awarded the certificates of merit to 
Sri Tiruchi Swaminatha Iyer and Sri T. S. Balakrishna Sastri. He 
then delivered the following presidential address:

“ I am indeed honoured to be invited to preside over the Sadas 
held under the auspices of the Music Academy, which is a distinctive 
event integrated with a Musical Institute of repute. I am thankful
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to the President and Members of the Executive Committee of the 
Music Academy for having given me this privilege.

I was initially in a quandary as to how far and in what capacity 
I could fit into the occasion. But on an in-depth ponderation, I felt 
the satisfaction that though I am not an adept in music yet I am a 
rasika of the science, and being one in the line of traditional music 
lovers in my family, I bekindled myself to be before you, who are 
at once eminent exponents and accredited pundits in the divine 
grammar of music.

Music—Ah! the word itself is appealingly musical. One of the 
Trinity in music, Saint Tyagaraja, has said that the doors of Heaven 
are closed to Sangita gnana vihina. The efficacy of music lies in 
its innate emotional treatment given to it by its revered exponents. 
The content of music is moving depth; mystic ecstasy; beautiful 
elegance of style; above all, glowing with warmth and sympathy by 
the touches of the true musician. Time and again, the philosophy 
in musical compositions always laid accent on the following crisp 
aphorisms:

(a) The sharpest sword is a spoken word in wrath
(b) The fiercest fire is passion
(c) The darkest night is ignorance
(d) The best weapon in the armoury of living is wisdom
(e) The most precious treasure is Virtue.

Thus, the dissemination of knowledge and truth by incessant 
communication of the rationale behind musicology is always the 
sacred watchword of our pundits in music.

Music is a language which speaks ab intra (from within). It 
generates universal love. It serves as a key for self perfection and 
prompts us to live a useful life.

Among the Chatusshashti Kalas, the Lalita Kala appeals to the 
visual and auditory senses. They are very important in promoting 
world culture and progress. The Arts—Painting, Sculpture and 
Architecture—are influenced by natural phenomenon, while music 
and dance are created by the imagination of man himself and hence,
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they are ranked greatest among the arts. Music and dance are 
associated with Gods and Goddesses and they were considered as 
means for salvation ! God is conceived as Nada Brahman. Indian 
music is religious and devotional and is never used for entertain
ment value.

Music is a language of its own which can express every kind of 
emotion and thought. Therefore, there is no question of language 
problems in music, and we have compositions in Telugu, Kanarese, 
Tamil and Malayalam, composed by great composers, and they are 
sung today by the performers without any language consciousness 
and are enjoyed by the audience.

Music first evolved as an art with scientific principles and today 
music is studied as a science (Musicology) and Art (performing 
aspect). In the world of Music, there are two distinct systems: 
(1) based on the progress of succession of single notes—the Melodic 
System; (2) based on the progress of succession of groups of notes 
known as chords—the Harmonic System. Indian system of music 
follows the Melodic System and may be styled as Raga Sangita. 
The extensive Raga system and the elaborate Tala system are unique 
features of Indian Music. The Raga system paved the way for 
Manodharma Sangita— or creative music—which is the distinctive 
feature of our musical culture.

Indian music gives scope for creativity not only for the com
poser, but also to the performer to exhibit his imaginative faculty. 
Though compositions are said to be pre-set by the composer’s 
imagination, they lend scope for the performer to add sangatis or 
variations in the pallavi, anupallavi and charanam part, which shows 
his power of interpretation.

Besides the rendering of the compositions, the performer is 
given ample opportunity to give forth his creativity in singing Raga 
alapanas and Swara kalpana. Thus, a performer too stands on par 
with the vaggeyakara in the system of Indian music and shines as a 
link between the audience and the composer. A performer not only 
popularises but also creates new forms in the Manodharma branch.

The performers can prove their skill in their musical presenta
tion only if they are encouraged by the music associations, big and
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small. I find a welcome change in the programme scheduled this 
year at the Music Academy Festival wherein many younger and 
potential artistes are included in the 5 p.m. and 8 p.m. concerts. 
More and more encouragement by all the Sabhas is necessary and 
new talents should be brought into limelight. The institutions 
must give an idea to the artistes as well as to the audience that they 
are for constructive work and encouragement of artistes and above 
all, to keep the Divine Institution of Music well tuned.

There may be differences between artistes, as is not unusual in 
any noble profession, but institutions should always meticulously 
keep apart and away from such controversies, if any. Every artist 
has his own perceptions and concepts in musical theory and the 
rules and regulations. Music has evolved and developed with 
principles and will continue to do so with the change of times and 
personate, and it is the people who have to decide the good and 
bad in music.

Today, music has been introduced in the educational curriculum 
and the traditional Gurukula system is slowly vanishing. The music 
schools and colleges have great responsibility to produce good 
musicians and musicologists and the standard should be kept high. 
The evaluation needs to be strict in qualifying the candidates for 
the Degrees. In the conservatories, the Music Appreciation courses 
may be started to educate many to train their ears to appreciate 
classical music.

Endowed with all the essential attributes of a lovable, notable 
and appreciable variety are the Vidwans who are to be felicitated 
today. The Music Academy is a Naimisaranya of Carnatic Music 
wherein during the sacred Afargazhi, interesting and exhilarating 
discourses on the various notes and chords of music are taking 
place, whether it is on Sampradaya, Paddhati and philosophical 
controversies over the content of Bagas, filling in the content of 
this musicological reservoir, the Music Academy, with an annual 
Sangita Kalanidhi. It is the birth of a new Sangita Kalanidhi 
in Vidwan Sri K. S. Narayanaswami which we are celebrating 
today.

Even though hearsay evidence is not generally admissible in 
Law, yet the incessant encomiums received from music lovers by



Vidwan Sri T. S. Balakrishna Sastrigal and Vidwan Sri Tiruchi 
Swaminatha Iyer mandate this institution to honour them with 
Certificates of Merit.

Showered with the praises of the people, experts have thought
fully brought to bear in the musical world their fame and name 
in the exposition of the truism in music. To this category of 
eminent Vidwans belong our respected Vidwan Sri K. S. Narayana- 
swami, Vidwan Sri T. S. Balakrishna Sastrigal and Vidwan Sri 
Tiruchi Swaminatha Iyer.

Vidwan Sri Koduvayoor Sivaraman Narayanaswami, the 
esteemed President of this Conference, has received the Birudu and 
Insignia of ‘ Sangita Kalanidhi ’. He is a genius and a veteran 
Veena Vidwan, about whom every one here and every music lover 
very well knows. He has the credit of having preserved the 
the traditional style of playing on the Veena and has an inter-state 
reputation which is unique by itself in that, it is connected with 
Musical Institutions in Tamil Nadu, Kerala and Maharashtra. He 
is internationally known and his sojourns across the blue seas secured 
for him a rightful place in the globe, and he being the chosen child 
of musicology, our country awarded to him the title ofPadma 
Bhushan in 1977.

A Guru is generally known by his disciples also. It is impos
sible to catalogue in a short period all his praiseworthy disciples, 
but on an occasion like this, I am very proud to say that he was the 
Guru of Dr. V. K. Narayana Menon and Sangita Kalanidhi ‘ Padma 
Bhushan Srimati M. S. Subbulaksbmi. His exposition of music 
through the instrument of the Goddess of Music has certainly placed 
music on a pedestal in the enlightened glamorous grammar plateau 
of instrumental music.

I am indeed grateful to the Music Academy for the opportunity 
given to me in honouring one such distinguished personality as our 
Vidwan Sri K. S. Narayanaswami.

Vidwan Sri T. S. Balakrishna Sastrigal is a name to be conjured 
with, as an outstanding Harikatha exponent. His Satguru Tyagaraja 
Swamy Charitra, the making of a unique composition by himself, 
is one of his outstanding successes.
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Sri Tiruchi Swaminatba Iyer is a Sampradaya Vidwan and is 
familiarly known as the ‘ vocalist ’ of Tiruchi Brothers. This title 
has given a true picture of Sri Swaminatha Iyer. His exposition of 
rare kritis of Tyagaraja reverberating the field of such an expert for 
well over five decades necessarily induced the Academy to honour 
him with a Certificate of Merit.

My appreciation of the Sons' of Divinity is only as a person 
who receives a feast of the ear whenever there is an occasion to do 
so. If by such feasting of the ears I feel so happy and honoured on 
the occasion of the Sadas, I am able to comprehend the degree of 
satisfaction which one and all of you who have digested such feasts 
would be experiencing.

Once again, I thank the Music Academy for this unique 
opportunity given to me.”

Sangita Kalanidhi Semmangudi R. Srinivasa Iyer, Sri K. Chandra- 
sekharan and Vidwan K. P. Sivanandam spoke offering their felici
tations to the recipients of the title and the certificates of merit. 
Sri K. S. Narayanaswami, Sri Tiruchi Swaminatha Iyer and Sri 
T. S. Balakrishna Sastri suitably acknowledged the felicitations.

Sri T. V. Rajagopalan, Secretary, introduced the musicians 
who had participated in the different concerts of the season and 
had been adjudged as deserving of special awards. The President 
of the Sadas gave away the awards, (see list below)

Sri P. S. Ramachandran, Member of the Executive, Committee, 
introduced the winners in the various music competitions held 
during the Conference and the President gave away the prizes to 
the successful candidates, (see list below).

Sri S. Shanmugham proposed a vote of thanks.
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COMPETITIONS & CONCERTS PRIZES 1979-80

COMPETITIONS DONORS WINNERS

1. Vocal Music—Gentlemen, Sangita 
Kalanidhi GNB. Memorial Prize

2. Vocal Music, Ladies, T. R. Ven- 
katrama Sastri Prize

3. Violin—Kasturi Ranga Iyengar 
Memorial Prize

4. Veena Dhanam Memorial Prize

5. Modern compositions-L. Muthiah 
Bhagavatar Memorial Prize

6. Tamil Songs—‘The Amarar Kalki’ 
Prize

Awarded by Sri R. Ranganatban 

Awarded by Sri T. V. Rajagopalan

Awarded by late Sri K. Srinivasan

Endowed by late Sri M. Sudarsanam 
Iyengar

Awarded by the Executive Committee 
of the Music Academy

Endowed by Sri T. Sadasivam

I Prize: Lakshmi Panchapakesan
II Prize: Sumati Narayanan

I Prize: P. K. Vijayakumar
II „ T. M. Abdul Hazeez

I Prize: N. Vijayalakshmi 
II „ K. R. Lakshmi

I Prize: R. Sundar
II „ Lakshmi Panchapakesan
II „ Geetha Krishnan

I Prize: K. R. Umamaheswari 
II „ Prema Rajasekar



7. Maharaja Swati Tirunal Composi
tions: Murthi Memorial Prize

8. Purandaradas Padas

9. Kshetragna Padas

10. Pallavi Singing—Dr. Sankara- 
narayana Iyer Memorial Prize

11. Sanskrit Compositions—
Dr. V. Raghavan Memorial Prize

12. Divya Prabandham, Lingappa 
Naidu Garu’s Kirtanas and 
Tevaram-Sri Vijayaraghavalu 
Naidu Memorial Prize

13. Bhikshandarkoil Rajagopala 
Pillai Prize for Dikshitar 
Kritis

14. Tulasidas Bhajans—Rajalakshmi 
Jagannarayanan Prize

Endowed by the R. K. Murthi 
Memorial Committee

Endowed by V. S. S. K. Tobacconist, 
Jaffna
Awarded by the Music Academy 

Endowed by Dr. S. S. Krishnan

Awarded by Smt. Priyamvada 
Sankar

Awarded by Vijayaraghavalu Memo
rial Religious & Charitable Trust, 
Sirkali, c/o Sri V. Ramachandran, 
Beemanna Mudali St., Madras

Endowed by Smt. Sarada Natarajan

Endowed by Sri S. Jagannarayanan

I Prize: B. Latha 
II „ Sai Sankar

I Prize: K. R. Umamaheswari
II ,, Prema Rajasekar

No competitor

I Prize: Sumati Narayanan
II „ B. Latha

III „ Lakshmi Panchapakesan

I Prize: Prema Rajasekar

I Prize: B. Latha

I Prize: R. Sundar
II „ B. Latha

III „ Geetha Krishnan

I Prize: S. V. Usha

15. Vedagiri Prize for Tyagaraja Endowed by Smt. Lakshmi-Vedagiri I Prize: K. R. Umamaheswari
Kritis I I  r . Sundar

III „ Lakshmi Panchapakesan



16. Sri Uttaram Thamba Sachida- 
nanda Prize for Syama Sastri 

Kritis

17. Tamil Devotional Songs

18. Sri U. Ramachandra Ran Memo
rial Prize for Mira Bai Songs

19. Papanasam Sivan’s Songs

20. G. N. B’s Songs

21. T. Chowdiah Memorial Prize 
for Varnams

22. S. A. Venkatarama Iyer Prize 
for Mridangam

23. Sri S. Ramaswamy Prize for the 
best competitor

CONCERTS

1. Sint. Yogam Nagaswamy Award 
for a Senior Vocalist

Endowed by Sri V. S. S. K. 
Brahmananda

Endowed by Sri V. Natarajan 

Endowed by Sri U. Ramesh Rao

Endowed by Smt. Alamelu Viswa- 
nathan

Endowed by Dr. Sinnatbambi of 
Ceylon
Endowed by Sri V. Sethuramiah 
and Sri R . K. Venkatrama Sastry

Endowed by Dr. S. A. K. Durga

Endowed by Sri S. Ramaswamy

DONORS

Endowed by Smt. Yogam Naga
swamy

I Prize: K. R. Umam&beswari
II „ T. V. Sundaravalli 

III „ R. Sundar

I Prize: Geetba Krisbnan

I Prize: Prema Rajasekar 
II „ V. Mythili

I Prize: Lakshmi Pancbapakesan

I Prize: Jayanth Venkatraman

I Prize: B. Latha
II „ Geetba Krishnan

III „ Lakshmi Pancbapakesan

I Prize: S. Madhusudan 
11 „ B. Vi jay a Satish

III „ M. A. Srinivas
K. R. Umamaheswari

WINNERS

Vidvan Sri Nedunnri Krishna*



2. Dr. Raja Sir Annamalai Chettiar 
Award for Talented Musicians.

3. Smt. Sarada Krishna Iyer Memo
rial Award for Mid-year Concerts

4. Veenai Sbanmukavadivu Memo
rial Award for a Veena Player

5. N. V. Raghavan Memorial Award 
for a Senior Violinist

6. Smt. Pankajam Rajam Award 
for a Musician

7. V. T. Krishnamachari Memorial 
Award for Harikatha

8. Sri K. R. Sundaram Iyer Shashty- 
abdapurti Award for Best Sub- 
Senior Musician

9. Smt. D. K. Pattammal Award for 
a young Lady Vocalist

Endowed by his daughter 
Smt. Unnamalai Achi

Endowed by Justice V. R. Krishna- 
Iyer

Endowed by M. S. S. Ladies Felici
tation Committee

Endowed by Smt. Indira Ranga-
swamy

Endowed by Smt. Pankajam 
Rajan

Endowed by Sri V. K. Rangaswamy

Endowed by Sri K. R. Sundaram 
Iyer Shashtyabdapurti Trust

Endowed by D. K. P. Ladies 
Felicitation Committee

Vocal: Sri V. Ramachandran 
Sri T. N. Seshagopalan 

Violin: Sri Tirupparkadal
S. Veeraraghavan 

Mridangam: Sri Umayalpuram 
Sivaraman

Shield: Smt. Ananda Balasubra- 
maniam

Sri D. Balakrishna

Sri L. Shankar

Sri T. P. Nataraja Sundaram 
Pillai

Sri Mannargudi Sambasiva 
Bhagavatar

Smt. Nagamani Srinath

Smt. Charumati Ramachandran



10. Dikshitar Kriti Award

11. Sri K. S. Ramaswamy Shashty- 
abdapurti Award for a promising 
Artiste

12. T. V. Subba Rao Memorial 
Award for the best Junior/
Sub Senior Musician

13. Nyayapathi Sriranganayakamma 
Award for deserving Junior 
Artiste

14. Naum Lichtenberg Prize for a 
Violinist, Junior/Sub-Senior

15. Semmangudi Narayanaswamy 
Aiyar Memorial Award for 
Junior Violinist

16. Lalgudi V. R. Gopala Iyer Award 
for a Junior Violinist

17. Abhiramasundari Award for a 
Violinist (Junior/Sub-Senior)

Awarded by Bharati .Society, 
New York

Endowed by the daughters of Sri 
K. S. Ramaswamy

Awarded by Smt. T. V. Manjula 
in memory of her father
T. V. Subba Rao

Endowed by Prof. N.V.V.J. Swamy
U. S.A.

Endowed by Dr. Johanna Spector, 
New York ^

Endowed by Sri V. Panchapagesan

Endowed by Sri Lalgudi G. Jaya- 
raman

Endowed by Late Violinist Abhi
ramasundari

Sri D. K. Jayaraman 

Sri T. V. Sankaranarayanan

Sri Trivandrum R. Krishnaswamy

Sri Tirukkarugavur G. Srinivasa 
Raghavan

Sri Mysore M. Nagaraj 

Sri K. Viswanathan

Kum. T. H. Lalitha

Sri Anayampatti S. Ganesan



18. Chellapally Ranga Rao Award 
for a deserving Veena Playar

Endowed by Sri Chitti Babu Sri S. Sundar

19. Nyayapathi Rangamannar Prize 
for Mridangam

Endowment by Sri N. V. V. J. Swami Smt. Nidumolu Sumati

20. Sri Coimbature Ramaswami 
Award for Junior Mridangist

Endowment by Mridanga Vidwan 
Coimbature N. Ramaswami Pillai

Kum. T. S. Padma

21. Dr. Henry Cowell Prize for the 
best junior Mridangist

Endowed by Dr. Henry Cowell 
US.

Sri Tirupunthuruthi Master 
Viswanathan

22. V. R. Sambasiva Iyer Memorial 
Award for Musician, Junior/ 
Sub-Senior

Awarded by Sri S. Natarajan Smt. A. P. Komala

23. Semmangudi Narayanaswatny 
Iyer Memorial Award 
(II Prize)

Endowed by Sangita Kalanidhi 
Semmangudi Sri R. Srinivasa Iyer

Kum. Meera Narayanan

24. G. V. Narayanaswami Iyer 
Memorial Award (II Prize)

Endowed by Sangita Kalanidhi 
G. N. Balasubramaniam

Kum. Sudha Venkatraman

TALKS & DEMONSTRATIONS

1. Dr. V. Raghavan Shashtyabda- 
purti Lecture

Dr. V. Raghavan’s Shashtyabdapurti 
Lecture Fund

Prof. S. Ramanathan



2. Award for the best paper, Talk 
etc., at Expert’s Committe

3. Suryakanthamma Memorial 
Award for the Demonstration

COLLEGE

1, K. V. K. Iyer Memorial Student
ship in the Academy College

2. Raja Sir Annamalai Chettiar 
Prize in the Academy’s College 
for Practical

Endowed by Sri A. C. Rangarajan

Endowed by Sangita Kalanidhi 
Sri Balamuralikrishna

DONORS

Endowed by Sri G. T. Sastri

Dr. Sita

Prof. R. Satyanarayana 

WINNERS

A. Lalitha

Endowed by Raja Sir Annamalai 
Chettiar and Raja Sir M.A. Muthiah 
Chettiar

3. R. N. Sharma Memorial Prize in 
Academy’s College for Theory.

Endowed by T. Alamelu Ammal



The Sangita Sara of Sri Vidyaranya
( D r . V. R a g h a v a n  Sh a s h t y a b d a p u r t i 

E n d o w m e n t  L e c tu r e  29-12-79)

S. RAMANATHAN

(I deem it a great honour to have been called upon to deliver 
the Dr. Raghavan Shashtyabdapurti Endowment Lecture this 
year. I thank the authorities of the Music Academy for this 
honour.

Let me take this opportunity to pay my tribute and my sense 
of gratitude to the great man.

It was in 1945 that I first met Dr. Raghavan. From that day 
till his very end, he was very kind to me. When I presented my 
papers at the Conferences of the Music Academy on ‘ Malava- 
gaula through the Ages ’ and ‘ Raghunatha Mela Vina he 
allowed me the use of his personal library and guided me in 
my research.

Dr. Raghavan assigned me the task of translating the lakshana 
portion of the ‘ Sangita Sampradaya Pradarsini ’ from Telugu 
to Tamil. This gave me an opportunity of going through the 
work several times in great detail. I also scrutinized the proofs 
when the book was beiDg printed.

It was also my good fortune to give a Kalakshepam on the 
life of Muthusvami Dikshitar on the occasion of Dr. Raghavan’s 
shashtyabdapurti before a distinguished audience which included 
Sangita Kalanidhi T.L. Venkatarama Iyer and Sri C.D.Deshmukh.

Let me also thank Sri T. S. Parthasarathy for his help in the 
preparation of this paper. He gave me his copy of the ‘ Sangita 
Sudha’ and also the Vijayanagar Sexcentenary Commemoration 
Volume which contained valuable articles by Sundaram Iyer, 
Hulugur Krishnacharya and others.

I thank Prof. R. Sathyanarayana of Mysore for his valuable 
advice. He has written a work in Kannada on the musicians 
and musicologists of Karnataka Desa. He read portions of the 
manuscript and translated them for me.

I thank Sri Vazhuthur Rajagopala Sarma and Sri Pisharoti 
of Trichur for having helped me in translating the slokas from 
the ‘ Sangita Sudha ’).

Vidyaranya is widely known as an ascetic who adorned the 
Sringeri Peetha and as one who helped Harihara and Bukka to 
found the Vijayanagara Empire in 1336. It may not be known to 
many that he was the author of a treatise on music “ Sangita Sara 
The original manuscript of this work has not so far been discovered 
but forunately a reference to it is found in the Sangita Sudha of 
Raghunatha Naik (1610):
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“ sangita saram samavekshya 
Vidyaranyabhidha sri charana pranitam

Sangita Sudha II 406.”

The Sangita Sudha ascribed to Raghunatha was written by 
Govinda Dikshita, Venkatamakhi’s father. In the vina prakarana 
of his Caturdandi prakasika, Venkatamakhi writes:

Sangita sudha nidhiriti Srute
Cevvayacyuta bhupala Raghunatha nrpankite
asmat tata krte granthe proktan
slokan likhami tan. Catur, Vina : 154.

“ I am quoting the verses found in the work ” Sangita 
Sudhanidhi “ written by my father and ascribed to king chevvachyuta 
Raghunatha ” .

While dealing with the Ragas prevalent in his time, Govinda 
Dikshita says:

“ I shall describe the fifty well-known ragas, Natta etc. and 
their six angas according to Vidyaranya who adorned the Karanataka 
throne.”

S. S. 413.

He goes on to describe the 15 melas. Natta, Gurjari Varati, 
Sri raga, Bhairavi, sankarabharana, atari, vasanta bhairavi, samanta, 
kambodi, mukhari, suddha ramakriya, kedaragaula, Hejjujji and 
Desakshi.

S. S. 4 '0 -4 4 4

Before dealing with the ragas, Govinda Dikshita explains the six 
angas of the raga: akshiptika, ragavardhani, vidari, stbayi and nyasa.

1. akshiptika: This is the first anga of the raga. The raga is 
thrown up (akshipyate) It is called ayittam. S. S. 460.
ayattam in Tamil means preparation.
By the opening phrase, the ground is prepared for the 
alapana of the raga.

2. Ragavardhani: The raga having been begun, it is now 
expanded. This is called eduppu or karanam by some. 
S. S. 461
eduppu is a Tamil word meaning * to take ’.
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3. Vidari: Raga vardhani is divided into two parts and hence 
this is named vidari. It is also called eduppu muktayi. 
S. S. 462.

4. Sthayi. This is the fourth anga. In this, the note on 
which the raga is begun is woven into tanas (melodic 
phrases) S. S. 463.

5. Vartani: In this, tanas are created around the various notes 
of the Raga. This is also called makarini.

6. Nyasa: The note on which the raga ends is called muktayi. 
Its synonyms are givi, goni, and gopotalika.

The fifty ragas described in the Sangita Sudha are referred to as 
desi ragas as laid down by Anjaneya who had learnt about these 
from Yashtika, a devotee of Rama. The desi ragas are said to have 
originated from various regions.

nana desa jata . . . desi raga: S. S. II 451

Mela I. Natta raga

The first raga taken up for exposition is Natta. It is the first 
mela and is said to have been derived from Pinjari, a bhdshd of 
Hindola.

Besides suddha shadja, madhyama and panchama, it takes 
shatsruti rishabha, antara gandhara, shatsruti dhaivata and kakali 
nishada.

Akshiptika: Starting from tara shadja and coming down to 
rishabha and going up step by step upto tara shadja and singing 
some tanas (melodic phrases) one should end on tara shadja.

Vadi
Samvadi
Vivadi
Anuvadi

shadja 
panchama 
Gandhara, nishada 
Rishabha, Dhaivata

It is an evening raga.



Raga vardhani: One starts from the panchama of the madhya 
sthayi and goes upto tara panchama and descends down to 
madhyama and ends in madhya shadja.

Vidari: Going up from the madhyama of the madhya sthayi 
to tara rishabha and comes down to madhya rishabha and again 
ends in shadja. This is called muktayi.

2nd Raga vardhani: One goes up from tara madhyama to tara 
nishada, comes down to madhya shadja with fast melodic phrases 
and ends in madhya shadja. Its vidari will consist of going up from 
madhya madhyama to tara rishabha with complex tanas (victim tana)

Shadja sthayi: Consists of singing complex tanas ascending and 
descending and ending in shadja, nishada, panchama, madhyama 
and rishabha from the respective lower notes and avoiding the 
respective higher notes and ending in tara shadja.

Panchama sthayi: madhyama sthayi, Rishabha sthayi and madhya 
shadja are different sthayis like the shadja sthayi.

Vartani: Starting from madhya shadja, going up to tara nishada, 
descending down to shadja, with some tanas, ending in madhya 
shadja, this is called makarini.

Nyasa : Starting from rishabha and coming down to madhya 
rishabha and going up again to tara shadja and ending in tara 
shadja with some tanas; raga natta yields pleasant results sung 
in the evening and is a bestower of wealth to the people.

The description of the alapana of natta raga was shown above 
in some detail so that we may get an insight into the way raga 
elaboration was performed some centuries back.

It serves to dispel many misconceptions regarding alapana. 
First of all, it disproves the view that the raga was conceived as an 
arohana and avarohana (ascent and descent). The very opening of 
the natta raga starts from tara shadja and comes down to madhya 
rishabha.

The writer remembers vividly the opening of ragas in his 
boyhood; ragas like Bhairavi etc., not in shadja but from different 
akshiptikas (openings).
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Bhairavi
Sankarabharana
Todi
Kainbhoji
Atana
Madhyamavati

R s n n d p 
id g m p d n s 
p g m d p d 
m g p d s p d s  
m p r s n s d 
r s n  n p

It may be pointed out that the term tana was derived from the 
root tan—vistare.

After the opening (akshiptika), the raga is taken up for elabora
tion (raga vardhani) vrdh (vardh) to grow. It is done in two 
phases: first raga vardhaDi and second raga vardhani divided by a 
vidari which literally means a divider.

It is to be noted that up to the vidari i.e., akshiptika, first raga 
vardhani and vidari, the raga is sung in slow tempo. It is only in 
the second raga vardhani that fast phrases are introduced, Here 
complex sancharas are employed which reveals that at the initial 
stages, the raga is sung slowly and with non-complex phrases.

The sthayi, as its name suggests, (stha to stand) consists of the 
various notes of the raga being taken up and ending the phrases 
in them. If panchama, for example, is taken as the sthayi, it 
precludes the next higher note. Limiting the number of notes 
prastara is evidently pressed into service in weaving variegated 
svara patterns. It is also to be noted that the various sthayis serve 
as medial pauses while the final nyasa (ending note) for natta raga 
is the tara shadja arrived at after the makarini or vartani in which 
the alapana touches the madhya shadja.

The Sangita Sara of Vidyaranya has a very important place in 
the history of Indian Music especially of the South. It serves as 
a link between Sangita Ratnakara (13th century) on the one hand 
and Svara mela kalanidhi (16th century) on the other. It was 
generally supposed that Ramamatya, the author of Svara mela 
kalanidhi, was the originator of the concept of mela and janya 
ragas (genus-species). Mr. Hulugur Krishnachar tries to credit 
Pun-'arika Vittala with the idea. But the credit is really due to 
Vidyaranya who wrote his work about a century before either 
Pundarika or Ramamatya.



Not only that; the Sangita Sara is really the first work on 
South Indian music or Kanataka (Karnatic) music as it is called now.

It may be assumed that the description of the SO ragas found 
in the Sangita Sudha fairly represents the views of Vidyaranya, on 
the basis of Govinda Dikshita’s statement. It must be borne in 
mind, however, that it is not a verbatim, quotation and Govinda 
Dikshita sometimes gives expression to his own views too.

Mela II Gurjari. Shadja, rishabha, madhyama, panchama, Dhaivata 
Suddha, antara gandhara, Kakalinishada.

Rishabha is nyasa, graha and amsa.

It is a sampurna raga. Some, however, accept that it omits 
panchama in the ascent.

Gurjari is to be sung early in the morning according to the 
views of Anjaneya.

From Gurjari, fifteen ragas are derivatives.

3. Saurashtra sung always

4. Mechabauli

5. Chayagaula

6. Gundakriya

7. Salaga natika. It belongs the Gurjari mela. But some 
moderns say, that it takes pancha sruti rishabha and dhaivata and 
Chyuta madhyama gandhara.

8. Suddha vasanta: Though a shadava, it becomes sampurna 
in practice.

9. Nadardmakriya: Some make it an independent mela with 
the use of sadharana gandhara. As antara gandhara is used in 
practice, it is not justified. It is to be included in the Gurjari mela 
and so does not deserve independent status as a mela.

10. Gaula raga mela is like Gurjari. The vadi is nishada, 
graha, amsa and nyasa are also nishada. It is a shadava omitting
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dhaivata. In practice, rishabha is the amsa. That is why people 
well-versed in raga call it a Sankirna raga. It can be sung always.

11. Bauli: Ma graha. To be sung in the early morning.

Note: This raga figures in the Tevaram as pann Puranirmai.

12. Karnataka Bangala.

13. Lalita: Shadava, panchama omitted. To be sung at 
dawn.

14. Malahari: Nishada varja. Shadava. Uses gandhara in 
the descent.

Note : This is one of the 103 panns, mentioned in the Pingala 
Nighantu.

13. Padi: Shadava, omits gandhara. Some moderns assign 
it to be Ramakriya mela; it is not proper because the raga owes 
its form to the Suddha madhyama: S. S. 373.

To be sung in the fourth yama of the day.

16. Sdveri: audava, panchama nyasa, nishada and gandhara 
omitted; to be sung at dawn.

N ote: It was an audava in those days and not an audava- 
Sampurna.

17. Revagupti: audava, ni, ma omitted

Mela III  18. Varati. sa ri ga pa dha—Suddha 
ma—Shatsruti 
ni—kakali 
sa—vadi 
pa—samvadi 
ni, dha—anuvadi. 

akshiptika begins in tara gandhara.
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Mela IV  19. Sriraga. Sa, ma, pa—Suddha
ni, dha —pancasruti 
sadharana gandhara 
kaisiki nishada sampuma 
akshiptika starts on madbya ni

20. Salagabhairavi.

21. Ghantarava: Some moderns prescribe shatsruti rishabha 
and consider it as a janya of Kannadagaula. But it belongs to 
Sriraga mela.

22. Velavali: Sampurna

23. Devagandhari: Sampurua

24. Ritigaula: “ Some moderns, not knowing the sruti values, 
make it as independent mela. But it belongs to Sriraga mela.” 
Evening raga.

25. Malavasri: Shadava, Ri omitted, amsa—sbadja

26. Madhyamadi: „ ri, dha omitted ”.

Note: It seems to be an error as in the akshiptika, it descends 
down to rishabha. So rishabha cannot be a varja svara. Moreover, 
if ri were the missing note, madhyamadi would be identical with 
the next raga, Dhanyasi.

27. Dhanyasi: ri, dha, varja, audava, according to vainika 
tradition, sa—amsa.

To be sung in the morning and evening.

Note'. It is the equivalent of the present suddha dhanyasi.

Mela V 28. Bhairavi: sa, ma, pa, dha—Suddha 
panchasruti ri 
sadharana ga 
kaisiki ni
panca sruti dha occurs in some places.
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On account of it, it may not be considered as a separate mela

Note: Obviously, they have been puzzled about the assignment 
of mela to Bhairavi because of its use of the two dhaivatas.

This is a very old raga figuring in the Tevaram (7th century) 
as pann Kausikam.

29. Jayantasena: “ Bhairavi mela; shadava; ri omitted:

amsa; madhyama—always sung.
Discovered by King Raghunatha.

“ Raghunatha bhutni purandarenaiva 
samuddhrta: S- S. 993.”

Note: Tyagaraja has a song in this raga.
“  vinata suta vahana

30. Bhinna shadja: Ri amsa; sampurna, sung at dawn.

31. Hindola Vasanta: amsa—shadja.

32. Hindola: Ri, pa varja. amsa—sa

33. Bhupala: Bhairavi mela; ma, ni—varja. audava, amsa—sa.

Note: Venkatamakhi calls Bhupala as the eight mela and 
Subbarama Dikshitar assigns it to one mela. There is an equivalent 
scale in Japanese music.

Mela VI 34. Sankarabharana.
sa, ma, pa — Suddha 
ri, dha — panchasruti
ga — antara
ni — kakali
amsa — shadja

akshiptika begins from madhya madhyama S. S. 1058

To be sung in the last yama of the day ” .
9
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35. Arabhi: Sampurna.

“ sampurna bhavam bhajate S. S.

36. Piirva gaula: Sampurna, amsa nishada.

37. Narayani: Sampurna: amsa—ga

38. Narayana Desdkshi: amsa—ga.

Mela VII 39. Ahari: sa, ma, pa, dha — Suddha
ri — Pancba sruti
ga — sadharana
ni — kakali
vadi—sa; samvadi — pa
vivadi—ni

40. Abheri: Ahari, mela, sampurna, amsa—sa

Mela VIII 41. Vasanta bhaiyavi:
sa, ri, ma, pa, dha — suddha
ga — antara
ni — kaisiki
sampurna
panchama alpa
to be sung in the morning

Mela IX 42. Samanta:
sa, ma, pa 
ri, dha
ga
ni
sampurna

suddha
shatsruti
antara
kakali

Note: considering its notes, it seems to be the same as 
natta mela.

43. Kannadagaula: “ ni—amsa, sampurna
ma omitted in the ascent sometimes ”

Mela X 44. Kambhoji: sa, ma, pa 
ri, dha 
ga 
ni

suddha 
pancha sruti 
antara 
kaisiki
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Mela XI 45. Mukhari: all suddha svaras; amsa sa.

Mela XII 46. Suddha Rdmakriya:
sa, ri, pa, dha— suddha
ga — antara
ma —
ni — kakali

Note: This is the equivalent of the present 51st mela. It is an 
old raga figuring in the Tevaram (7th Century) as pan sddari and 
nafta ragam and also in Jayadeva’s Gita Govindam (12th century).

Madhyama is at the sixth sruti, not from its previous note viz. 
antara gandhara but from suddha gandhara (i.e. 5th sruti). It is 
therefore at the 11th sruti; counting sa at zero.

— suddha
— pancha sruti
— antara
— kaisiki

Mela XIII 47. Keddra gaula:
sa, ma, pa 
ri, dha
ga
ni
sampurna 
amsa—ni

To be sung at the 4th yama.

48. Ndrayana gaula: amsa—ni 
sampurna 
evening raga.

Mela XIV 49. Hejjujji: “ ga—antara
all the other notes—suddha

with antara gandhara and kakali, it becomes sampurna ”.

Note: There seems to be a discrepancy here. Is its nishada 
suddha or kakali?

Desakshi: sa, ma pa — suddha
ri — shatsruti
ga — antara
dha — panca sruti
ni — kakali

sampurna
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Mela

The origin of the concept of the mela may be traced to the 
seven jatis in which the Ramayana is said to have been recited by 
Lava and Kusa.

“ jatibhih saptabhir baddham Ramayana

The grama ragas are mentioned by Matanga in Brhaddesi 
(7th century). He says that jatis are so-called because they 
are born. »

Again, the Sangita Ratnakara states that Sri raga is a derivative 
from shadja grama.

In Adiyarkkunallar’s commentary on Silappadikaram, the 
following panns (ragas) are said to be born from sempalai:

palaiyazh, nagaragam, ahari, todi, gaudi, gandharam, 
centurutti and udayagiri.

But the criterion for derivation seems to have been different 
then—not on the similarity of notes.

Misra and Sankirna Ragas: The two terms seem to be used in 
different technical senses. Misra ragas have been in actual use 
in Hindustani music e.g. misra khamaj, misra kaphi etc.

Sankirna ragas are held by some to be a mixture of more than 
two ragas. Dvijavanti and gbanta are cited as examples of Sankirna 
ragas. But from the description of gaula in Sangita sudha, such 
an interpretation appears to be unwarranted. Dvijavanti and 
ghanta may be classified as chayalaga ragas.

Sampurna: As Arabhi is called a sampurna raga, it is clear 
that a raga was considered sampurna if it had the seven notes, 
in the ascent or descent or both. This view persisted till the 
time of Sangraha chudamani (18th century). Venkatamakhi calls 
his 28th mela as Kambhoji and Kedaragaula. But as he calls 
gaula, a shadava, as the 15th mela and Bhupala, an audava, as 
the 8th mela, his criterion should have been to denote the mela by 
a well-known raga in the mela.
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Graha svara: While dealing with Bauli, raga, Govinda Dikshita 
raises the question whether a varja note can be a graha svara, the 
starting note. He gives the solution according to vainika tradition. 
He says that madhyama (ma) is uttered in the place of sa and thus 
nishada becomes varja.

s n d p g r s  — Bauli 
m g r s d p m  — Graha svara.

Such a graha svara passage is met with in Venkamakhi’s gita 
in Bauli. vide S.S.P.P.

Vidyaranya and Ramamatya : We may do well to compare the 
15 melas of Vidyaranya with those of Ramamatya. The latter’s 
Svara melakalanidhi also has 15 melas; he actually lists 20 melas 
but says that five of them get merged in the fifteen. Ramamatya 
makes a distinction between antara and chyuta madhyamagandhara 
and similarly between kakali and chyuta shadja nishada, and has 
5 more melas on that basis.

Hejjujji and Kambhoji melas figuring among the 15 melas 
of Vidyaranya are not found among the 15 melas of Ramamatya. 
See table at the end.

Rlti gaula, Nadaramakriya and Kannadagaula found in Svara 
mela kalanidhi do not figure among Vidyaranya’s melas.

The others are identical, considering the notes occurring 
in them.

Regarding the names of melas, there are some differences. 
Govinda Dikshita prefers Gurjari to Ramamatya’s Malavagaula as 
Gurjari was known to a ll:

“ sa gurjari sarvajana prasiddha ” S.S. 501.

Bhairavi was Vidyaranya’s mela; Ramamatya’s counterpart 
was Hindola.

Ramamatya was responsible for the introduction of the nomen
clature, panchasruti rishabha and dhaivata and their identification 
with suddha gandhara and suddba nishada. I have shown in my
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paper on “ GrSmas and musical Intervals ” that the rishabha cannot 
be panchasruti but only chatusruti. Because of his wrong assump
tion, Ramamatya was led to equate his Mukhari with komala 
rishabha and dhaivata with shadja grama with sruti intervals 
432 4432.

Govinda Dikshita accepts the panchasruti nomenclature of 
Ramamatya and also his view on Mukhari mela.

Among the 13 melas of both Vidyaranya and Ramamatya, 
the omission of the two melas viz. Todi and Kalyani is glaring. 
These are both very ancient scales figuring among the seven 
murchanas of the shadja grama and the seven palais mentioned in 
Silappatikaram:

!

t  !

I



Vidydranya's mela Rdmdmdtya's mela
SI. No. o f mela 

according to 
Venkatamakhi

Muddu Venkatamakhi’s 
nomenclature

Nomenclature according 
to Sangita Chudamani

Mukhari Mukhari 1 Kanakambari Kanakangi
— Ritigaula 4 Bhanumati Vanaspati
— Nadarmakriya 9 Dhunibhinna Shadja Dhenuka

Hejjujji — 13 Kalavati Gayakapriya
Vasanta Bhairavi Vasanta Bhairavi 14 Vati vasanta bhairavi Vakulabharanam
Gurjari Malavagaula 15 Mayamalavagaula Mayamalavagaula
Bhairavi Hindola 20 Nari ritigaula Natha bhairavi
Ahari Ahari 21 Kiranavali Kiravani
Sri raga 
Kambhoji

Sriraga 22 Sri raga Kharaharapriya

Kedaragaula
Sankaribharana Saraoganata

28 Hari Kedara gaula Hari kambhoji

— Kedaragaula 29 Dhira Sankarabharana Dhira Sankaribharana
— Kannada gaula 34 Vagadisvari

Desfikshi Desakshi 35 Saila Desakshi Sulim
Natta Suddha nati 36 Chalanata
Varati Suddha varati 39 Jhala varali
Suddharamakriya Suddha ramakriya 51 Kisi Ramakriya Kamavardhani.



The Pulluvans and their Music
L. S. RAJAGOPALAN

While the worship of snakes is found spread throughout India, 
it is raised to the level of a Gne art in Kerala. A caste known as 
the Pulluvans is specially associated with serpent worship. The 
rituals adopted by the Pulluvans consist of the following:—

1. A very artistic picture of the holy serpents is drawn on the 
ground with coloured powders.

2. The divine presence of the holy serpents is invoked on it 
and Pooja is offered.

3. Songs on the origin of the serpents and in praise of them are 
sung to the accompaniment of two instruments, the Pulluvan 
Veena and the Pulluvan Kutam.

4. A ritual dance with a lighted wick is done called Tiri- 
uzhichal.

5. Two young girls are made to sit on the drawing, and they 
get “ possessed” with divine serpents, and give oracular 
predictions.1

While our main concern here is with the music and musical 
instraments of the Pulluvans, we shall briefly examine their back
ground before we consider the subject proper.

The Pulluvans belong to the old classification of “ Untoucha
bles ” among the Hindus in Kerala. It is a very small community 
and is still classified as a backward one. Unlike many other com
munities in Kerala they follow the patrilenial system. Polyandry 
was prevalent among them in former days. They do not usually

1 The ritual is known as Pampin Kalam in some areas. In 
Kerala similar rituals of drawing pictures and singing songs and a 
person getting possessed etc., are there for other dieties like 
Bhadrakali, Kirata Murti etc. The songs are known as Thotram 
Pattu. In South Kanara a similar ritual for Holy Serpents known 
as Naga Mandala is prevalent. A comparative study is not however 
attempted here.
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work as agricultural or other labourers. Their main source of 
livelihood is their cult of snake worship. They are usually found 
to have a good voice.

In most ancestral houses of Hindus in Kerala a Pratishtha—a 
ritual seat—for the Divine Serpents would be found called Sarpa- 
kavu 1. A small masonry platform is raised on the ground in the 
compound and stone images of hooded serpents—called Chitra 
kootam—are installed on the top. Oil lamps are lighted at this 
place daily at dusk by way of worship. No one, who is in pollution 
or ritually unclean, goes near the place. Poojas are done on special 
days, at least once a year. In some houses a Brahmin priest con
ducts it, in others the Pulluvans do it. Only when an elaborate 
Pooja is required do they draw the picture of the serpents and go 
through the detailed rituals mentioned earlier.

The word Pulluvan is said to be derived from the Pullu which 
means a bird. There is a belief that there are some evil spirits 
which take the form of birds and fly at dusk and that their appear
ance cause sickness to infants and children.1 2 * * * * * 8 The Pulluvans do 
some pooja to exorcize the evil spirits from the infants. The 
exorcizm is still practised by them. The Pulluvans also sing special 
song to word off the “ Evil Eye ” or “ Evil Tongue Such songs 
are called ‘ Naveru Pattu.’ 8

1 Naga Pratishtha is seen at the food of Banian Trees in temple 
compounds, where the public can worship. But the Sarpa Kavu 
here relates to the ones found in private houses.

2 There is a common belief that those born under the Star 
Ketta are more prone to the sinister influence of the bird 
“  pullu ” .

8 Different rituals are found in various communities to ward 
off the “ Evil Eye ” and Evil Tongue ”, but the Pulluvans have 
made a fine art of it. After singing the Naveru sometimes they 
sing what is known as Manjal Moolikkuka (The humming of the 
Palanquin bearers) as an entertainment. At the end of it the 
Pulluvan “ Does ” a conversation with his Veena, a subtle method 
to wangle more presents from the householder:

Pulluvan: oh Veena, what did they say?
Veena : They said “ We shall give, We shall Give ” .
Pulluvan: What if they do not give?
Veena : Of Shame, Oh Shame, Oh Shame.
The Pulluvans claim they have the blessings of Sage Narada 

and hence their ability to ward off the evils.
10



During the lean months—July—August (Karkataka) month 
when there is no agricultural operations due to heavy rains in Kerala 
and also during the comparatively prosperous months after the 
harvests, the Pulluvans can be seen going from house to house and 
singing songs on the serpents, and eke our their livelihood from the 
presents obtained during such ' ‘ singing” trips. Their major in
come however comes from the elaborate rituals conducted annually 
in some houses.

This form of snake worship is known as Pampin Kalam. A 
suitable place is selected in the courtyard of the house and a small 
Pandal is erected about 7 or 8 feet square. The ground is well 
prepared and made firm and smooth by smearing with cowdung. 
On this level ground a drawing called Kalam («ariii)—a Rangoli—is 
drawn depicting a picture of intertwined serpents with their hoods 
spread at the middle of the four sides of a square. They use five 
coloured powders, White (rice powder), yellow (turmeric) Red 
(Kumkumam) Green (Powdered dry leaves) Black (Powdered rice 
husk charcoal). Excepting for a very few instruments like a straight 
edge, it is all free hand drawing. Some decorative work however is 
done with perforated powder droppers (CSsr«ud^|p«)). In some 
places the picture of Naga Yakshi, a semi human cum serpent form 
is also drawn. This is supposed to represent Kadru, the mother 
of the serpeats in the Puranas. There are a few places where these 
drawings are done on huge diamensions covering several square 
yards.

The Pandal is gaily decorated with tender cocoanut leaf and 
mango leaf thoraoams, flower garlands etc. On this Rangoli are 
kept a measure of paddy, rice, aval, fruits, water in a Kindi, 
cocoanuts, tender cocoanuts, jaggery, flowers, a mirror (Val Kannadi) 
lighted lamps etc. With a winnow (Muram appib) the Poojari (not 
necessarily the Pulluvan) goes round the drawing requesting 
“ Garuda ”, the sworn enemy and cousin of the serpents, not to- 
come anywhere near, lest the serpents get afraid to visit the place. 
The family members, the girls who are to be possessed by the snakes, 
and Pulluvans go to the Sarpa Kavu in the compound ceremonially 
escorted by young girls doing Talapoli (Holding a plate containing, 
flowers, rice, a half coconut with a wick-burning oil in it). Pooja 
is done at the Sarpa Kavu and after requesting the serpents to take 
their seat in the drawing the party return to the pandal and its
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around it. Special poojas are done for the Trinity, the serpents, the 
Ashta Vasus etc. A portion of the offerings and a lighted wick are 
taken and kept outside the drawing and are intended for-non poison
ous snakes said to be the offspring of one of the holy snakes who 
lost all power due to a curse from the mother for disobedience. At 
the end of the Pooja one of the Pulluvans will take in his hand a 
bunch of burning wicks held inside plantain stem cuttings. He will 
go round the drawing dancing and waving the flame and even pass 
the flame all over his body. This acrobatic dance is done to the 
accompaniment of cymbals keeping the rhythm. This is a form of 
Deeparadhana and his known as * Thiri Uzhichal ’.2

' To the accompaniment of their Veena, Kutam and Thalam (big 
Cymbals) the Pulluvans—male and female—start singing the praise 
of the Holy snakes Anantan, Vasuki, Maha Padman, Sankhuvalan, 
Nahushan, Kalian, Iyravathan, Pingalan, Hemaguhan, Manimud- 
garan, Dadhimukhan etc.

A couple of young girls—usually prepuberty ones—, bathed 
and wearing traditional dress and made ritually pure are made to 
sit on the drawing. They hold a bunch of Areca flowers in their 
bands. Their hair is untied and hung loose. The Pulluvans sing 
their songs with gusto and the tempo and the volume are increased 
appropriately. In most cases, before long the girls go into a trance, 
and get “ possessed ” by the divine serpents. They drag themselves 
all over the drawing. The Pulluvans ask the girls who they are. 
They start swaying their heads. They reply they are Mani Naga, or 
Kari Naga or Naga Yakshi as the case may be. They are then asked 
if they are satisfied with the Pooja and worship. If the answer is yes, 
then their blessings are invoked on the household. If the answer 
happens to show some dissatisfaction, the householder promises to 
do whatever is demanded. The girls then swoon. They are removed 
and they recover after some time.

A fresh drawing is again made and the stories connected with 
the snakes from the Mahabharata are sung till day-break. If the 
possessed girls say that they are not satisfied then the ritual will have 
to be repeated again the next day and the day after. There have been 
instances where negative answers were received for several days at a 1

1 Of late this Thiri Uzhichal is seen performed during the 
worship of other dieties like Ayyappa.



stretch. Then the astrologers were consulted who divined that 
some unworshipped Naga Pratishtha (Sarpakavu) exists in the 
possession of the householder or that he has not fulfilled some pre
vious promise to the Serpents etc. When these are done the answer 
“ Satisfied ” is obtained from the girls at the very next session.

The stories sung from the Mahabharata relate to the portion 
about the Sage Kashyapa, his two wives Kadru and Vinata, the birth 
of 1008 snake sons to Kadru. The bet between Kadru and Vinata, 
and the victory of the former by trickery, Vinata becoming a servant 
maid of Kadru, the birth of Aruna and Garuda, Garuda bringing 
Amrit, His fight with his cousins, the story of the death of Parikshit 
by the bite of Karkotaka, Janamejaya, the son of Parikshit doing a 
sacrifice of the serpents Krishna and Kaliya, the penance of Ananta 
and his becoming the bed of Mahavishnu etc. The repertoire is long 
enough to sing the whole night say, from 9. p. m. to 5. a. m. The 
text of these songs are of unknown authorship. In some areas the 
Mahabharata Kilippattu of Thunchat Ezhuthachan (Known as the 
Adi Kavi of Malayalam language) is used. One Panikkalathor 
Kannan Nair of Varavoor Village (Trichur Dist.) is also said to 
have composed these songs. The compositions are in the Kilip
pattu style of Malayalam poetry. One of their songs contains an 
interesting story of the origin of the Pulluvans. During the burning 
of the Kandava Forest by Agni with the help of Arjuna, one Snake 
escaped half burnt from the forest. One girl fetching water in a 
mud pot saw the burning snake and extinguished the fire with the 
water and kept the pot on the ground. The snake slid into the pot 
and remained there. The girl ofifered Pooja at the pot for some 
days The pot turned into an ant hill (supposed natural residence 
of snakes). The snake was pleased and gave a boon to the girl 
saying “ I am pleased with your worship. You and your 
children and theirs in turn continue to worship the snakes. We 
shall always make our divine presence felt whenever you invoke 
us by singing our praise to the strumming of the Pot Instrument.” 
The Pulluvans are said to be the offsprings of this girl and the pot 
instrument is used in memory of the pot that was refuge of the 
snake which escaped from the forest fire.1 1
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1 There are different versions about the community to which 
the girl originally belonged to, though there is agreement that she 
belonged to a higher caste. Why and how the descendents of the 
girl happened to be relegated to a very low caste is not clear.
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There are regional differences in the songs and the rituals.1 
One subsect is called Pana Pulluvan who are found in Palghat 
District. They use only the pot instrument but not the Veena. One 
important centre for Snake worship is Mannarasala near Alleppey, 
where the divine seat for the serpents is in the basement (fieosum p 
<5 «wr(3 )  in a Namboodiri Brahmin’s house. Pulluvans from many 
places assemble there for festivals. Another important place is the 
Pampumekkavu Mana in Trichur District. In Kerala the fear of 
offending the serpent is so deep that even Non-Hindus take the help 
of a Hindu priest to ritually remove the old Sarpa Kavus from 
newly purchased property.2

We shall consider their two instruments: Pulluvan Veena: This 
is a fiddle like instrument3 4 It has a dish shaped resonator called 
Kinnam about 8' diameter and 3£' Depth, made of a light wood 
(usually Kunkumam tree). Attached to this is a tapering stem of 
harder wood like Jack or Teak 12" long at the end of which is fixed 
a peg (Sankupiri). The face of the resonator dish is covered with 
the skin of monitor lizard (Udumbu Thol). Only one string is there 
and is made of the twisted fibre of a medicinal creeper called Naga 
Chittamrithu i. The bow is about two feet long and is made from 
the wood of the arecanut palm. The bow strings are also made 
from the above-said creeper. At the end of the bow two round 
metal jingles are inserted. The are sounded by the to and fro 
movements of the bow and this keeps the rhythm for the songs. 
The tension of the bow string is altered by the little finger of the 
right hand between the strings and the bow while holding it. The 
latex from a cactus was being used to smear on the strings but now 
only rosin is used.

1 As is the case with most of other art forms there are much 
regional variations in Kerala. The names of communities connected 
with the same type of art or ritual vary. The text of the songs of 
the same community for the same art form varies. What is related 
here is what is normally found in Trichur Dist., which is in central 
Kerala and is often described as the Cultural centre of Kerala.

2 In the recent past there was a theft from the Mannarasala 
temple. The thief (a non-Hindu) was caught a few days later from 
a hotel where he made a commotion one night saying that a 
cobra has been visiting his room every night and it was about to 
attack him.

2 It is called Veena Kuoju (Small Veena) in some areas.
4 TINOSPORA CORDIFOLIA—known as GUDOOCHI in 

Sanskrit.



The lizard skin covering the dish is not only pasted on the 
wood but its edges are strung with threads which are tightened on 
to a loop of cotton thread at the bottom middle of the resonator. 
A small triangular piece of wood is used as a bridge and is kept 
above the middle of the skin covering the resonator. Only one 
string is used and this starts from a nail fixed at the top of the 
resonator and the other end fixed to the screw peg and tightened. 
As only one string is used only four or five notes are produced. 
While the Veena does not accompany the music of the songs in 
full it acts as a Sruti and Tala accompaniment and also keeps up* 
the refrain.

THE PULLUVAN KUTAM
This is a sphere shaped mud pot of the type used in villages to 

carry water, but is much stronger than the normal water pot. Two 
sizes are found—one of about 30 litre capacity which is normally 
used by males for the rituals and another about half this capacity 
which is used by the females when they go on their “ singing ” 
tours. A circular hole of about 4" is made at the bottom of the 
pot. About half to three fourths of the pot is covered with calf 
skin from the bottom up and it is pasted on to the pot. The edges 
of the skin are strung with thin leather thongs which are braced 
and tightened to a loop of leather fixed below the neck of the pot. 
Two thin leather thongs about 27" are twisted together and passed 
through a small hole in the leather covering the hole made in the 
bottom of the pot. A knot at the end of the thongs prevents 
it from slipping through. The free end of the twisted thong is 
fixed to a small bamboo tube. A 27' long wooden slat is kept on 
the ground and held firm by the ihigh of the artist sitting on it  
The pot is kept over the left thigh with its mouth facing left and it 
is held with the left arm embracing it. The bamboo tube with the 
leather string attached to it is fixed on the right end of the slat, by 
inserting the tube into the slat. The pot is moved sufficiently to 
the left to keep the thong taut, and when it is plucked by a plectrum 
of horn or hard wood piece kept in the right hand a “ Brum ” 
“ Brum ” sound is heard. The palm of the left band is made to rest 
on the slat and the index finger is used to stop the vibration of the 
thong for the pauses required during the rhythm. The instrument 
is mainly used for Tala. By altering the tension on the thongs by 
the upper arm embracing the pot, tonal variations are obtained 
and it can even be used as an instrument for sruti. The tonal
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variations obtained make it suitable as a good Tala instrument, 
and , the Pulluvans play a Tani Avartanam on it and call it 
Tayambaka x. The following Talas are used in the songs of the 
Pulluvans.

Muihalam — 
Nalam Talam — 
Panchari — 
Triputa —
Champa — 
Anchadantha2 —

5 Matras.
4 Matras.
5 Matras. 
7 Matras.

10 Matras. 
16 Matras.

In the songs sung by the Pulluvans the outlines or major phrases 
of the following Ragas can be heard.

1. Saurashtram 6. Kalyani
2. Sriragam 7. Edukulakambhoji
3. Madhyamavati 8. Chenchurutti and
4. Todi 9. Ghantaram
5. Saveri (of Kathakali Music)

In the palm leaf manuscripts and note books with these artists, 
the names of several Ragas, like Sankarabharanam, Kambhoji, etc., 
are seen, but I have not been able to come across any Pulluvan who 
is capable of identifying Ragas. They only sing in the traditional 
manner they have learnt it. During an interview, a very old 
Pulluvan remarked to me that according to tradition only four 
Ragas are prescribed for the Pulluvans. Saurashtram, Madhyamavati, 
Sriragam and Ghantaram. He was however not able to identify 
the Ragas while he sang.

Much work remains to be done in analysing the Ragas sung, 
in determining the influence of the Ragas and the instruments in the 
girls getting “ Possessed ” etc. 1

1 Tayambaka is usually used to denote a “ Thani Avartanam ” 
on the Chenda, but such solo demonstration of Talas on other 
instruments is also at times called Tayambaka. See the author’s 
article in the Journal of the Music Academy.—1967.

8 See the Author’s Article on Kombu Vadyam in the Journal 
o f the Music Academy—Madras—1973 for details of Anchadantha 
Tala.



Alas, the pernicious influence of the film ' music has started 
rearing its ugly head even in the renderings of some of the 
Pulluvans. As in the case of other traditional art forms, the 
younger generation is unable to follow the Kula Thozhil and it is 
high time that proper recordings are taken to preserve what is left 
of this fine art form and eflorts made to sustain it.
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Madurai Gopala Bhagavatar’s 
Family Manuscript

T. KODANDARAMAIAH

It was by sheer accident that I got access to the manuscript 
under reference. It so happened that Thiru T. R. Damodran, M A., 
Research Scholar in Sanskrit of the Madurai-Kamaraj University, 
brought a gentleman to my Department on the Janmastami day in 
the month of July 1978. He was Subbiah Bbagavatar, a famous 
and pppular Harikatha exponent. To my surprise he started talking 
to me in fluent Telugu and recited several Kirtanas and Padyams 
in Telugu. He brought with him a palm-leaf manuscript which 
was in Telugu characters and wanted me to go through it saying 
that though he could talk fluently in Telugu, he could not read the 
script. As I have a delight in reading manuscripts and am well 
versed in doing so, I responded favourably to his request. Immedi
ately I unbound the manuscript and started reading the folios 
selected at random.

He told me that the manuscript belonged to one Ananta Gopala 
Bbagavatar, a Saurashtra gentleman of Madurai, in whose private 
possession the manuscript was for a long time. It was given to him 
by his wife’s grandfather. Both bis grandfather and his wife’s 
grandfather were disciples of Walajapet Venkataramana Bbagavatar 
and studied under him when the latter lived in Madurai in bis last 
days. Both the grandfathers made the songs learnt by them copied 
in the present manuscript and it was being worshiped in the daily 
puja along with his personal deities. Ananta Gopala Bhagavatar 
is a bhagavatar by profession and it is their hereditary duty to sing 
in praise of Lord Krishna on the Janmashtami day every year in the 
Krishnan Koil situated in the Saurashtra dominated area of 
Madurai. On that particular day it occurred to Gopala Bhagavatar 
that he should do something with the manuscript that was with 
him so that the contents are known to others and made useful. He 
consulted Sri Subbaiah Bhagavatar in this respect. He in turn 
thought it best to meet Thiru T. R. Damodaran and with his good 
offices he could meet, if possible, the Professor of Telugu of the 
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Madurai-Kamaraj University. Their visit to my department happened 
in this manner. Sri Subbaiah Bhagavatar who was very much 
pleased with the response he got from me volunteered to keep 
the manuscript with me so that I could go through it leisurely. He 
also wanted me to tell him whether the manuscript was useful in 
any manner. Subsequently, I started reading the manuscript and 
found out without much difficulty that it was a valuable treasure 
which throws new light on the subject. The services of Thiru 
T. R. Damodaran are to be appreciated in securing the manuscript 
and also allowing me to keep it with me for long
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The manuscript contains 114 folios. The size of the leaf is as 
follows: Length 9.4 inches. Width 1.2 inches. The manuscript is 
slightly damaged but the writing is legible and free from mistakes.

The details of the contents of the manuscript are as follows :

1 to 51 A

51El to 54
1 to 24

25 to 30
1 to 20A

20Ato 22B
22B to 24A

1 to 6A

Miscellaneous slokas in praise of important 
places of pilgrimage in Bharat.

A list of Sahityas available in those times. 
(Tamil Numerals)
Seshayyangaari Kirtanalu—26 Nos.
Towards the end the following appears :
‘ Kosalam kirtanalu Sampurnam ’. 
Koyampurivarlu Sahityam.
Venkataramana Bhagavatar’s 
Telugu Sanskrita Kirtanalu (31 Nos.) 
Saurashtra desabhasha kirtanalu (3 Nos.) 
Padyamulu, Kirtanalu
Kirtanas in Sanskrit by Sadasiva Brahmendra

(17 Nos.)

The date of the manuscript is furnished in one of the folios 
as follows:

‘ Sukla naama samvatsaram Avaninela 10 va tedi budhavaram 
uttarashadha natshatram yii subha dina mandu manicka hanumantu 
kosalam pustakam vraasinadi sampurnam ’.

The extract furnished above suggests the date of the manuscript 
to be ' Sukla year, Avani month, Tenth day (Dasami), Budhavaram
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with uttarashaadba natshatram. The date corresponds to the 
Sukla year in 1869. The name of the gentleman who caused the 
copying of the musical compositions on the palm-leaf is given as 
one Manicka Hanumantu—wife’s grandfather of Ananta Gopala 
Bhagavatar. Kosalam might be a corrupt form of Kosaram which 
means ‘ for the sake of ’ in Telugu.

Ever since I secured the manuscript I was in search of a person 
who could help me in solving the issues involved and clear doubts, 
if any. It so happened that I read an interesting article published 
in the Hindu about Venkataramana Bhagavatar and his services 
to Carnatic Music authored by Sri T. S. Parthasarathy. I made 
enquiries about him and without much difficulty I could get at his 
address. Immediately I entered into correspondence with him and 
I continue to do so in resolving certain issues pertaining to the 
manuscript. Not stopping with correspondence alone, I met him at 
his residence once, discussed things, and compared notes with him. 
An erudite scholar in musicology and a lover of music as he was, 
Sri T. S. Parthasarathy was of immense help to me in identifying 
and evaluating the kirtanas that are found in the manuscript. I am 
much indebted to him in this regard.

The manuscript is highly valuable in more than one respect. 
They are as follows :

1. We have a long list of Sahityas that were popular with the 
musicians of those times in the manuscript. With the help of the 
list, we can identify the Sahityas that were lost to us by passage 
of time.

2. We find in it thirty one kirtanas both in Sanskrit and 
Telugu composed by Walajapet Venkataramana Bhagavatar, a 
disciple of Saint Tyagaraja. Prof. P. Sambamurthy in bis foreword 
to the publication of the Sri Venkataramana Bhagavata Swamigal 
Jayanti Committee, Ayyampettai observes as follows :

“The bare text of Venkataramana Bhagavatar’s compositions was 
published in the latter part the last century itself in Telugu script. 
But this is the first time that the Bhagavatar’s compositions are 
published with notation in Tamil. Sri Giri-Ra-Kuppuswamy, 
through his untiring efforts has gathered the original tunes of the 
Bhagavatar's compositions and SO of them are now published.”
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Myself and Sri T. S. Parthasarathy tried to locate the book 
published in Telugu script in the latter part of the last century in 
any of the libraries or in private collections but we were not 
successful in our attempt. An attempt has been made to compare 
the kirtanas of Venkataramana Bhagavatar available in manuscript 
with those found place in the committee publication. We found 
thirteen new kirtanas in the manuscript. The beginnings of those 
kirtanas are as follows:

1. Kedaragaula—Aditalam
Karunaanidhi vani nera nammina

2. Ananda Bhairavi—Rupakam
Ramachandra nannu brovaraadaa

3. Anandabhairavi—chapu
Ramachandrula namminaamu

4. Sriraagam—Chapu
Daari teliyaka samsara gahanamuna.

5. Kedaarigaula
Vandana mayyaa Vaasudevaa

6. Divyanaama bbajana—Sriraagam
Hare Ramakrishna (Sanskrit)

7. Surata—Chapu
Krishnaa yanucu smarana seyagaanee.

8. Mohana—Khandajaati Triputa
Raksha maam Ravikulaabdhisoma.

9. Todi—Adi.
Gandhavahaatmaja karadhrtaanghriyuga (Sanskrit)

10. Begada—Adi
Sridhara Vaikunthaadhipa deva (Sanskrit)

11. Kambhoji—Adi
Bhaje Sriramachandram—Paramadaya Saandram

(Sanskrit)
12. Saurashtra—Rupakam

Balakrishnam Bhajare (Sanskrit)
13. Kambhoji—Adi

Kanugonti nee kaoula panduvugaa
kaanchipuramunanu.
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Variations, different readings and extra charanas are also found 
in the kirtanas that are common in both. For instance, the second 
and third charanas of the kirtana beginning with Paalaya maam 
Sri Pattaabhirama are not found in the printed work.

So, in the absence of the publication containing 100 kirtanas 
ef Venkataramana Bhagavathar in Telugu Script brought out in 
the latter part of the last century, this manuscript is valuable in the 
sense that it contains thirteen (13) new kirtanas that are not found 
in the Jayanti Committee publication. The variations and different 
readings also will be of immense help in resolving the text of some 
of the kirtanas.

3. The manuscript contains 26 kirtanas composed by one 
Sesha Iyyangar. They are mentioned as Seshayyangaari kirtanalu. 
They are also termed as * kosalam kirtanalu ’ towards the end of the 
collection. The list of Sahityas also makes a mention of ‘ Seshay- 
yangaar Sahityam ’. The kirtanas are in Sanskrit and they have 
the mudra invariably as Kosalapuri (Nilaya)—(naayaka) in each 
of them and hence they are also known as Kosalam kirtanalu 
besides Seshayyangaar kirtanalu. The credit of identifying this 
Sesha Iyengar as Margadarsi Sesha Iyengar must be given to 
Sri T. S. Parthasarathy. He is the person who first indentified this 
Sesha lyyengar to be Margadarsi Sesha Iyengar and furnished me 
an account of that musician—composer who flourished earlier to 
Saint Tyagaraja. The following is the Eoglish translation of the 
account about Margadarsi Sesha Iyengar that is found in the Sangita 
Sampradaya pradarsini of Sri Subbarama Di ksbitar.

“  He was a Vaishnava brahmin. He was a scholar in Sanskrit 
and music. A devotee of Lord Ranganatha. He came from 
Ayodhya and lived at Srirangam composing many devotional 
kritis in Sanskrit on Lord Ranganatha. As he hailed from Ayodhya 
his mudra in his kritis was * Kosala ’. He collected all his com
positions in book form and left it with the archakas asking them 
to keep it in front of the Lord during the ardha-jaama puja. When 
be went to the temple the next morning and scrutinized the book* 
he found only sixty kritis left and others obliterated. These sixty 
songs accepted by the Lord-Himself are now in vogue. The Pandits 
in those days praised his Sanskrit style and called him * Margadarsi ’. 
It is believed that he lived before Ghanam Sinaiah ”.



Sri T. S. Parthasarathy of Madras has a few kritis of Marga- 
darsi Seshayyangar in the manuscripts available with him. There 
are seven kirtanas of Sesha Iyyengar found in the collection of the 
first manuscript. The second manuscript contains three kirtanas. 
Four kirtanas of the first manuscript are found common in the 
Madurai Gopala Bhagavatar’s family manuscript. The following 
three new kirtanas are in the first manuscript of T. S. Parthasarathy.

1. Seveham — Kedaragaula
2. Sreerama Jayarama — (Raga not given)
3. Nila jimufa — ( do )

There are three kirtanas in the second manuscript of Sri 
T. S. Parthasarathy and they are found common in the Madurai 
manuscript also. The three kirtanas are as follows:

1. Pahi gopa vesha
2. Devadevanupama prabhava
3* Pahi maam Sri Raghu

Though Subbarama Dikshitar observed in his Sampradaya- 
Pradarsini that the sixty songs accepted by Lord Ranganatha 
himself were then in vogue, it is clear by the discussion that only 
29 kirtanas of Sesha Iyyengar (26 in the Madurai manuscript and 
3 in the manuscript available with Sri T. S. Parthasarathy) are now 
avilable. The manuscript under reference is important and valuable 
in the sense that we have 26 kirtanas of Margadarsi Sesha Iyyengar, 
not found anywhere else, in this manuscript alone. Even the 
kirtanas that are found common io the Madurai manuscript and 
the manuscripts of Sri T. S. Parthasarathy will be very useful in 
determining the readings and variations found in the texts of those 
kirtanas.

4. The manuscript contains three kirtanas composed in the 
Saurashtra Language and they are called Saurashtra Desabhasi 
Kirtanalu. The composer of these kirtanas was one Saurashtra 
scholar by name Venkata Suri. He was a great Sanskrit scholar 
too. His Sanskrit translation of Saint Tyagaraja’s Naukacharitramu 
was acclaimed by the saint himself. The beginnings of the above 
three Saurashtra kirtanas are as follows.
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1. Bala gopala krishna toro pada
2. Tirupati Venkataramana
3. Sri Narahari Darisena Karise.

Of these three, the third one is popular and is known to people. 
The other two are new. The above Saurashtra kritis of Venkata 
Suri have not been published so far. I find a manuscript in the 
collection preserved in the Madurai Saurashtra Sabha in which 
some twelve Saurashtra kritis of Venkata Suri were copied.

5. The manuscript contains a few slokas in Sanskrit composed 
by Ramaswami Bhagavatar, the second son of Venkataramana 
Bhagavatar, in praise of his revered father and brother. It also 
contains two Sisa Padyams in Telugu composed in praise of Saint 
Ramabrahmam of Ranchi who was a great friend and benefactor 
of Venkataramana Bhagavatar. A kirtana in Kambhoji Raga and 
Adi tala is also there in praise of the same person. The contents 
reveal that the author of the two verses and the kirtana was 
Ramaswami Bhagavatar, the second son of Venkataramana 
Bhagavatar.

The foregoing account explains how important and valuable 
this manuscript under reference is. More than anything else, it 
has a rare collection of 26 kirtanas of Margadarsi Sesha Iyengar of 
Srirangam who lived hundred years before Saint Tyagaraja. The 
kirtanas of Margadarsi Sesha Iyengar scattered in different manus
cripts so far available are to be edited properly and published in 
Devanagari script so that they can have wider publicity. It will be 
a valuable contribution to the Music world. It is high time that 
lovers of music, particularly the Music Academy, take up this 
sacred task.

The Saurashtra Sabha of Madurai have expressed their desire 
to publish the unpublished kirtanas of Walajapet Venkataramana 
Bhagavatar in Tamil script and also the kritis of Venkata Suri 
composed in the Saurashtra Language.

The music world as a whole is much indebted to Madurai 
Ananta Gopala Bhagavatar for preserving the valuable manuscript 
intact all these years and taking steps in approaching people for the 
propagation of the same. But for his generosity, it would not



have been possible for us to know about the rich treasure that 
is hidden in the manuscript.

LIST OF MARGADARSI SESHAYYANGAR’S KRITIS
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Anjaneya paripalaya mam — Mohana
Site vasumati sanjate — Asaveri
Pahi gopavesha — Kalyani
Gopala pahi divyarupa — Dhanyasi
Sriranga sayinam sakala — Dhanyasi
Ranganayaka bhujangasayana — Kedaragaula
Jaya jaya Srirangesa — Bhairavi
Srinayaka mamava — Punnagavarali
Mamava Raghuvira — Asaveri
Sri Raghuvara sugunalaya — Ghanta
Pahi Sri Raghuvara — Todi
Kalaye tavakina — Saveri
Kamalanayana Yaduvara — Purvakalyani
Nathavanasmi Vipranarayana — Todi
Vande Vakulabharanam — Mukhari
Deva deva anupama — Bhairavi
Pahimam Sri Ramachandra — Punnagavarali
Re manasa chintaya — Kalyani
Pahi mam Sri Raghunayaka — Begada
Vandeham Karisaiia — Dvijavanti
Rama palayamam — Bhairavi
Vande Govindarajam — Sankarabharanam
Sarasadala nayana — Surati
Kosalendra mamava — Madhyamavati
Janaki manoharaya — Dhanyasi
Mandasmita mukharavinda — Kedaragaula



The Natyasastra in the Tamil Soil
ftOl

DR. (KUM ) PADMA SUBRAHMANYAM 1

The art of dance had been an irresistible medium of expression 
o f man's inner composure and conflicts in many an old tribe of 
the world. Characterised by a rustic spontaneity, it was an 
integral part of the social custom of the early Tamils. From the 
earliest of the extant Tamil literature, it is clear that the dance of 
that period was either martial or that of spell in character. Some 
of the dances mentioned and briefly described in Tolkappiyam and 
Sangam works are Varikkuttu, Karunguttu, Valikkuttu, Kazhanilaik- 
kuttu and Tunangai1 The Sangam works abound in allusions to 
the roving bands of singers, dancers and actors known by different 
names. The terms included:—

Kuttar — Actor
Porunar — Poet
Adumagan or Adukalamagan — Male dancer
Virali, Adumagal or Adukalamagal — Female dancer

The Arfupadai literature bears testimony for their nomadic 
nature as well as the royal patronage they enjoyed. But the actual 
technique that guided their performance is not described anywhere. 
None of the Sangam works seems to have even mentioned about 
any existence of earlier or contemporaneous works on dance, music 
or drama either in Tamil or in Sanskrit. The place of performance 
is called Adukalam and not Arangam. ‘ Kalam ’ is strictly a Tamil 
word meaning site. A sudden spur of classicism and love for 
codification seems to have arisen from the time of fsilappadikaram. 
The world Kalam gets a Sanskritised name ‘ Rangam ’ meaning stage 
with the Tamilized ‘ A ’ as prefix. It is significant that ilango has 
devoted a whole chapter in Silappadikaram with this heading viz., 
Arangerrukadai. Prof. Rajamanickanar has rightly pointed out 
that the influence of the Northerners is seen in the use of words 
like ‘Nafakam’ to denote Kuttu, ‘ Natakamagalir ’ for Virali or 
Kuttamagalir and ‘ Arangam ’ for Adukalam.2 Mcdonell states 
that “ The words for actor (Nata) and Play (Nataka) are derived 
from the verb ‘ Naf ’ the Prakrt or vernacular form of Sanskrit 
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being ‘ Nr ’ to dance.3 The Rgveda uses the term N {tu to address 
Divinity in the vocative of a dancer.4

According to Bharata’s Natyasastra, the word ‘ Natya ’ means 
the theatre art on the whole. It is defined as an imitation of the 
three worlds where all types of characters are met with. It is 
also said to bestow all the fruits of life namely, Dharma, Artha, 
Kama and Moksha. * Natya ’ is a technical term which denotes in 
general, all the different kinds of plays. It is not used in the 
Natyasastra in the limited sense of mere dance. ‘ Nrtta ’ and 
‘ Taijdava ’ are synonyms, used to denote dance. The Natyasastra 
deals with the various aspects of dramatic art such as the art 
of communication called Abhinaya, dance, songs, instrumental 
music, construction of stage, different kinds of auditoriums, 
poetics, Sanskrit grammar, rules of prosody, voice culture, into
nation, psychological analysis of characters and also some inte
resting mythology with regard to the origin of Natya and its 
elements. It describes ten major kinds of plays under the names 
of Rupakas. The first Rupaka is called ‘ Nataka Tamil litera
ture seems to have, at some point of time, absorbed this term 
1 Nataka ’ as one of its three main divisions of its classification 
as Iyal, Isai, and Natakam. This classification must have been 
a result of a voluntary and total assimilation of the Natyasastra 
into the Tamil culture. If not, the well-known and age old 
classification would have been as Iyal, Isai and Kuttu instead o f 
Natakam. This bears an irrefutable testimony for the open-minded 
love for the best in beauty, quality and knowledge that our early 
Tamil forefathers had, irrespective of the source. With this large 
hearted basic attitude in life, it is no wonder that the Tamilians 
raised themselves to rule the world of culture, acting as the 
depositories of the highest conceptions in every part of the world, 
then known to them.

What was the reason for the fascination of the ancient Tamils 
for the Natyasastra ? It was mainly its universality. It is not a 
mere regional guide book on some one little aspect of a sub-style 
in dance. It is a text of permanent value meant for the whole 
world, and is rightly referred to as the Fifth Veda. According 
to the mythology found in it, Brahma is said to have compiled it 
by taking the recitative from Rgveda, music from Samaveda, 
Abhinaya from Yajurveda and Rasa from Atharvaveda. Bharata- 
muni was given this Natyaveda. At the festival of Indra’s banner.
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the first drama, Amjtamanthana was enacted. It included three 
styles namely, Bharati (verbal), Satvati (emotion) and Arabati 
(spectacular). The fourth style namely Kaisiki Vjtti abounds in 
graceful dance and music, and needs the participation of beautiful 
women. Hence Brahma created the celestial dancers—Apsaras and 
summoned the Gandharvas—musicians. Bharata again produced 
another play, Tripuradaha in honour of Siva at Kailas. Siva was 
now reminded of his own dance made up of Karanas, Angaharas 
and Recakas and ordered Bharata to include them in his Natya. 
Siva’s attendent Tapdu was made to teach this dance technique to 
Bharata and hence the dance was named after him as Tapdavam, 
Thereafter Tandavam or dance became another medium of expres
sion in Natya. This is how dance became an integral part of 
Indian drama.

The ancient Indian theatre was a holy combination of the 
present day play, opera and ballet. The artistes had to speak, sing 
and dance. It is this Natya or theatre art of Bharata that we still 
see in every nook and corner of our country, both in the classical 
and folk traditions. The Terukkuttu of Tamilnadu, Kudiattam of 
Kerala, Bhagavatamela of Andhra, Yakshagana of Karnataka, Jatra 
of Bengal and Ramleela of Uttarpradesh are some examples of the 
continuation of Bharata tradition in true Natya. If a drama was 
constructed with more dances of graceful nature with love as its 
theme, it is spoken of as being in KaiSiki Vrtti. While prescribing 
the styles for various peoples of Bharatavarsha, Bharata takes 
into consideration the regional tastes and recommends Kaisiki for 
South India. He calls it the Dakshipatya Pravrtti or Southern 
sub-style. It shows the special love of the Southerners for 
dance art.

The earliest extant literary evidence for the assimilation of 
Bharata's Natyasastra into Tamil culture is Ilangovadigal’s Silap- 
padikaram. If one yearns to comprehend the real nature of the 
sophisticated dance of early Tamils from this Epic, it is possible 
only through a correlated study of the Natyasastra, with it. From 
a study of the dance aspect of Adiyirkkunallar’s commentary of 
^ilappadikaram, it is not difficult to conclude that he must have 
lived around the latter half of the 14th century or even later. His 
commentary abounds in De§i elements and his adherence to later 
works like Bharatasenapatiyam further proves this. With the end



of the Chola rule and the invasion of Malik Kafur, many of the 
older traditions in music and dance got lost in Tamilnadu. Poli
tical instability would result in economic and social disintegra
tion as well. Hence, cultural pursuits had a period of lull during 
that time and some older works on the arts in both Sanskrit and 
Tamil went into oblivion. Bharata’s Natyasastra became less un
derstood and almost disappeared from practice. Even works of 12th 
century like the Sangitaratnakara were considered to be discrepant 
from practice. The Vijayanagara rule rose to power with a goal of 
reviving Hindu culture in all its facets. Among the many works 
that arose to re-vitalise the older glory, were also commentaries and 
summaries. Perhaps Adiyarkkunallar also lived duriog this period 
of renaissance, i.c., around the 15th century. This was the time 
when even the great old temples were also renovated and enlarged. 
Adiyarkkunallars’s knowledge of later works on dance is commen
dable, but, his explanation of some of the technical terms found in 
Silambu, does not seem to be apt. The time that bad galloped 
between llango and Adiyarkkanallar cannot be overlooked. Hence, 
if we want to identify those older terms relating to dance in the 
proper perspective, we have to turn the pages of Natyasastra only, 
for guidance. Then we can realise the astounding close ties that 
Silappadikaram has with this work on Natya. This direct connec
tion seen, even without the help of both the extant commentaries on 
Silappadikaram, marks the starting point of the percolation of the 
Natyasastra in the Tamil culture. This Epic reflects unmistakably, 
the merging of the indigenous dance traditions with that of the 
Natyasastra. Only a few examples are given below to show some 
of the technical terms relating to dance which are borrowed from 
Natyasastra in Silappadikaram.
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In this process is revealed the general character of the post 
14th century commentaries which, unfortunately, suffer a lack of 
direct knowledge of the obsolete forms. The terms discussed here 
are all from Arangetru Kadai.® They are:—1. Piijdi 2. Pinayal 
3. Ezhirkkai 4. Tozhirkkai 5. Karanam 6. Chittirakkaranain 
and 7. Mandilam.

While delineating the qualifications of an ideal dance master, 
llango mentions that he must be an adept in, ‘ Pindiytlm pinayalum 
ezbirkkaiyum tozhirkkaiyum Line 18.
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According to Adiyarkkunallar, Paijdi means single hand gestures, 
Piiiayal means combined hand gestures, Ezhirkkai means hand used 
beautifully and Tozhirkkai means the hand at work.

If we turn our attention to Natyasastra which is closer to Silap- 
padikaram in point of time, the following will be revealed.

1. Piridi denotes group dances. Natyasastra has mentioned 
various kinds of Pindibandhas or group formations."

2. Pigayal indicates chaining. Hence it can be understood as 
Srnkhalika described in the Natyasastra as one of the types of 
Pindibandhas. The dancers are expected to dance joining hands 
and moving close to each other.

3. The word ‘ Kai ’ is a direct translation of the word ‘ Hasta * 
used in Natyasastra. The presently more popular word ‘ Mudra ’ 
or ‘ Muttirai meaning sign, is borrowed from Agamasastras. The 
earlier and most exact term for hand gestures in Sanskrit is only 
Hasta. llango’s usage of the term ‘ Kai ’ is hence quite significant. 
Hastas are classified as Nrtta Hastas and Abhinaya Hastas. Nrtta 
Hastas are hand movements meant to beautify dance. Ilango 
has brought out this idea by aptly using the term Ezhirkkai. These 
are thirty in number and are non-representational in nature.

4. Tozhirkkai must be taken to mean Abhinaya Hasta. These 
have a specific purpose viz., conveying ideas. Hence they are 
representational in character. The Abhinaya Hastas are further 
classified as single hand gestures and combined hand gestures. They 
are called Asamyuta and Samyuta Hastas respectively. Adiyarkku
nallar himself quotes an early verse in which he refers to the 
terms ‘ Inaya vinaikkai ’ and ‘ Ipainda vinaikkai ’, meaning the 
single and combined hands with specific duty. Among the single 
hand gestures, a gesture called Pindi is also met with. Hence 
Adiyarkkunallar probably got this one single gesture mixed up with 
another Piridi, which is totally different in concept. Ilango’s lines—

‘ Pindi seida kai Adalirkkalaidalum
Adal seida kai pindiyi! kalaidalum’ -Lines 22 & 23

gives further strength to my interpretation. It means that the hand 
gestures used in Pindi must be avoided in Adal and vice versa,



those performed in Adal must not be repeated in Pindi. If Piijdi 
is taken to mean single hand gestures, these lines will not be of any 
practical sense. On the other hand, if we see it through the torch 
of Natyasastra, we can understand that Ilango emphasises the need 
for variety in choreography. The solo Adals must be conceived 
totally different from the group Pindis.

The next term of utmost importance is Karanam. While 
eulogising the capacity of the percussion instrumentalist, Ilango 
paints a picture of his total harmony with the singer, string instru
mentalist and the flutist.

‘ Vangiya varattiyazhum kuzhalum 
Yengiya midaru misaivana ketpak- 
Kurugirk karanaDguriyarindu sertti ’—Lines SO to 52.

The word Karanam has been completely ignored by both the 
commentators. It is almost taken to mean the fingering technique 
of the percussion instrumentalist to act in harmony with song, lute 
and flute. The necessity for Ilango to describe the greatness of 
the accompanying musicians is only to enhance the main theme 
namely the maiden performance of Madhavi. Hence the phrase 
‘ Karananguriyarindu sertti ’ is highly significant. It should be 
taken to mean that the drummer, while in synchronisation with the 
other musicians, was also playing according to the clue he received 
from the Karana that was being danced. The term Karana derives 
from its Sanskrit root ‘K fn’ meaning action. According to the 
Natyasastra, Karana is a combination of three elements viz., a 
Sthana—posture for the body, a Njtta hasta and a Can—a move
ment for the leg. Hence the Karana is a unit of dance and many 
Karanas are woven to form dance patterns. Two Karanas make a 
Nrtta matrka; the largest combination consists of eight to ten 
Karanas when it is called an Angahara Each Karana is a move
ment and not a static posture. 108 such Karanas are described in 
the Fourth Chapter of the Natyasastra. These Karanas are of 
various quality and are all common to both the sex. The N |tta or 
dance, based on Karanas can be broadly classified as Laghu, i.e., 
flowing gracefully, Vishama—complicated and acrobatic and Vikata 
—hilarious. The Karanas are to be used according to characters and 
situations. They are to be meaningfully used because they are 
meant for V&kyfirthabhinaya i.e., to bring out the mood or meaning
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of a whole sentence through physical action. The Karanas are 
beautified through Recakas which are ultimately responsible for the 
artistry of these movements. They give the necessary soft and virile 
touch for these actions. The drummer will have carefully to observe 
the dancer and play the hard and soft strokes by taking the clue 
from these Karanas. This is exactly what Ilango means while speak
ing about the harmony of the accompanists with dance.

Ilango uses the term Karana again with the prefix chittira :

‘ Akkalum adakkalu miththiram padamai 
Chittirakkaranam sidaivinri seluttalum ’—Lines 53. 54.

The drummer must compensate the deficiency in other instru
ments, subdue their sounds if they are too loud, at the same time 
he must not miss the beats, for, there should be no botheration for 
the performance of Chittirakkaranam. The commentator again 
takes the term to mean the fingering technique. The term Karana 
certainly denotes Madhavi’s dance movements. The prefix Chittira 
is again more meaningful only in reference to the context of the 
Purvaranga described in the Natya£astra. Purvaranga means the 
preliminary of a play. Bharata’s Natya is quite Vedic in character, 
for, an elaborate Yagfia is described for the Purvaranga. This 
preliminary is called Suddha Purvaranga. The Karanas, which 
originated from Maheswara’s dance, may be performed instead of 
this Yagfia; then it is said to be Chittira Purvaranga, i.e., a pictorial 
Yagfia. This speaks of the efficacy of dance. The word Chittira 
used in connection with Karana in Silappadikaram denotes the 
Purvaranga or Invocation which Madhavi performed in her 
Arangetram. This also shows that the ritualistic aspect of the 
Karanas had already been absorbed in Tamil culture during the 
age of Ilango.

The next technical term of dance is Mandilam. This term is 
met with in Silambu in the context of the actual description of 
Madhavi’s dance. *

* Kottirandudaiyador mandilamagak- 
Kattiya mandilam padinonru pokki. . . .
Aindu mandilattal kudai pokki............

Lines 144, 145 & 153.
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The term Maijdila is explained as the Mandila Nilaigal i.e., the 
Mandala postures by both commentators. According to the 
Natyasastra, the term Mandala means a combination of eight to 
ten Caris. The Caris are the basic movements of the leg. But the 
works of the 16th century like ‘ Abhinayadarpanam ’ take the word 
Mandala to mean the static postures of the body. While Mandala 
is also mentioned in the Natyasastra as one of the Sthanas or 
postures, the later works interchange these terms and mention the 
nomenclature ‘ Sthana * as one of the Mandalas. This makes one 
tend to believe that the commentators of Silappadikaram may have 
lived around the 16th century. While Ilango is describing Madhavi’s 
dance, we naturally expect him to speak about more intricate aspects 
and not about the alphabet of the art At the end of the perfor
mance of the Mandalas only, she was given the coveted award of 
Talaikkol. In short Madhavi seems to have performed a dance 
with ten parts plus the last cadence (Tirvu). These parts were in 
the form of Mandilas.

The basic elements for the Mandalas are the Caris. These are 
classified as Bhu Caris or movements with the feet close to the 
ground and Akasa Caris wherein the feet are involved in leaps, 
jumps and lifting. It is obvious that Adiyarkkunallar could not 
get the meaning of Mandalas because, in another context, while 
describing the construction of the stage, he says that some of the 
screens tied on the top is meant for those who come down through 
the Akasa Caris.7 Unless one views the Arangetrukadai through 
the lens of the Natyasastra, much of it would remain as riddles. 
It has b;en sufficiently proved that Ilango had been undoubtedly 
influenced by Bharata.

A more tacit proof for the above conclusion is the fact that 
Ilango has heartily shown his reverence for the Natyasastra on more 
than one occasion in the Arangetru kadai itself. With regard to the 
qualification of the singer, he says that he must adhere to the rules 
laid down in the Naattiyanannool, ‘ Naattiya nannoolnangu kadaip- 
pidittu ’ — Line 40. Again he uses the very same words to show how 
Madhavi danced strictly according to the Naattiyanannool.

‘ Naattiyanannool nangu kadaippidittu 
Kaattinalaadalin . . .  — Lines 158 & 159

It was because she danced according to the Sastra, that the 
Chola king awarded her the title of Talaikkol. Is it not logical to
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conclude that the Naattiyanannool is only Bharata’s N&tya&stra 
for, if it was some work in Tamil, it would have been called 
Koottanool and not Naauiyanannool ?

All the relevant works that followed Silappadikkaram both in 
Tamil and Sanskrit have been influenced or even guided by Bharata's 
work. Even the Agamas are not an exception to this. For example, 
the popularly known Ananda Tandava form of Nataraja is only 
called BhujangatrUsita in some of the older Agamas. This is one of 
the names of the Karanas mentioned by Bharata.® In fact some of 
our older temples like the Kailasanatha temple at Kancipuram have 
some Tandava figures of Siva which have no names in the Agamas. 
These will have to be identified only on the basis of the Natyasastra. 
The sculptures of Tamilnadu are highly influenced by the Natya- 
Sastra. The Karana figures sculpted in accordance with the serial 
order found in the Natyasastra have no parallel in any other place. 
Moreover the Tamil kings did not fight shy to inscribe the original 
text defining each Karana above each of the relevant figures in the 
eastern and western gopuras (13th century) of the Nataraja temple at 
Chidambaram. These Tamil kiDgs cannot be accused of having been 
traitors to the Tamil cause because of this act. If a Tamil work des
cribing these Karanas was available to them, perhaps they would 
have utilised it. The fact is that there was no complex in accepting 
and assimilating knowledge from every possible source. Their 
honesty in acknowledging them reveal their inherent greatness and 
intrinsic value of their wonderful culture. They loved Tamil but 
did not become fanatics. Bharata was acknowledged, loved and 
revered by immortalising his original work in stone.

The most important factor about Bharata’s Natyasastra is its 
pan-Asian nature. It is meant for the whole of Bharatavarsha and 
also includes the entire Jambudvipa. In fact it yields scope for 
an interesting study of the geography and ethnology of that 
period. The Purapas are a rich mine of ancient geographic and 
ethnic data and there are many meeting points in this regard 
between the Purapas and the Natyasastra. One such basic point is 
that the Jambudvipa is like a lotus with Mount Meru (Pamir) 
situated in its centre and with the Varshas (sub-continents) such as 
BhadraSva, Ketumala, Uttarakuru, Hari, Kimpurusba, Ilavftta, 
Ramyaka, Hirapmaya and Bharata as its petals. The Natyasastra pres
cribes the make up and use of languages for the peoples of the entire 
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world (six continents). Among the various tribes of BhSratavarsha, 
Bharata mentions that the Kiratas, Barbaras, Andhras, Dramilas, 
Kasis, Kosalas, Pulindas and the inhabitants of the south are mostly 
known to be brown (Asita, i.e., literally not white).*

Since Bharata refers to the southerners apart from the mention 
of the Andhras and Dramilas, it raises two questions in our mind. 
Were the Dramilas originally of a different stock and a later inhabi
tants of South India? Or could it be that this separate mention 
meant the inhabitants of some land mass that existed south of the 
present Kanyakumari ?

The one answer at present can only be that the Natyasastra 
gives scope for not only a study of dramaturgy but a research into 
the various aspects of Indology as a whole. It is the pride of 
Tamilnadu to have been an ardent admirer and follower of the 
Natyasastra right from the days of Silappadikaram. Hence, only 
an open-minded inter-disciplinary study can expand our knowledge 
of the true cultural history of humanity.
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The Concept of Sruti-Jati-s
By N. RAMANATHAN

The term Sruti-jati refers to the five jati-s (classes) of sruti-s 
spoken of by Sarngadeva in his work Sangitaratnakara (S. R. 1,3,27 
Co-28 a). He states that there are five Sruti-jati-s namely, dipt!, 
ayata, karuija, mrdu and madhya, and then goes on to enumerate 
the varieties, tivra, kumudvati, etc., which result from their allo
cation to the seven svara-s. In this paper an attempt will be made 
to clarify the concept of sruti-jati and to determine the nature 
of the Sruti-s which come under these classes.

The tradition of the five sruti-jati-s and their twenty-two 
varieties does not appear to be very old. Very early texts like the 
Natyasastra, Dattilam and BrhaddeSI do not make any mention of 
them. It is in the Bharatabhashya that we first come across the 
classes dlpta, ayata, etc. Nanyadeva calls them ‘ Sruti-s’, not ‘ sruti- 
jati-s and states that these five sruti-s expand into the twenty-two 
Stuti-s. (See B.B. 3,83-113.) This text seems to have been the 
source for Sarngadeva while the term ‘ sruti-jati ’ could have been 
coined by Samgadeva himself.

The names of the sruti-jati-s, dipta, ayata, etc., have a very 
ancient tradition going back to Sdmagana and are mentioned in 
the Naradiya-Siksha- Narada calls these Sruti-s and says that one 
who does not have a knowledge of dipta, iyata, karurta, mrdu and 
madhyii does not deserve to be called a teacher.

staFRiT sFfcorpTi s y w n t a w i  I

N. Sik. 1, 7, 9.

From Narada’s description of the function of these Sruti-s in 
S&magana and from the commentary iSiksha-vivaraija of Bhatta - 
^obhakara, it is clear that these sruti-s are not tonal measures, 
while the well known twenty-two Sruti-s are tonal measures. The 
terms dipta, etc., appear to refer to the quality of the sound which 
constitutes the svara, and not to its measure. The terms are vividly



descriptive, dipta meaning brilliant, ayata expansive, mrdu soft, 
madhya moderate, and karupa languid. Narada generally pres* 
cribes the ‘ sruti ’ that should characterise each svara of Samagana. 
The seven svara-s of Samagana are krusta, prathama, dvitiya, 
tftiya, chaturtha, mandra and atisvara. Mandra, dvitiya. prathama 
and chaturtha are assigned dipt! sruti while atisvara, trtlya and 
krusta are to be characterised by karuna sruti.

#81 ^  clfa 3  |

N. Sik. 1, 7, 10.

(According to the commentator prathama is to be of mrdu sruti. 
and saptama (krusta) of karuna, while the other five svara-s are 
dlpta in character.)

This means that the normal character of svara iike mandra is 
brightness and that of a svara like krusta is languidness. However, 
allowance is made in singing for a svara to change its quality or 
sruti depending on the svara which follows it. For instance, the 
svara dvitiya, is normally dlpta in quality, but when it is followed 
by a lower svara (trtlya ?), it is characterised by ayata sruti and not 
dipta. If dvitiya is followed by the svara above itself (prathama ?> 
it is mfdu in quality. If dvitiya is followed by itself, it is of madhya 
sruti. Only when dvitiya is followed by krusta does it have its 
normal quality of dipta. And under different conditions the same 
svara, dvitiya can reflect the different qualities, mrdu, madhya 
and ayata.

g8#SWT feefaw S^W lcTr: I

aismfr 3 w n f t  ssumfr s e f  -  s e f  n
91W8W ^ ? q  ^  fqqsft |

£  fq} n«Wtq 3  a c d # ^ w # 5 i^  ||

. fq*8T 9T 3  f e w  T f#  8 ^

#8 f 8T 3  fe5n#ei3. ■ ■ ■ ■ • •
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Again, if the prathama svara is rendered in rardu Sruti, it is 
rendered in the same sruti if the following svara is chaturtha, and 
in the dipta Sruti if the following svara is mandra. At the conclusion 
of the saman, the last note should be rendered iu dipta sruti.

Narada also lists the conditions under which the rules of Sruti 
qualification do not apply to the svara-s (N. Sik. 1, 3,15, 17) when 
a svara has not come to an end (perhaps meaning that it is oscil
lating and not still), it is not characterised by the Sruti-s. Even in 
the case of a svara being stable, if the song is being sung without 
a break, the Sruti-s are not to be employed in between the svara-s.

Narada however points out that even when the sruti-S are not 
applicable, the svara-s should conform to the sruti prescriptions, 
in a general way. (N. Sik. 1, 7, 17),

Thus it appears that in the context of Samagana, dipta, ayata, 
etc., were inflections in tone which endowed svara-s with different 
qualities. Abhinavagupta, the commentator on Bharata’s Natya- 
sastra, notes the mention of dipta, etc., in the Naradiya-Siksha and 
points out that these five Sruti-s were special ways of rendering 
svara-s, different (prthaka) from the other kind of Sruti-s (tonal 
measures).

.............sw fr  si*. m \  i

z m  m g  ^ g f a  i

N. Sik. 1, 7, 13cd-14.

w  a f t  a  aRraf i

Sikshavivarana on N. Sik. 1, 7, 15.

w ar: i
A. B. Vpl. IV, p. 12, Line 16.



Dipta and mrdu seem to represent two extremes in quality, 
between which fall ayata, madhya and karuna. The two extremes, 
dipta and mrdu are prescribed in Rgvedic and other chants also, 
dipta in udatta and svarita svara-s, and mrdu in anudatta.

(N. Sik. 1, 3, 18-19)

In one recension of the Natyasastra, which is followed by 
Abhinavagupta, we find a few verses which are very similar to the 
ones in Naradiya-siksha. These occur in the course of the descrip
tion of the alamkara-s (svara patterns). After listing all the alam- 
kara-s, Bharata points out that not all of them are suitable for 
dhruva songs and so proceeds to describe only those which can be 
employed in the dhruva songs sung in natya. When he comes to the 
urmi alamkara, he quotes two verses which are found in the Nara- 
diya-§iksha (N. Sik. 1, 3, 11-12 quoted above). Abhinava applies the 
sruti precription of the svara-s of Samagana to the svara- of Gan- 
dharva, obviously equating prathama to madhyama, dvitiya to 
gandhara, trtiya to rshabha cbaturtha to sadja, panchama (mandra) 
to dhaivata, shastha (atisvarya) to nishada, and saptama (kru$fa) 
to panchama (as in N. Sik. 1, 5, 12). He lays down the general 
rule that nishada, rshabha and panchama have karuna-sruti while 
the remaining four svara-s have dipta sruti.

qjpjn ^  I
A.B on N.S. 29, 371

It is interesting to note that Nanyadeva, who has a different 
reading of Naradiya-siksha equates nishada with mandra and dhaivata 
with ati-svira. (See B. B. 2. 88-89) Hence in allocating Sruti-s 
to the seven svara-s he assigns dipta to nishada and karuna to 
dhaivata.
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sfifcr ^  f a n s  - n p m  -  *i«w-

- w l s  II
B.B. 3, 90.

1 This passage is missing in the printed text of A.B. (G.O.S. edn.) 
and has been quoted from the manuscript of A.B. in Government 
Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras.
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While applying the sruti prescriptions to the svara-s of Gandharva, 
Abhinava follows Naradiya-Siksha in applying both the general 
rule and the particular rules for particular cases. Taking the same 
example, the dvitiya svara (gandhara in Gandharva), Abhinava 
explains “ If gandhara is followed by rshabha, it is of ayata sruti. 
If madhyama is next to it, it is of mrdu sruti And if another 
gandhara follows it, it is of madhya sruti.”

The fact that these §ruti-s are discussed in the context of the 
alamkara-s suitable for dhruva singing in natya clearly suggests 
their qualitative character. Abhinava’s words give the impression 
that the sruti-s are special ways of rendering svara-s in dhruva songs 
to heighten the given rasa situation in natya.

We observe that Abhinava refers to these sruti-s only while des
cribing the alamkara-s suitable for dhruva-gana. While describing 
the alamkara-s of “ Gandharva ”, he does not mention dipta and 
the other sruti-s. Further, from Abhinava’s words, it appears that 
these Sruti-s were also temporally determined. He states that the 
Sruti-s dipta, ayata, etc., and the mandra-tara aspects of alamkara-s 
dealing with kampa in various sthana-s (N.S. 29, 38) were defined 
with respect to time duration also.

a i m S3
ERiqf I naft %%i i nparc qq 3 q^rt q*qr n

A.B. on N.S. 29, 37.

qqpiH f a w d  fMiq

A.B. on N.S. 29, 42.

^Hrqarf? qr

Rqqftfct i

A.B. on N.S. 29 , 43,



Abbinava also refers to the use of the term ‘ sruti ’ to denote the 
time unit which measures the extent of an alamkara. Explaining 
the prescription of a kampa or shake for three kala-s in the 
alamkara ‘ recita he says that the three kala-s are referred to as 
three £ruti-s by some. He goes on to say that ‘ kala ’ here refers 
to the kala of time and not to Sruti.

..............SKfacTfasspcT: *313iqfR% 5 * ^  1va

..............eh«P|S( »T e?>|w*3I . . . .

A. B. on N. S. 29, 43.

In his discussion of svara, in an earlier part of his work, Abhinava 
mentions the prevalence of the conception of sruti as the duration 
aspect of sound (cf. A.B: Vol. IV, P. 19, line 11).

It is interesting to note that Nanyadeva attributes the expansion 
of the five Sruti-s into twenty-two to variation in the time measure 
(kala-kala) of the sruti-s.

q>%cTI: - * J3  -  RRiqfa fMrfifrl

B.B. 3, 92.

And we are given to understand by Maharana Kumbha, the 
author of Sangitaraja, that sruti was defined both with respect to 
its tonal aspect as well as its temporal aspect, by some scholars. 
Sruti had the duration equal to the time taken to pierce a pile of 
thirty-two lotus leaves with a needle. Kumbha bimself adds that 
the time for an increase or decrease of one sruti in pitch is
the measure of Sruti (in the lines of Bharata’s definition of Sruti as a 
tonal concept N.S. 28, 26-27).

enneitl R |$l ^  |

R : * 1 3 : *15% : | |>9
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Putting all these pieces of information together it appears that the 
five sruti-s dipta, etc., gave rise to many varieties by a change in 
their Sruti or time measure.

Dipta has four varieties, ayata five, karuna three, mrdu four 
and madhya six varieties. Sarngadeva does not mention the basis 
on which the expansion of the five sruti-s into twenty-two takes 
place. In fact, as we have seen earlier, he does not refer to dipta, 
etc., as Sruti-s but calls them sruti-jati-s. He makes no reference 
to the function of the sruti jati-s, nor does he allude to the time 
aspect. In fact, Sarngadeva’s treatment of sruti-jati-s is purely 
enumerative and not in the least descriptive. After listing the 
five sruti-jati-s, he enumerates the sruti-jati-s of each svara.

Shadja
Rshabha
Gandhara
Madhyama
Panchama
Dhaivata
Nishada

dipta, ayata, mrdu, madhya. 
karuna, madhya, mrdu. 
dipta, ayata.
dipta, ayata, mrdu and madhya. 
mrdu, madhya, ayata, karuna. 
karuna, ayata, madhya. 
dipta, madhya

S.R. 1, 3, 28cd-30.

He then gives the names of the varieties of dipta, etc. The 
varieties arise from the different svara-s which are characterised 
by the sruti-jati-s. Dipta characterises four svara-s, shadja, 
gandhara, madhyama and nishada, and is referred to as tivra, 
raudri, vajrika and ugri respectively. Ayata characterises five 
avara-s shadja, gandhara, madhyama, panchama and nishada and 
its five varieties are respectively, kumudvati, krodha, prasarini, 
sandipani and rohipi. Die three varieties of karuna are dayavati, 
alapini, and madantika. The four mfdu-s are called manda,
raktikS, priti and ksiti. And the six madhya-s are termed
chandovati, rafijani, mirjani, rakta, ramya and kshobhini.

(SR. 1, 3, 31, 35a).

Having given the names of the varieties of sruti-jati-s Sarngadeva 
lists them in the order of their occurrence in the svara-s.

Shadja : Dvra (dipta, Kumudvati (ayata), manda (mrdu), 
chandovati (madhya)

14
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Rshabha

Gandbara 
Madhyama :

Panchama :

Dhaivata
Nishada

dayavati (karu^a), ranjani (madhya) raktika 
(mrdu),

raudri (dipta), krodha (ayata) 
vajrika (dipta), prasarini (ayata), prlti (mrdu), 

marjani (madhya)
ksiti (mrdu), rakta (madhya), sandipani (ayata), 

alapini (karuna)
madanti (karuija), rohini (ayata), ramya (madhya) 
ugra (dipta), ksobhiiji (madhya).

S.R. 1, 3, 35b, 38.

Although Sarngadeva does not give any hint regarding the 
function of dipta, etc., we may surmise that these sruti-jati-s 
were different ways of intoning svara-s. This inference is based on 
earlier works including the Bharatabhashya, and is supported by 
the later pronouncement of Raita Kumbha to the effect that sruti- 
jati-s cause variety in the rendering of svara-s (obviously echoing 
Abhinava's words quoted above. (A.B. Vol. IV, P. 12, line 16).

S. Raj, 2, 1, 1, 74.

As a consequence it may not be wrong to further infer that 
these twenty-two varieties of sruti-jati-s, tivra, etc., are not the 
twenty-two sruti-s (graded pitches) illustrated by Sarngadeva in the 
sarana process with the help of the dhruva and cala vina-s. As we 
have already seen, the sruti-jati-s dipta, etc., are purely qualitative 
concepts referring to the character of sound, and their varieties, 
tivra, etc., which number twenty-two are also qualitative concepts 
as their names themselves signify. They have nothing to do with 
the twenty two sruti-s or graded pitches. There is no reference 
in the earlier texts linking the two together.

Later works like the Kalanidhi commentary, of Kallinatha, on 
Sangitaratnakara, the Sangitaparijata (1, 43-48) and Rasakaumudi 
(1, 42-45) directly list tivra, kumudvati, etc., as the names-of the 
twenty-two sruti-s (graded pitches). For instance, when Samgadeva 
points out the difference between Shadjagrama and Madhyagr&ma, 
which lies in panchama being situated on its fourth sruti in the
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former and on its penultimate Sruti in the latter, Kallinatha com
ments “ When (panchama) is situated on its fourth sruti, i.e., 
the seventeenth one, alapini, which is a variety of karup& jati, it 
belongs to Shadjagrama. When (paftchama) is situated on its 
penultimate sruti of ayata variety, i.e., the sixteenth Sruti, sandipani, 
. . . (it belongs to Madhyamagrama).”

tffflgtl................
Kalanidhi on S.R. 1, 4, 2cd-3ab.

Kallinatha here identifies the Sruti-jati varieties sandipani and 
alapini with the sixteenth and seventeenth pitch positions, and seems 
to assume that the twenty-two varieties of Sruti-jati-s, tivra, etc., 
correspond to the twenty-two sruti (pitch) positions. Such an infer
ence is not warranted by descriptions in the earlier texts. If 
£arngadeva had intended to state that tivra, kumudvati, etc , are the 
names of the twenty-two sruti-s pitch positions) he would have 
listed them directly after establishing the twenty-two sruti-s on 
the vina.

Names for the twenty two pitches seem to have been subse
quently coined. They are not found in texts prior to the Sangita- 
samayasara. In this text Parsvadeva lists the names of all sixty-six 
Sruti-s covering the three sthana-s, mandra, madhya and tara. 
These names are mandra, atimandra, etc., (S.S.S. 1, 19 27cd) While 
describing the sruti mandala, i.e., the arrangement of the twenty- 
two pitches among the svara-s, kumbha gives their names. These 
are kanta, prabhavati, etc., quite different from the names tivra 
kumudvati, etc., given to the varieties of the Sruti-jati-s. Kumbha 
also mentions tivra, etc., but does not connect them with the twenty- 
two pitches. (See S. Raja 2, 1, 1, 70-73).

The confusion is perpetrated by the fact that there are twenty- 
two sruti-s (pitches), and twenty-two varieties of sruti-jati-s, and 
further by the fact that the same number of sruti-s (pitches) and 
Sruti-jati-s are assigned to a svara. Thus it appears that tivra, 
kumudvati, manda and chandovati are the names of the four sruti-
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(pitch positions) implicit in the svara, $adja, which is sounded on 
the last of these. But this is not really the case. The four names 
only indicate the svara $adja, being qualified respectively by the 
£ruii-jati-B dipta, ayata, mrdu and madhya, i.e., the svara $adja 
which encompasses four pitch positions sounding on the last, is as 
a whole characterised by a brilliant or soft or expansive, or moderate 
quality which is dependent, not on any pitch position, but on special 
ways of intoning the svara.

The two kinds of £ruti-s are clearly seen to differ when we 
6tudy the description of kakali and antara svara-s in the Bharata- 
bha?ya. Nanyadeva’s definition of kakali and antara is different 
from Sarngadeva’s. He describes kakali as that nisada which takes 
one sruti of §adja. This means that nisada which is normally 
sounded on the pitch just below the first sruti of sadja, is now 
sounded on the first sruti of sadja. Nanyadeva adds that the sruti 
mrdu-manda leaves shadja and attains nishada, and then nishada 
is called kakali.

qftsisq i

m i ftqrc s  n

m i qfttqsq g g ifc rs fw i | 

m i E mk e  n
B.B. 3, 136 & 138'

If we take tivra, etc., to be the twenty-two pitches, the sruti going 
to nishada should be tivra, not manda. But Nanyadeva clearly says 
that nishada is established on the first Sruti of shadja, and also that 
it acquires the character of manda, Having gone up by one sruti, 
nishada acquires one more quality, mrdu, besides its normal charac
teristics of dipta and madbya.

Similarly Nanyadeva speaks of svara acquiring one Sruti from 
madhyama svara, to become antara. The srutijati it acquires b y  
being located on the first sruti of madhyama is mrdu (priti)

*i«m srfafoi |S3 A
»FPTO H cRI cfsffctK - W. 3̂ *1% ||
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'TFWrcJtft; H cl^l ^FcH: m  3 ^  ||

B.B. 3, 137 & 140.

If we were to relate the sruti-s (pitches) implicit in madhyatna 
with the names vajrika, etc. then the first Sruti of madhyama which 
is acquired by gandhara would be vajrika (dipta). But it is clearly 
stated that gandhara is situated on the first Sruti (pitch) of madhyama 
and that it acquires the Sruti (quality) of priti (mrdu). Similarly, in 
the derivation of Gandhara-grama from Shadja grama, it is clear 
that while sruti-s (pitches) get added to a particular svara, it also 
acquires new Sruti-s (qualities). The two things, Sruti as pitch and 
Sruti as the quality of sound, are kept apart, the latter alone being 
given names in the Bharatabhasya. (B. B. 3, 63 66)

While describing the distinction between Shadjagrama and 
Madhyamagrama, Nanyadeva states that the ayata Sruti called sandi- 
pani attains dhaivata and panchama becomes triSrutika, and thus 
Madhyamagrama is formed. (B. B. 3, 61 62) If the names, dipta, 
etc. corresponded to the twenty-two pitch positions, then it should 
be the karuna sruti, aiapini, that should go to dhaivata1.

CONCLUSION

We may sum up by saying that dipta, etc. indicated, from very 
early times, Sruti, in the sense of a distinct character or colour 
qualifying the sound of a svara. Five such distinct Sruti-s were 
originally recognised. These distinct Sruti-s were said to characterise 
the svara-s of SSmagSna in the Naradiya-Sikshfi. And these same 
Sruti-s of were applied to the svara-s of Gandharva, as we have seen 
cxplaind in the Abbinavabbarati, None of the earlier works except 
Abhinava’s ieceosion of the NatyaSastra and his own commentary 
mention these five sruti-s.

1 There appears to be a discrepancy here. Since dhaivata in 
its normal state is already characterised by ayata, why it should be 
characterised by ayata again, when it has gained a Sruti from 
panchama, is incomprehensible. However, from the printed text 
of Bharatabhasya it appears that the reading is slightly corrupt here. 
The new character acquired by dhaivata should be mrdu (kshiti).



The author of Sangitasudha (dated around 1600 A. d .) 
describes the five gruti-jati-s and names Sardula, Kagyapa, 
Yashtika and Durga-sakti as the authorities on this subject. (S. Sud. 
1, 119-140) One does not know how seriously to take this statement. 
For we know that there is at least one erroneous statement on the 
same subject in this work. While assigning the gruti-jati varieties 
tivra, etc. to the svaras the author mentions the names of Bharata 
and Dattila. We know that these two authorities have not men
tioned the allocation of gruti-jati varieties to the svara-s. Besides, 
the names of Yashtika, Kagyapa, etc., have not been mentioned by 
Nanyadeva, Sarhgadeva or Kumbha, in this context. Aod although 
the author does not mention Sangitaratnakara in this context, it is 
evident that the account of gruti-jati-s in the Sangitasudha is based 
mainly on the Sangitaratnakara. for the term ‘ sruti-jati ’ has not 
been used by any writer before Sarngadeva. So we may safely 
conclude that the reference to Sardula and others need not be given 
credence.
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It appears that when the concept of gruti as a tonal measure 
or pitch position gained currency, there was an attempt to bring 
about a correspondence between the two difference senses of the 
term sruti. Matanga (Br. D., P. 4-5) mentions nine views regard
ing the number of sruti-s, and here one comes across the term gruti 
being used in different senses. Nanyadeva brings in yet another 
meaning of the term sruti. The revival of the five sruti concept 
in the Bharatabbashya seems to be due to the strong leaning 
towards the Siksha school felt by Nanyadeva. He has even in
cluded a full chapter on the Siksha aspects in his work. Other 
texts like the Brhaddegi seem to have been more influenced by 
Tantrika and Yogika thought, and so probably did not pay attention 
to the five-gruti concept. N&nyadeva has not only quoted Narada, 
but has also tried to expand the five gruti-s into twenty-two to 
correspond to the then popular twenty-two gruti concept. Originally, 
a svara could have one of the five different qualities, dipta, ayata, 
madhya, karuna,, and mfdu. And under different conditions, the 
gruti characterising it would change. Taking all the different gruti-s 
which could characterise a svara (or all the svara-s which a gruti 
could characterise), names were given to all these gruti svara 
combinations. The same number of gruti-jati-s were assigned to a 
svara as there were gruti-s in it. For instance, shadja was assigned 
four gruti-jati-s because it was constituted by four gruti-s. This
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assignment, is quite arbitrary. For we have seen in Abhinava’s 
commentary, that gindbara, which is normarlly characterised by 
dipta, can, under different conditions be characterised by ayata, 
mrdu and madhya Sruti-s, i e., four Sruti-s in all. But here it is 
assigned only two Sruti-s in all, in an attempt to conform to the 
twenty-two Sruti scheme where gandhara is a dviSrutika svara. 
Again there is no reason why rshabha should be characterised by 
only three sruti-jati-s just because it is a trisrutika svara. It is 
evident that the total number and distribution of sruti-s (qualities) 
among svara-s is arrived at by conforming to the scheme of twenty- 
two sruti-s (pitches). But unfortunately, the twenty-two names 
given to the qualitative sruti-s have been taken by certain post- 
Ratnakara writers to stand for the twenty-two graded pitches. The 
latter are merely quantitative concepts unlike the Sruti-jati and its 
varieties. The varieties of Sruti-jati-s cannot be applied to the 
twenty-two graded pitches since the former refer to the character 
of a sound and all the graded pitches are not sounded in melody, 
but only those on which the svara so to speak falls. The other 
constituent sruti-s are present only by implication, in the svara. 
The whole svara is characterised by a Sruti-jati, not its individual 
constituent Sruti-s. Thus Sruti as pitch is constitutive of svara while 
Sruti as quality is only characteristic of a svara.
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The Musical Empire o f Maharaja 
Svati Tirunal

T. S. PARTHASARATHY

If the history of Karnatic music is a record of continuous 
progress in the domains of both lakshya and lakshana, it was in a 
great measure due to the uniform and munificent patronage extended 
to the art from early times by rajas, nawabs, zamindars and nobles. 
Their courts were always adorned with eminent musicians, composers 
and musicologists. Many of the rulers were themselves learned in the 
art and science of music and were genuinely able to appreciate the 
worth of the artistes they patronized. Some of them were even 
anxious that posterity should remember their names as musicians 
and patrons of music. Yoga Narendra Malla of Palem had his 
title ‘ Sangitarnava Paraga,’ inscribed on his coins.

Many rulers were themselves expert lakshanakaras and have left 
behind great works on the theory of music. The ‘ Sangita Chinta- 
mani ’ of Verna Bhupala and the ‘ Sangita Sudha ’ of Raghunatha 
Nayak of Thanjavur are only examples of a large number of such 
works attributed to rulers. Several works on music like the ‘ Svara- 
mela Kalanidhi ’ of Ramamatya and the ‘ Sangita Sampradaya 
Pradarsini’ of Subbarama Dikshitar were written at the express 
desire of the patrons of the authors and the latter have openly 
acknowledged this in their works. Rulers like Kanthirava Raja of 
Mysore, Svati Tirunal Maharaja of Travancore and Raja Serfoji of 
Thanjavur were accomplished composers in more than one language 
and have left a precious legacy of compositions to us.

The earliest record of royal patronage to what is now called 
Karnatic music is found in the history of the Vijayanagar empire. 
Vidyaranya stands in a class of his own as he was the adviser to the 
founders of the Vijayanagar empire but his ‘ Sangita Sara’ is one of 
the earliest works on music. Although the text of this work is not 
available, Govinda Dikshita (c. 1600), in the ' Sangita Sudha ’ 
mentions that he had thoroughly studied Vidyaranya’s treatise.

Patronage to music reached its peak during the regime of 
Immadi Devaraya (Deva Raya II) who ascended the Vijayanagar 
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throne by about 1424 A. D. His asthana Pandit was Chatura Kalli- 
D a th a  who had the title of ‘ Abhinava Bharatacharya Raya Deva 
Raya’s patronage to Kallinatha enabled the latter to write his 
celebrated commentary ‘ Kalanidhi’ on the ‘ Sangita Ratnakara ’ 
of Sarngadeva.

More than a hundred years later, Ramaraja of the same dynasty 
encouraged a Telugu chieftain called Ramamatya to write a work on 
music reconciling the many differences that had developed by then in 
musical theory. The Amatya wrote his ‘ Svaramela Kalanidhi ’ 
in 1550 A. D. During this period Sultan Burhan Khao of Ahmad- 
nagar encouraged his court musician Pundarika Vitthala to write a 
few works on music. This great scholar and musician of 
Karnataka wrote four works on music and dance. ‘ Sadraga 
Chandrodaya ‘ Raga Manjari ‘ Raga Mala \  and ‘ Nartana 
Nirnaya’, duly acknowledging his indebtedness to the Ahmad- 
nagar Nawab.

Although saint-composers like Purandara Dasa and Tyagaraja 
spurned riches and did not care for the partonage of kings, the 
majority of musicians and composers depended upon rulers and 
nobles for the encouragement of their art. Public patronage being 
absent in those days, generations of muscians were supported by 
rulers of samsthanams.

It is no wonder, therefore, that these samsthanams became the 
principal seats of music. So far as Karnatic music is concerned, 
Bobbili, Ettayapuram, Karvetnagar, Mysore, Pudukottai, Rama- 
nathapuram, Sivaganga, Thanjavur, Travancore, Udayarpalayam, 
Venkatagiri and Vizianagaram were the states which provided 
unstinted patronage to music during the last three centuries.

The earliest of these dynasties, after the fall of Vjjayanagar, 
was the Nayak dynasty which ruled Thanjavur from 1530 to 1670 
A. D. The musicians patronized by the rulers of this dynasty 
included Govinda Dikshita, who wrote the ‘ Sangita Sudhanidhi ’ in 
the name of his patron Raghunatha Nayak. His son Venkatamakhi 
was the originator of the 72 Melakarta scheme as expounded in 
his renowned ‘Chaturdandi Prakasika ’ (1650). Kshetrajna, the 
unrivalled composer of Telugu padas, was another illustrious 
person who was patronized by Vijayaraghava Nayak. In the pads
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'  Vedukato ’ in Devagandhari, Kshetrajna himself mentions that 
he was patronized by the rulers of Thanjavur and Madurai and the 
Nawab of Golconda and he composed thousands of padas in their 
courts.

The Maratha dynasty, which succeeded the Nayak rulers in 
1676, proved to be equally good patrons of music, dance and 
literature and the rulers themselves wrote treatises and composed 
yakshaganas and musical pieces. Tulaja, who ruled upto 1786, 
wrote the * Saogita Saramrita ’, a Sanskrit text of great merit while 
Shahaji and Serfoji left numerous compositions to posterity. The 
largest concentration of musicians, composers and musicologists at 
Thanjavur occurred during the time of Tulajaji and Serfoji. Karnatic 
music reached its pinnacle of glory and it is no wonder that this 
milieu produced Syama, Sastri, Tyagaraja and Dikshitar at whose 
hands the art was to reach new heights.

Mysore was another distinguished seat of music and the rulers 
there extended generous patronage to musicians and composers like 
Mysore Sadasiva Rao. Musicians from outside the state were also 
invited to perform during festivals and it is on record that Sonti 
Venkatasubbayya and Sonti Venkataramanayya, the two gurus of 
Tyagaraja, were asthana vidwans of Mysore.

The patronage given to music by certain smaller states and 
zamindaris was no less significant. For generations the rajas of 
Ettayapuram supported numerous musicians like Balaswami 
Dikshitar, the younger brother of Muthuswami Dikshitar. Although 
the saintly Muthuswami Dikshitar did not perhaps avail himself 
of the patronage of the then raja, he must have appreciated the 
support given by this small state to numerous musicians, scholars 
and poets. The publication of the Telugu work, the ‘ Sangita 
Sampradaya Pradarsini ’, written by Subbarama Dikshitar, was 
another monumental service rendered by the Ettayapuram 
Samsthanam.

Bobbili, Karvetnagar, Pudukottai, Udayarpalayam, Venkatagiri 
and Vizianagaram are some of the other small states which fostered 
the art of music with their patronage. Many notable compasitions, 
written by renowned musicians of the past, are in praise of these 
rajas and nobles.



It is not known whether the rulers of states visited each other 
in those days but the musicians patronized by them freely moved 
about and performed in many courts. Bobbili Kesavayya visited 
the court of Serfoji and there is a legend that he had a trial 
of strength with Syama Sastri. Shatkala Govinda Marar from 
the court of Svati Tirunal called on Sri Tyagaraja at Tiruvaiyaru 
and his music was warmly appreciated by the latter. Vadivelu, 
Kannayya Bhagavatar, Meruswami and others proceeded to Travan- 
core and availed themselves of the munificence of Sri Svati Tirunal. 
These musicians must have carried reports of the musical activities of 
their own states to the states they visited and it is possible that there 
was a free exchange of ideas and information among themselves.

It is against this background that the student of Karnatic Music 
should study the rich, varied and everlasting musical heritage left 
to posterity by Maharaja Svati Tirunal. The achievements of the 
ruler within a span of life of 33 years remind us of Alexander, Jesus 
Christ, Adi Sankara and Parasara Bhatta. In his edition of the 
‘ Syanandurapura Varnana Prabandham \  Prof: V. S. V. Guru- 
swamy Sastri has listed the strikiog similarities between Adi Sankara 
and Svati Tirunal, the two illustrious sons of Kerala. Although 
the name ‘ Svati Tirunal ’ came into currency outside Travancore 
only in this century, the ruler was known to the South Indian music 
world as ‘ Kulasekhara Perumal ’ or * Kulasekhara Maharaja ’ from 
the middle of the 19th century. The ‘ Sangita Sarvartha Sara 
Sangrahamu’ (1859) and the ‘ Gayaka Parijatam* of Tachur Singara- 
charlu (1877) contain the song * Sarasa Samamukha ’ in Khamas. 
The ‘Gayaka Lochanam’ by Singaracharlu published in 1902 
contains 12 songs of Svati Tirunal. Subbarama Dikshitar whose 
* Sangita Sampradaya Pradarsini ’ was published in 1905, gives a 
short biography of the royal composer as follows under the heading 
‘ Kulasekhara Perumal ’.

“ This kiog was the ruler of Travancore. He was a linguist 
who bad mastered many languages like Sanskrit, Telugu, English, 
Malayalam and Hindustani. His forte was music. He has composed 
many Chauka Varnas and numerous Kirtanas in Sanskrit in rakti 
ragas and desi ragas with the mudra ‘ Padmanabha ’ and these are 
full of musical excellence. He has composed several Sanskrit kavyas 
like the Champu. He has also composed chuaka varnams and 
padams in Telugu and many songs in Malayalam. He attained the
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feet of Lord Padmanabha about 50 years ago” . Dikshitar has 
included the krhi * Sarasa Samamukha ’ in his book.

With the passage of time more and more kritis of the royal 
composer appear to have come to light and T. P. Kodandarama 
Iyer, in his ‘ Bhagavad bhajana paddhati ’ published in 1913, printed 
as many as 51 Kritis of Svati Tirunaal including ‘ Srisa Padmana- 
bha ’ in Khamas and ‘ Sarasa bhava sannuta ’ in Kalyani not found 
in either Chidambara Vadhyar’s edition or in the Trivandrum 
Sanskrit series edition of ‘ Sangita Kritis

The arts of music and dance—drama had always flourished in 
the state of Travancore not only by the liberal patronage of its 
enlightened rulers but also by their active participation in them by 
the writing of songs, plays and technical treatises. Kartikai Tirunal 
(1724-1798) wrote several Kathakali plays and a treatise on dance 
called * Balaramabharata ’ and also some songs. Asvati Tirunal, 
his nephew, composed Kathakali plays and also Kirtanas. Patronage 
to arts and the ruler’s participation in them, however, reached their 
climax during the time of Sri Svati Tirunal. As Mabakavi Ollur 
Parameswara Iyer observes in his article entitled ‘ A South Indian 
Maharaja ’ published in 1905, “ Even if His Highness had not been 
born as the ruler of a kingdom, his name would have been indelibly 
written on the pages of history as an accomplished poet and gifted 
composer of songs It was this remark of the Mabakavi that 
made the present writer to entitle this article as ‘The Musical 
Empire of Sri Svati Tirunal

Although the Chidambara Vadhyar edition (1916) and the 
Ranganatba Iyer edition (1917) were the first publications which 
contained the compositions of Sri Svati Tirunal, with or without 
notation, it was only after the establishment of the Swati Tirunal 
Academy of Music at Trivandrum in 1936 that the South Indian 
music world was exposed to the incredibly precious music heritage 
of the Travancore ruler. Sri Muttayya Bhigavatar, the first Prin
cipal of the Academy, laboured with indefatigable industry, collated 
and made ready for publication nearly 400 compositions of the 
Maharaja. He was succeeded by our renowned vocalist Sri Sem- 
mangudi Srinivasa Iyer who gave the final polish to the versions in 
notation and introduced them to the concert world in the form in 
which they are sung today. It was during the Principalship of



Sri Srinivasa Iyer that the ‘ Maharaja Sri Svati Tirunal Kritimalai * 
with the sahitya and notation in Tamil script was published (1947). 
This edition contained a representative selection of the Maharaja’s 
compositions which included kirtanas, Navaratri Kirtanas. a Telugu 
padam, three Kritis in manipravala, a Telugu javali, a Hindi song, 
a raga malika and a mangalam. This was followed by another 
edition in 1970 comprising 57 songs with swara notations, sahitya 
and meanings in Malayalam and Tamil. These led to the Majaraja’s 
songs spreading in the Tamil-speaking areas in South India.
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Quite a sizeable bibliography exists regarding the life and 
works of Sri Svati Tirunal which includes full-length biographies 
of the ruler in English and Malayalam. Numerous articles have 
also appeared analysing the amazing versatlity of the ruler and 
his achievements within his short span of life. Although he was a 
linguist and could compose with equal facility in several languages, 
Sanskrit appears to have been his forte. It is strange that the 
Maharaja had access to a large number of the kirtanas of Marga- 
darsi Sesha Iyengar, who lived at Srirangam but whose kritis, 
excepting a handful, were not in circulation even in Tamil Nadu. 
It is said that Sesha Iyengar’s compositions were introduced to 
Sri Svati Tirunal by Shatkala Govinda Marar. Apart from writing 
a short treatise on the employment of alliteration and rhyme in 
songs, the Maharaja has paid his homage to Sesha Iyengar by 
following the latter’s format in some kritis and his long Sanskrit 
compounds in some songs. The following is a notable example.

Pallavi: 

Anupallavi:

Pallavi: 

Anupallavi:

Mdrgadarsi Sesha Iyengar's kriti
Sriranga sayinam sakala subhadayinam
Chintayeham sada hridaye
Karunya sausilya saurya vatsalyadi Kalyana
guna jalanidhimdeva devam
Sri Svati Tirunal's kriti
Bhogindra sayinam puru kusala dayinam
Purusham sasvatam kalaye
Vagisa gaurisa vasavadyamara pari
varabhivandita padam Padmanabham.

The first two charanas of the latter song start with ‘ Kshira ’ 
and ‘ Parama ’ as in the case of Sri Margadarsi’s kriti. These



show how deeply Sri Svati Tirunal was influenced by the kritis of 
the Margadarsi.

In the ultimate analysis Sri Svati Tirunal emerges as the most 
versatile among the composers ot South India with songs covering 
almost every musical form current in his time. It is also clear 
that there was a musical tradition at Travancore which enabled 
the musically-minded Maharaja to absorb all the elements of 
Karnatic and Hindustani music obtaining in his time. He was a 
contemporary of the Music Trinity of Thanjavur but was influenced 
only to a limited extent by listening to their compositions sung by 
visiting musicians. The musical empire of Sri Svati Tirunal is 
thus his own creation and unlike political empires, it is bound to 
last for centuries to come and bring joy and peace to generations 
of music lovers and others.
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Some Aspects of the Rhythmic 
Beauties of Tiruppugazh

P. K. RAJAGOPALA AIYAR

f  What all is sensed by the five senses is concrete. Nada, which 
plies" within the scope of the faculty of hearing, is concrete. Thus, 
whereas raga is concrete, rhythm, which is beyond the ambit of the 
senses, and which patterns the gait of the tune, is abstract. There
fore the life energy of the flow of music is tala.^ The fact that Lord 
Siva graced the Child Jnauasambandha with a pair of cymbals 
underlines the above truth. ^Rhythmic music is time immemorial. 
Perhaps, one can say, it is old as the Vedas, wherein started rhythm 
—oriented tuning of the ply of sounds wedded to words.

Tiruvalluvar stoutly asks : “ Of what use is music if it lacks 
blend ? ”

“ u«arol«33rs»r(g)ii Lnri_/D40«a>iiJi‘i<ai(5fD<t>
—Rural—573.

(The happy, spontaneous merger of the five essential adjuncts, 
viz. ohava, raga, tala, sruti and laya, is imperative. This is termed 
tpwrgii ga) in Tamil and in Sanskrit. The square establishment 
of the gait of the tune in exact alignment with the rhythm of the 
tala is called uftgr—

a p w s  nfagwra;. . . n
Sangitaratnakara—V

( The minute inner units of time that run up within each aksara 
of af tala are termed “ katas” . In every word of the sahitya, on 
account of the type of structure of the laghu-guru arrangements of 
the component syllables, a particular pattern is shaped up. Such 
lovely syllabic patterns of groupings of katas, arrayed up along 
with chosen matchings of hard and soft consonants (single and 
conjunct) alternatively with and without nasals, together make up 
what are called candams. 'N
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i Just as there are the seven svaras sa, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha and 
ni, which form the basis of the raga sastra, there are the seven jati 
syllables (Q&rpasr) ta, dhi, tom, nam, fa, Ian and dhin, which 
form the basis of the tala sastra. From among these seven syllables 
ta and nam are selected, and, introducing the hard, soft and nasal 
utterances, along with the respective laghu-guru couplings and 
utilizing the palatal semivowel ya, and permuting and combining 
them suitably, thousands of patterns can be woven out. This 
pattemizing process is called “ Candakkuzhippu ” (&pp£
Tatta (ppp) ,  tanda (ppp),  tayya (piuiu), tanna (pfkar),  tanana 
( f a r m ) ,  tanata (parp),  tanatta (parpp),  tananda (p a r p p ) 
tanatana (porator), tanatayya (parpiuiu), tanatanana (parparar), 
and tana (pirar) are the twelve basic candams, which by their 
interchanges and varied couplings, yield innumerable patterns. Songs 
textured with candams alone are called Candappa. The Tiruppugazh 
songs of Saint Aruriagirinatha are all in Candappa^)

The source of this Candappa is in the Rgveda, the primordial 
book of the world. The following mantras of the Skanda Sukta 
bear this ou t:—

& -- —

<7i5n^. . . i . • ■

. . .  I . . . srgfsis wmta. ii

—Rgveda Samhita-V-ii-2; 4; 7; 8.

The time-pattern of the above lines indicates the candakku
zhippu “ tanana tana tanatana tana.” It is this pattern which 
bloomed later into the Sanskrit vjtta (poetical metre) termed Indra* 
vajra

Out of the 16,000 songs Aruijagirinatha is reputed to have 
sung, only about 1350 have come down to us. In all the above, 
no less than 1,008 candams have been woven.

The unique beauty of these songs is the special feature (paf)£ 
/(f) called “ tongal ” (£)£tibi«A) (dollar; pendant

16
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medallion), appended at the conclusion of each kandika. The 
candam of this appendage, couched invariably in the shape of 
“ tanatana ” (6lu®u)ir(8«r) or ((tp©(8«ir(»«r), “ tanatanana
((y)©S®*e«T), “ tandatana” (pwiSrirGsar), “ tandatana tanana ” 

Gutsy ©•8<ar), is outside the scheme of the body of the 
kapdika. And he is the originator of this unique format.

Just as the tonal set-up of a rk of the Rgveda Samhita gets 
expanded into that of a lengthy hymnvin the Samaveda, so also 
the Tiruppugazh songs, running in their pristine gait as couched 
in their original poetical garb, when being recited in the course of 
mulaparayaija, assume the finery of delectable music when being 
sung as i£aipp£ (jgsD^uuir).

Each song of his indicates its appropriate tala through the 
pattern of its Candakkuzhippu. The shape of the song is determined 
by the design of arraying the kalas.

( f  or example, his very first song “ oppaopppas
” moves on the Candakkuzhippu “ tattattana tatta 

tanatana ” rotating thrice and finishing with the tongal “ tanatana ” . 
Thus the scheme of the phrasing of the kalas is 6-4-4-6 -4-4-6-4-4-5. 
The pedestal of this kuzhippu is 3-2-2, suggesting a tryasra laghu, 
followed by two drutas, thus making up the Triputa tala.")

XNext, the popular song on Vinayaka “ sa>*ppso j8a>jDss6iifljr  
flows on the kuzhippu “ tattana tanatana” rotating thrice and 
finishing with the tongal tanatana That is, the kalas are arrayed 
on the plan 4-4-4-4-4-4-5. J  The basis of this structure is “ tattana 
tanatana” smoothly yielding to be handled as a caturasra laghu. 
This forms a quarter of the whole fabrication. Eight kalas go into 
this quantum. This eight-kala bunch rotates four times to finish 
a complete revolution of the kuzhippu. The tongal affords free 
elbowroom for slight elongation of the tune to the exigency of the 
particular tala, to round up the avarta. Thus the time quantum 
of five kalas of the tongal of this song, by augmentation of the 
play of akara of the tune, is enhanced to the extent of three more 
kalas. With this swell of the tongal into a full complement of 
eight kalas on a par with the previous segments, the kandika now 
assumes a comprehensive content of thirty two kalas. The whole 
frame work therefore suggests the Adi tala, running in the citratama 
marga, in the caturasra gati.
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Samaveda, tbe primordial isaippa of world, is the source 
of this feature of the time quantum of the tongal expanding by 
alapedai (^arQ um i-) for a happy summation of the pleasantness 
of the tune. For instance, the 13th mantra of the 16th sukta in 
the 6th mandala of the Rgveda, which runs as-----

dilates into the following widened shape—
DSS; | NDP, D, SS; | G, R, S; | RS, S |

*1̂  . . * 1. an. «T. af. F l f : .  |
s S R S r  s n D ; | S, R, S, N, D; | S, R, S,

9**ii .rt?i. . . .  ^1* ij^»...................i ■ .i^f, a y . . . .
N, D, D : | ND: D ; | N, D, D, P, D; S; ; II

■ ■ an* mat. ai. nr • ■ • nt • • • 5r. ■ n
—Samaveda Samhita-Purvarcika—Agncyakanda—
Prapathaka 1-Dasati—1—
Mantra 9-Gramegeyagana-l-l-18.

This is the musical setting of the above mantra, and hence its 
elongated form.

it is Aruiiagirinatha’s unique artistry to have set up this tongal 
at the end of each kandika and thus provided scope for slight exten
sion of the ply of akara in a stretch of the tune.

The fact that this song has continued for a very long time to be 
sung in Nata raga which projcets the vira rasa and saranagati bhava 
and symbolizes unalloyed auspiciousness, has developed an untold 
halo around it. Hence the tradition of this tune should be preserved.

f*‘ (Suit'S ” is a different type of song. “ Tana tana tanana 
tanaFtanatana ” is its kuzhippu. As per this structure, each kandika 
ought to contain one avarta of twenty one kalas. Since the first two 
phrases are triyasra tanas and as the whole span is over in twentyone 
kalas, it suggests a tala of seven ak$aras in the triyasra gati. As the 
tongal hints a druta, the purvabhaga should include five aksarasA



Thus the song would styne best if tuned to the Triyasra gati Caturasra 
jhampa tala (1* w  o ). Simply because the phrasing is 3 - 3 - 5 - 4 -5, 
it is not imperative that the time - scheme should also be of the 
same pattern, i.e. with five angas with five beats. The rule is : The 
sahitya aksaras set up in the kalas of the various angas of the 
particular tala should fit in, their respective positions, and the tune 
should roll on, highlighting the sequence of the angas of the tala.

Next, the song “ “ S lu ir i© u n u i ” is beautifully berthed
on a robust rhythmic gait flowing on the vigorous kuzhippu 
“ tattattat tattat” rotating thrice and finishing with the tongal 
“ tanatana ”, Shaped up entirely as a composition of Kurunjir 
vannam ( ( sg i& fr  susaarssanh) (composed throughout of short 
syllables), bristling with vallisaiccir (conjunct hard consonants), it is 
a song of unusual charm. The combination “ tattattat tattat ” 
comprising five tattakaras, rotates thrice and finishes with the tongal 
“ tanatana ” Thus the scheme of the phrasing of the kalas in each 
kagdika i s 6 - 4 - 6 - 4 - 6 - 4 - 5 .  In effect, this song excellently fits in 
if set up in the Laghusekhara tala ( t ) [ 4  +  1 =  5 aksaras ], one 
of the ancient 108 talas and would shine brilliantly if rendered on 
a loud, bracing voice. This tala consists of a laghu followed by a 
Virama,. In ancient times, i.e., till about the 14(h century A.D., 
the feature of jati bheda of the laghu had not yet come about. 
Therefore this tala has five aksaras. Samgadeva defines it a s :

—Ratnakara—V-293

So long as the 108 talas were in actual practice, i.e. till about 
the 15th century, A.D., the Anudruta ” i.e. the anga consisting of 
only one ak§ara plying on one beat alone, had not yet come into 
use. But, with a view to providing for a method of extending the 
time value of the druta, laghu and g uru by an ak$ara, they intro
duced a pause (vigranti-karvai) of the time quantum of an aksara, 
after the respective anga, terming it “ Drutavifama ” , “ Laghu- 
virama” and “ Guruvirama ” respectively. It assumed a new 
shape now. The term “ sekhara ” is a synonym for “ virama ” .

Kallinatha objected to the handling of the virama as a separate 
anga or its vinyasa in prastara prayoga. But in his time (the middle 
of the 15th century A.D.—he was a contemporary of and wax
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moving closely with Arugagirinatba) the anudruta had not yet 
come into use as a separate anga. It came into practice only about 
a century later. But in modern practice the concept of pause 
without any kriya has got merged into the varieties of the chapu 
tala. Therefore, after the advent of the Anudruta, it has now 
become the sampradaya to handle the virama of the ancient 108 
talas as an anudruta.

Compound canda-sequences are noticeable in some songs. 
Combinations of two or more talas make up a bigger tala. This 
type is called “ Sankirna ” tala. For example, the Eka tala and 
the Lagbusekhara tala together make up the Hamsa tala. The 
song “ <4fu>60«u>60 ” is a good example. The phrase “ tanana 
tanatanana tandan tanattanana ” rotates thrice and ends with the 
tongal as “ tanatana ”. The song contains eight such kandikas. 
“ 3- 5-4-6” is the scheme of the phrasing of the kalas. Thus in 
each kandika the quantum tanana tanatanana ” accommodates a 
laghu, and the next phrase “ tandan tanattanana ” another laghu 
followed by a virama, i.e., an anudruta. Thus it shapes up into the 
Hamsa tala (if), Citrama marga. The tongal alone extends for one 
full avarta. Sarngadeva defines it a s :
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“ «rnisuxo ” is another beautiful song. Its kuzhippu runs as 
“ tananda tanatana ” rotating thrice and ends with the tongal 
“ tanatana.” Eight such kandikas make up the song. The phrasing 
of the purvabhaga is the same in quantity as the tongal, and the 
angas shape up as laghu, guru and two drutas. This is the Raja- 
vidyadhara tala (1800), Citratama marga. Sarngadeva defines it as:

Next we shall consider the beautiful song “ tueor if}® stidjSI 
The pretty little phrase “ tanatanana tatta ” followed by the tongal 

tanatana ” is the simple kuzhippu, eight rotations of which fulfil 
the song. Thus each little kandika consists of the lovely pattern 
“ 5-3-5.” Therefore, plying in the Citratama marga, the purvabhaga.

—Ratnakara— V-301.

—Ratnakara—V-279.



is completed in four akjaras. The tongal, by alapedai, extends its 
last kala by one unit, and makes up three aksaras. Thus the whole 
structure aptly fits in into the Antarakrlda tala (o o o). Sarngadeva 
defines it a s :

. . .B prl^tel 9  335*1̂  , . . 1 1
—Ratnakara—V-301.

Further, it is noteworthy that the rhythmic set-up of this song 
is the reverse type of the Capu tala, i.e. the viloma krama, viz “4-3,” 
instead of the usual one of “ 3-4 It is remarkable that Syama 
Sastri has introduced this inverted Capu tala in his kftis. His 
“ Ninnu vinaga mari ” (Purvikalyani) and “ Talli ninnu nera” 
(Kalyani) are instances.

Next we shall consider the song “ utsaj The
pflrvabhaga of the candakkuzhippu of this fascinating song is 
couched in the sequence “ tanatana tanana-tanatana tanana-tayyana 
tatta tanda,” followed by the tongal “ tanatana.” That is, 
along with the tongal, the phrasing of the kalas in the kapdikfi 
runs as “ 4 - 3- 4 - 3 - 4 - 3 - 5 Thus, as per this set up, since 
the progression of the kalas is predominantly triple in gait, the 
total pattern would shine best if set to the Triyasra gati khanda jati 
Eka tala. There is a special feature in the total rhythmic pattern : 
Normally, in the case of most other compositions, the purvabhaga, 
i.e., the portion before the tongal, would either rotate thrice, or the 
full complement of the span of the avarta would include the tongal 
also in its quantum of extent. But in this composition, the purva
bhaga is so set up as to sustain only two avartas and the tongal 
alone stretches to one full avarta. Thus one kapdikS covers three 
avartas. This is a rarity. Further, critics might even object to 
this unusual set-up, saying “ It is incongruous for a kandika to 
spread to three avartas. It should spin out to one, two or four 
avartas.” But we should reckon one point: The total number of 
kandikas is eight, an even number. Some krtis of Muttusvami 
Diksita are of this type: His Anandabhairavi krti “ Manasa Guru- 
guha” is an instance in point. The tala of this krti is Triyasra 
jati Eka. Throughout the entire composition, except in the 
madhyama kala sahitya at the end, this set-up continues : That is, 
.the purvardha of the pallavi contains three avartas. But as the 
uttarardha also has another three, the whole of the pallavi makes up
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six avartas, an even number. This scheme is exactly repeated in 
the anupallavi. The same scheme continues in the purvabhaga of 
the charana, i.e , the samakala portion: His Bhairavi krti “ Cintaya 
makandamulakandam ” is another instance of the above set-up.

“ 9® 6)uT(ipg/ii ” is another lovely song. Its kuzhippu is 
“ tanatanana ” “ tanatanana tanat tanat ” followed by the tongal 
“ tanatana.’’ Eight such feet fulfil the song. Thus, along with 
the tonga], the phrasing runs as “ 5-5-4-4-5.” This is a set-up of 
exceptional charm. This is the only one such among all the avail
able songs of Arunagirinatha. This shaping is not found in the 
Suladi talas and their varieties, compound talas such as the Dhruva 
Rupaka, the Navasandhi talas, nor in the Desi talas of £arn;adeva. 
But this song excellently fits in into the “ Cacaputa ” tala, the second 
of the five ancient margi talas, in the aticitratama marga. These 
are the reputed “ Parica talas,” viz :

I

: (ratim: n

Guru, laghu, laghu, guru (8118) are the angas of this tala. A special 
feature of the margi talas is that the laghu present in them has five 
ak$aras. Thus the make-up is “ 8+5+54-8.’̂  The long vowel 
at the end of the tongal, by alapedai, is elongated for two more 
kalas. Another speciality is: Skipping the whole of the first anga 
of the tala, viz. guru, the tune starts on the second anga, viz. laghu. 
Tyagaraja’s “ Buddbi radu ” (Sankarabharana) and Syama Sastri’s 
“ Birana Varalicci ” (Kalyani) are other instances.

(yt&p& ” is yet another delightful song. The 
kuzhippu runs as “ tanana tananda tanana ”, which rotates thrice 
and finishes with the tongal as “ tanatana”. Thus the phrasing of 
the purvabhaga is 4-4-4 ”. The ancient Kokilapriya tala (8 1 8) 
suits the trend of this song best. Sarngadeva defines it as:

. . . g  ii . . . . i

—Ratnakara—V-278 ; 279.

The Tiruvaguppu that the great tala Mahameru Arunagirinatha 
has bequeathed us is a rare legacy in the form of a torrential flood
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of rhythmic radiance. The twentyfive songs that we have inherited 
in this collection, flash with extraordinary elegance.

The following common graces decorate them all : Each vaguppu 
has four padas. In each pada its respective candakkuzhippu rotates 
twice, four times six times or eight times. All inner parts are 
symmetrical. All the padas have the edugai; and all the inner 
parts have the monai. Thus all the parts have the beautiful laksana 
of avarta sudd ha.

For example, the second vaguppu called the “ Devendra Sangha 
Vaguppu ” shines with unusual splendour. Its candam “ tanatana ” 
rotates six times, and with the tanantana tantana” rotating
twice, the foot concludes. Four such feet make one pada. Thus 
the phrasing runs as 4-4-4-4-4-4-6-4-6-4. The purvabhaga suggests 
a pluta followed by two laghuviramas, in the citratama marga. It is 
an unprecedented type of tala not to be found in the texts of the 
lakganakakaras. Quite in keeping with the trend of this song, which 
projects the vira and the adbhuta rasas, the above kuzhippu, with a 
considerable efflux of time after the first beat, followed by two 
laghus, jumping up with a virama, i.e., anudruta, at the each laghu, 
is calculated to catch the attention of the listener and please him. 
Because it is Arunagirinatha’s composition, and since this tala has 
shaped up through this song, it is most fitting to name this tala as 
4‘ Devendra Sangha Tala” , with the following lak$aga :

There is vast scope in the works of Arugagirinatha to go on 
researching on these lines, especially in the field of tala. The points 
raised above are but pebbles in the vast ocean of Tiruppugazh. 
Going deep into all of them would eDtail Herculean efforts. But 
the Tiruppugazh songs would certainly go on delighting the devotees 
of Skanda and the literary as well as music researchers, especially in 
the sphere of rhythm endlessly.



Electronic Sruti Instruments
DR. P. E. SANKARANARAYANAN & MISS K. MEENAKSHI

Basic sruti is highly essential both in Karnatik and Hindustani 
music Normally, ‘ Harmonium ’—like reed instrument, or a wind 
instrument or a string instrument is employed for this purpose. 
Reed and wind instruments produce more or less continuous tone 
depending upon the setting whereas, the string instrument viz., 
Tambura produces prolonged, damped sequence of tones. However, 
these three instruments have to be played by an artist uniformly 
and continuously throughout the concert. In addition, in the case 
of Tambura, tuning the four strings by appropriately adjusting their 
tensions to produce the wanted tones (sruti) needs some experience. 
Beginners in music may find rather difficult to tune the Tambura 
properly for this reason. Similarly, adjusting the position of the 
threads kept in between the bridge and the strings (familiarly known 
as ‘ Jeeva ’) in a Tambura is an art. The purpose of the * Jeeva ’ 
seems to prolong the damped harmonic tones generated when the 
string is plucked with the finger. With a view to helping the begin
ners in music and the professionals, we took up the development 
of simple, portable, Electronic Sruti Instruments in the CEERI 
Extension Centre, CSIR Complex, Adyar, Madras, at the instance 
of a small scale industry. Uoder this programme, we successfully 
developed.

1. An Electronic Tambura, and
2. An Electronic Sruti Box.

THE THREE BASIC TONES:
The three basic tones namely, Sa, Pa (or Ma) and Sa constitute 

the Sruti. These three tones are harmonically related. Once the 
basic Sa is fixed, Pa, Ma and Sa get fixed in frequency as shown 
below:

Sa Ma Pa Sa
f 4f l ( 2f

3 2
300 Hz 400 Hz 4S0 Hz 600 Hz (example)



By employing digital electronic circuitry, it is possible to generate 
these frequencies from a mother frequency. Thus, once the 
mother frequency is changed, all the three frequencies representing 
Sa, Ma, Pa and Sa get changed simultaneously to a new value and 
thereby constitute the three basic tones of a new sruti. This is an 
advantage in this system. In the instrument, digital integrated 
circuits have been used to generate the mother frequency and from 
it, the three basic tones. These basic tones are employed in the 
Electronic Tambura as well as in the Sruti Box.
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ELECTRONIC TAMBURA:
Let us first consider the conventional Tambura. It comprises 

four strings with a wooden pot-like structure (kudam) and a stem 
(Dandi). The four strings are respectively tuned to generate the
following notes (left to right):

Pa Sa
3f 2f
2

450 Hz 600 Hz

Sa Sa
2f f

600 Hz 300 Hz (example)

The strings are plucked in the direction shown, more or less at 
a constant rate. In order to alter the sruti, i.e., the frequencies of 
the three basic tones, all the four strings have to be properly tuned 
(tensioned). The strings are generally plucked at their midpoints 
with the finger. The theory of vibration of strings (Bernoulli, 1755) 
states that the vibrations will consist of all odd harmonics. The 
fundamental frequency produced by the string, however, depends 
on its length, the tension and the material. The internal friction 
due to the tension applied on the string, damps the vibrations of 
the string and the oscillations die out more or less exponentially. 
The amplitudes of the harmonics also fall off towards higher 
frequencies. The wooden pot-like structure (kudam) acts as a 
resonator and this along with the stem produces a low-pass filter 
effect on the harmonics. As such, the actual tone given out by the 
vibrating string of a conventional Tambura may constitute the 
fundamental frequency and a few of its odd harmonics-all of 
them dying out exponentially with time. The effeet of the thread 
(Jeeva) kept between the bridge and the string seems to prolong the 
vibrations a little more.
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It is obvious that two strings are used to generate the same 
tone Sa in the conventional Tambura. The reason seems to be 
that the string generating Sa will be at the highest tension and 
as such, the tone generated by it during vibration will die out 
fairly quickly compared to the two other tones generated namely, 
Pa and Sa. In order to keep the durations of the tones fairly 
equal, two strings might have been provided to generate this tone 
namely, Sa and they are plucked one after the other in sequence. 
The above considerations have been taken into effect in the develop
ment of an “ Electronic Tambura As mentioned earlier, 
frequencies corresponding to Sa, Pa (or Ma) and Sa have been 
derived digitally from a mother frequency. These frequencies are 
sent through appropriate ringing circuits one after another in a 
sequence as shown below :

. . . Pa . . Sa . . Sa . . . . Pa . . Sa . . Sa . . . . Pa . . Sa . . Sa . .  . .

The outputs properly filtered and shaped are fed to a good quality 
amplifier loud-speaker system. In the design, we have used only 
three notes as compared to four strings in a conventional Tambura. 
The reason is that in our design, the tone Sa can be prolonged i.e.t 
its damping (drone) is adjustable unlike that happens in a string. 
During operation, the above sequence repeats again and agaio, 
as in the case of a conventional Tambura. The plucking rate can 
also be varied through a front panel control. The sruti range 
could be changed over roughly an octave through another front 
panel control.

Provision has been made to indicate the Sruti value on a 
front panel meter. As such it can be seen that even beginners 
can tune this Tambura effortlessly. The output volume can be 
adjusted through a front panel volume control. A front panel 
-switch enables the selection of Pa or Ma depending upon the 
requirement.

ELECTRONIC SRUTI BOX:
The difference between a Sruti Box and a Tambura is that 

the Sruti Box generates three basic tones in parallel whereas in 
the Tambura, the generation is in a series-parallel manner. In 
addition, the three basic tones in a Sruti Box will have a certain 
fixed volume (no damping effect) throughout its operation. In



the Sruti Box, the three basic tones namely, Sa, Pa (or Ma) and 
Sa generated from the mother frequency are properly mixed, filtered, 
shaped and then fed to a quality amplifier-loud speaker system. 
As in the case of a Harmonium, the three basic tones will be 
present continuously once the switch is put * ON However, the 
volumes of each of the three tones depending upon the requirement 
and the total sruti could be adjusted through the respective front 
panel controls.

CONCLUSIONS:
The Electronic Tambura and the Electronic Sruti Box developed 

as per the above design ideas, could be used by students as well 
as by professionals, both in Karnatik and Hindustani music con
certs. The electronic Tambura more or less resembles the conven
tional Tambura and the Electronic Sruti Box resembles the 
Harmonium. The only advantage is that, especially instrumentalists, 
could use these instruments without the need of another person for 
operating. Beginners in music may find it very helpful to use this 
Tambura for reasons mentioned above.
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Music Teaching—Under Gurukula 
System & In Recognised Institutions

SANDHYAVANDANAM SREENIVASA RAO

Music is essentially a gift of God. Musicians are born, not 
made. The role of Guru is always a ‘ nimitham ’—very limited. 
It is the inward urge of the aspirant that ultimately hews him into 
an artist of lasting worth. But without the light lit by a great 
vidwan, the darkness in the heart of an aspirant remains ever thick 
and unrevealing.

“ Seethavara Sangeetha Gnanamu Dhata Vraya Valera ” said 
Tyagaraja. Also, “ Guruleka Etuvanti Guniki Teliyaga Bodu". Sans 
the enlightening initiation by a master, none however keen in his 
intellect can ever blossom into a musician who sings ‘ like one 
inspired ’ by a divine revelation.

In the Bhagavad Gita, it is laid down—“ Tad Viddhi Prani 
patena Pari Prasnena Sevaya—Upa Dekshyantite Gnanam Gnaninas 
Tatva Darsinah. Also—Sraddhavan Labhate Gnanam—Nahi
Gnanena Sadrusam Pavitra Miha Vidyate —Canto III. To attain 
real eminence and Gnanam, Sraddha is essential on the part of the 
seeker of knowledge. The Guru must be a Gnani and a Tatva 

, Darsin. He realises the deeper and great attributes of music (Nada 
Vidya Marmamula and Nadamrita Mahima). He has also the 
maturity to convey the deeper aspects. This knowledge of music— 
Sangita Gnanam—and musical equipment has to be obtained by 
an earnest student in three ways by dedication at the feet of the 
Master (Pranipatena), by searching and eliciting questions (Pari 
Prasnena) and by unstinted service to the Master (Sevaya).

If we had a great giant of Sangita Gnani who could instruct 
and inspire and if he got a keen student with rich gifts of voice and 
musical imagination and if the teaching discipline went on unabated 
over years of perseverance and application—another musical giant 
could be produced. This was the Guru-Sishya Parampara of the 
utmost desirable results. But what is ideally desirable is not always 
practically possible.



Such musical giants are rare. During the previous decades 
the great vidwans were patronised by Maharajas and so they settled 
down at a place and were always engaged in teaching—usually to 
their sons and one or two luckily chosen or regally entrusted. Those 
who were successful performers got just a few engagements. The 
teaching was fairly dependable and steady. The result was that 
the country got a handful of picked stalwarts. Even the finished 
student had to leave the master and then learn so much from several 
others.

During the recent past, the Gurukula system was there only in 
form without the rich content. Even the great Tiger Varadachariar, 
Ariyakudi Ramanuja Iyengar, Palladam Sanjeeva Rao, Maharaja- 
puram Viswanatha Iyer and Musiri Subramania Iyer (I had spoken 
to all of them) who all claimed to be the sishyas of reputed vidwans 
got very little of actual coaching. They might have learnt a few 
varnams and just a few kritis. They approached several other 
sources and enriched their repertoire and picked up the Katcheri 
Dharma (concert technique) by constant and extensive listening to 
their seniors. It was by ‘ Bhramara Kita Nyaya In Gurukula 
system of teaching, even at best we got a few performing artists of 
great draw on the audiences. The guidance was wholly and totally 
based on Lakshya Gnanam. Lakshana was there only by im
plication.

But later on when the great musicans had to be on tour to fulfil 
professional engagements, even this teaching became more and 
more katcheri-ontaitd. Often the students heard their master’s 
performances and got acquainted with the “ clientele ” and thereby 
secured some backing. Rarely any coaching worth mentioning: 
never perhaps an enlightening exposition. I have known some 
Gurus who had not taught anything whatsoever to the student who 
was doing all services over ten to twelve years, not even ten varnams 
in ten years. “ I had to bathe the buffalos and cows and wash the 
clothes. I had to cook. I left him in disgust.”

This I have heard from several vidwans who were with per
forming artists of merit; only those sishyas who can sing with them 
are taught just a handful of compositions which they would render 
in the performances. Whatever the defects, the outcome was quite 
salutary in that we did get a few really eminent performers. Given
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entire absence of Matsarya, the Gurukula system was determined 
and conditioned by the equipment of the Guru and sisbya. Barring 
a few exceptions, most of the Sishyas attached to the illustrious 
kutcheri vjdwans go to them more for the name and temporal 
advantages.

The fundamental defects of the Gurukula system are that it 
did not help preserve the extant repertoire. But for Sampradaya 
Pradarsini and a few earlier and later publications, all the wealth of 
varnams, kritis and other forms would have just dwindled. A few 
musical houses deserve our gratitude for preserving them out of 
sheer dedication.

In institutional set-up, several hundreds of students, both gents 
and ladies, can get the requisite training. A syllabus ensures a 
minimum quantum. Theory is taught to give the students an 
academic approach. But we do not have always the best or even 
competent talent on the teaching staff. Selection of students also 
leaves much to be desired. If the defects in the music teaching 
institutions are minimised, the good elements of Gurukula could 
be adopetd.

The preliminary equipment of Sarali, Alankara Gitas, and 
Varna must be taught and the students made to practise in the 
immediate presence of senior vidwan for two years. Sanskrit, 
Telugu and Tamil must be taught. Then the “ prasiddha ” kritis 
of the classical Trinity, Tyagaraja, Muthuswami Dikshitar and 
Syama Sastri and Kshetragna Padams and the good old varnams 
and then a few other classics must be taught over five years. An 
ideal coaching would be to teach five kritis, a varnam, a Padam 
and Javali and Devarnama, and one or two Tamil devotional songs 
in each of the ‘ Prasiddha ’ Ragas.

Training in the handling of at least one instrument, Vina or 
Violin, will sharpen swara gnanam and impart an objective analysis 
in a more compelling fashion than mere vocal training. Instead of 
giving training in the actual handling of Mridangam, all students 
must be taught a course of ‘ Konakol ’ where Mridanga patams are 
uttered, keeping to talam. This is done in the Hindusthani Paddhati 
where every musician vocal or instrumental is taught to play the 
Tabla. At the end of all this practical course when the Raga gnana



and Swara gttarta are instilled, a few chosen students could be 
entrusted to one master of his choice with the approval of the Guru.

Now the stage is set for ideal Gurukula as in the Post-Graduate 
studies—even though the * Kula ’ (Place of teaching) were in an 
institution. But this should be ensured by munificent grants to the 
Guru and a sustenance allowance to the student. It is only in an 
ideal institution that the student will have the benefit of listening to 
various masters either on the staff of those specially invited for 
concerts. They can learn and read up lakshana granthas. Students 
in these institutions should be afforded special facilities to learn and 
master difficult and rare compositions. Finally, there should be 
Goshtiganam by eminent vidwans—where two or three or more 
vidwans could expound a Ragam, a kriti, neraval and then Pallavi 
and swaram. “ When Muthialpet Tyagayyar, Patnam Subramania 
Iyer, Tirukkodikaval fCrishnier and others sang from 8 a.m. to 
12 noon, I used to silently listen and absorb. That made me a 
musician with Manodharma.” This the great Tiger Varadachariar 
used to tell me several times with thrilling recollcted episodes.

And this is not all. Research into the old Sanskrit Texts, a 
comparative knowledge of Hindusthani and Western system of 
music, facilities to listen and learn folk and devotional music: a 
rich library of recordings of eminent artists ’ performances maintain
ed and played to students with guiding hints; discussious and 
debates and seminars; all these are possible and should be arranged 
in all premier institutions. Indeed, such a broad based activity 
which could inspire and expound the mental horizon of students is 
possible only in institutions and not in Gurukula paddhati.

The instruction must be on an extensive scale in preliminary 
courses and selective in the higher and more advanced and specialis
ed courses.

Our welfare Government must soon start imparting a basic 
training in music in all school—both of boys and girls—all over 
the land so that by teaching a few simple songs, even the adult 
literacy campaign could be welded to success. Children and the 
young in the villages and towns must be exposed to good music 
or before long the level of listening to classical music will dwindle 
into nothing.
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A few concrete suggestions to remove the defects in teaching of 
music: (1) All care must be taken to select a teacher who is really 
capable and is a good exponent. Himself well versed in lakshana 
and lakshya, he must have a clear voice. He should be capable of 
simplifying his lessons or make them gradually more ponderous as 
the standard of the students calls for. (2) In all schools upto the 
Sth standard, simple songs must be taught comprising devotional, 
folk and patriotic songs set to simple tunes.

The Goshtiganam or community singing deserves all the atten
tion of the educational authorities so that in due time every boy 
and girl will have some ear for music. A few must actually sing 
well and become interested in a more serious study of music. The 
High School classes could be taught simple devotional songs in 
Prasiddha ragas so that when a student comes out of a High School, 
he might know and recognise atleast the popular ragas like Kam- 
bhoji, Ananda fihairavi, Mohana, Saveri, Dhanyasi etc.

Music schools must be organised in all District centres and 
other suitable places where training in music is imparted in vocal, 
vina, violin and mridangam. The hours could be from 6-00 a.m. 
to 8-00 a.m. and 6-00 p.m. to 8-00 p.m. This could be a sort of 
non-formal education where everybody, young or old, could be 
admitted. The preliminary exercises must be taught for a couple 
of years side by side with inducing, simple devotional songs. Revival 
of the good old sampradaya Bhajana Goshti in every institution could 
be ensured by prescribing Sampradaya Bhajana as an excellent 
subsidiary subject—not only for vocal students but others taking 
vina, violin or flute or even mridangam.

In the colleges and Universities the following minimum equip
ment must be insisted upon and attained by all the students ; the 
syllabus and the training course must be so drawn. The basic equip
ment consists of the following among other things : (1) Tuning of
a Tamboora (2) Singing Alankaras in 5 degrees of speed to ensure 
control over 4-Kalai chowkam (3) Twelve Presiddha Gita-s includ
ing the Pillari Gitam-s—in 3 degrees of speed (4) Prasiddha 
varnams—5 Ata and 10 Adi Talam in 3 degrees of speed with 
Gamakasuddham. (5) Time-honoured sound classical composition 
—Kritis and Padams. Here the patantarasuddham counts for 
much.
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The kritis could be in the following proportion—if hundred 
kritis were to be taught—65 Tyagaraja kritis, 10 Dikshitar kritis o f 
olden days such as Sri Subramanyaya, Sri Rajagopala, Bhajare, 
Akshaya Linga Vibho etc., 5 Syama Sastri kritis: two of his 
swarajatis, 3 padams and 2 jawalis and then only other classics. For 
purposes of teaching the kritis even of the Trinity must be selective.

It is to be hoped that in these institutions, more or less agreed 
versions only would be taught—otherwise, if every teacher modifies 
the kritis in his own way—the classical stuff will slowly whittle 
down. The teacher, however eminent, should stick to the approved 
version for teaching in the class. In his own recitals elsewhere he 
could do as he pleases. It is in the traditional patantaram the essence 
of Karnataka music stands preserved. In the West, music of the 
16th, 17th and 18th centuries are preserved and presented as such, 
thanks to their system of notation. In India the music of masters 
must be presented, preserving their individual styles and realising 
the divine excellence of Kavi Hridayam. In South India all the 
kritis of post-Tyagaraja composers and innumerable compositions 
which have come to light in the recent past three decades are all 
stereotyped, modified and remodelled versions of simple Tyagaraja 
kritis. Even Dikshitar kritis are rendered in Madhyamakala with 
vivacious sangatis. It must, however, be admitted that teaching of 
an agreed version is difficult to enforce in practice.

Theory could be re-written purging it of accretions of Western 
academic sophistication—not to pose a challenge to the educational 
authorities that there is lot of material to frame a number of ques
tions and bring out bulky text books. The old Sanskrit text may be 
followed sticking to the introduction contained in Sangeetha Sam- 
pradaya Pradarsini. Lot of irrelevant and anthropological material 
and historical factors could be left to students aspiring to specialise 
in pure Musicology. If a lesson in musicology cannot help one to 
sing with better lights nor enjoy music rendered with a more dis
cerning ear—it does not serve any useful purpose, especially in a 
performing art.

All teachers must introduce the raga with a good alapana, 
explain the broad features according to lakshana, render the kritis 
and guide the students to grasp the Raga rupa. In a two or three- 
year course, only fifty compositions could be taught. But in an
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advanced course, in a single raga atleast six kritis, a varnam, a 
padam, a jawali and an old time pallavi might be taught. If one 
Raga is taught for two months—then the really potential vidwan 
is made.

No College of Music can boast of producing performers 
straightaway. Even a Law College cannot produce eminent jurists 
and judges nor a Medical College eminent surgeons and physicians 
at the end of the academic course. In music institutions, if the 
necessary guidance and basic training is given, a student with sraddha 
and bhakti and assiduous sadhana can shape into a great vidwan after 
years of performing experience.

I have an important suggestion. Music Sabhas could arraoge 
-Goshti Ganam where raga alapana, pallavi, neraval and swara 
kalpana by eminent vidwans are arranged besides the usual Pancha- 
ratna goshti, discussions and seminars. Also we should establish 
in some place a music Conservatory where the staff may offer to 
teach great classics on specified dates; say, a Navagraha kriti or a 
Pancharatna kriti or Kbetragna padam on specified dates—on 
Saturday and Sunday. Anybody interested may seek and learn 
other compositions in such Conservatories where notation, an ex
perienced old teacher, and a tape recorder could do a lot in the 
nature of a refresher course.

A music institution must be a place of intense musical practice 
.and some judicious and guided reading. It should be possible to 
create an atmosphere so rich and so rewarding that even a casual 
visitor must be made to realize the good old dictum—“ Naham 
vasami vaikunthe nayogi hridaye ravau mad bhakta yatragayanti tatra 
tishtami narada ” ,
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<sir(260gj $r,ibiJ©£^)iu£i c S f^ f^ u jf tu  ,B®if)4)^ir6$r. 6)®l1 i4. jbitiL
l_JT*lf 0 © U )U £ ^)/D 0  $} 63) ® S_6D®U) 6T60r61jDCDTJD|IX) ®I_63)1£IU
UlLlq.©®AI/D£l-

^j)6®®® a& aStwiuu ujAppd &ai6ofluGuirtb. ^ / d®(ouju> @6®®u 
utireiflasiflA) ^L_®0 ii (yi6n)/D6n>aju uiriruG unh. JUlLisu lLu. 
in irau Liiri— ^Silt-iuaftn' 5r;pu©£j£) U60 @6a>®u Lj60«uir«6jf)60r 
uiri_a)sftir <3^ 6 0  (S&trpgi, inpjpiw g)6a>® jg«o®«633rmi®&rr 
(Theory of music) 6)6jj® aSsuiruiirsA «/&p®  6)®ir©®A)0 rra6ir.
inraaraignih g>0 ^ lLi—0 f&i_6DT £3)6®®A m&>aBsB>lu&«sibg)i eSpsulC
@)A)® 6BT.

@6a>®£ ®«3@M'ifl®6»fl6i) Practical and Theory o f music <3 f© £ 
Gl&r&edppty&QrjiTGsir. # iju ir«  «r©/S®i« Qsirarsir 

Geussan^iub. <3f60T£y ®®@«) aif^dfisopuSA) sjd/d uisir aSpsuirtor 
s o r  Qtarstofoiu f̂t0flp6B>/Du96») @63)® S/D0U) uiT6BBr6jjif®2srij<2u/r6i> 
£)6a>*u96ar g)60a® 699risiaftir (Theory of music) fijarsuaraj &M&J& 
j£l<&uuwit**rir «r6BTL>£i ®jeS**u>. g-6)6Br6or©«b ®©06O s u r* ^

£)6iD*u966r QeoAaeaoriaa&iruufiiS ^ataioTsif a f ls u ru rs
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Qsarjpi (Sutso Q rrs d rs o rp ra p  Q pif\ius£&& 0 . <£fuuiq_iuw(gT)& 
•S IP#  u s r  fifl#suir«ors6)sfr&<Oiru> jrTsiiis&riqii) o r^^aS un q ih  
■SUbpjbp r i r s p f i p g  n_fliu £§)s0ssa9r£g|i_siT um.siflsh&Diuir? 
srsargf 0siLsa)irui, 40 a j0 L-iEis(sr!iS0  (jp*irq ^«br(gg)ui&) pm fiA  
g js a s 's  «si)gjir/fl ^ ju u S p p Q u irg t ,  usr0u>£D£ssir sroihiip seon-^0  
q.. srsn). fC S u r it iu r  <si suit got, eroA£p * sotjQ 0  0 s .  6)ursnr 
ftariur J a r& r  ^suirsigjU) £§)«■>« ^fl/fliuif'ssirirs $i(0j f i p i r  f
sot. ^/suifmsir *rmrs(gps0  sr«u«nirjpi J§)«osu9«St j§)a}ss6osr£6a>£<£ 
(Theory o f  music) Q *ir& s8m Q *T@ 0prrm ar ? 6lsira>a)u0ijir(g)sb 
srdr ® 0 jBirpiir 0 s .  Quirsr&ariuir (Ssir&ir ^ /a iirs d r  j§)«ws @)sos 
s«ggr£a»£u u p f lu  npps(3u> 6l«u«iflii9LLq_0 ,i<s0 0 rr. srAaigpmi—iu 
rSf0irs^> t_ii>£fr<ir £§)«>s 0u>«»j*s«inrs»r iq_. «T«rb. sS u s iu iu a -, 
0 s .  QuirstrUsonuiur iSdrSar ^ i ) 0iuirifli_ii) @<n* uuSso (y>iif-pppi. 
sSpsuirsor 0 s .  «r«ri>. ^irirriucaDrcnJaiirifl ^  suits sir, iq.. 0 s .  rriusir£ 
ss-ifl, sir^^rrf- suiSimxawfliuii, erS. srsrb. St^sH^saariuajT 0uiror0 0 r  
<4t*uirssifli_ti> uu9sirp>su/rserr. 0 u>0 so Q sra rs tr  j§)«B>sij 0 u ir)g5>@)>?> 
sgp i— sfr, sDL.sif' suir^irssiTifliuirir, s i r ^ j i r i r  ^®«^>«8onuujiBi 
srrfh_(tpiA g a s  uu9g»ii su iriiu L f i_ irsi_r rno jM ’p a r ,  sreir 0 u rsa r  
psuirssir Q u p p  0 U0 0 U>.

^Sfpp Lcir0Losi> stsusuitjpi «r ibjs qbjs®* xrdsOgjIA £§)a>s
s o iu i Q s tr& sS pp jbp rirxs ir 6rar pt Q^rdoriwjSsO, g f l ) f s  scbsfl 
sauuu u p & SIsresTssrpngth. erQsurssr^sO £ (ffrsr«U^^)A) U6rrsifl 
asrflgaih g n i f i  s«Jgjfrifl«siflg2iLb ^irSor jgjsma' stjJ s s u ij® 
dledrpg? ? S lurg isurssp ppsTSO j jf tm r  m&sS QpsopiBd), (ytASiu  
mirs® sa)giriflsafla), Practical gg o9i_ Theory &i0sswrasm ssp iS ixu  
u ® & jd Qpsarpiib, QfipsSA ^ s o is  soar p  sap wirasarsur 
< 2 u r0 p p  ijjogj uTi_sb«Sir (Practical) p i—pgftsuprasyu) uj6iisoirs 
'g/rfuiSrinuu u®J00 ir««fr. ^sfpi srajajoraj g a rn i susArsaa srsdrugn 
■sSsuirpp0p®tf)iupi.

s rs is s r  @(5 /6ir^if <4|iq.ssiq. 6lsir«b§?/ajirir,  @«n>*u9ri) g)«0«aq» 
imh, @sDssanru> srsorgy @j«sbr® e_swr@. usoytui suir&p
0  so—a -p rrs tfa rp flp tQ f Q&r&dKSpsir—sausirirug-sssr soTSuarp
.s o p i  0 0  ,$i,r‘in9pg jiu  u iriqs sirsartSuiJa’ir.

sir0a)ggs«ifl& j&i_ £ £ |6u$ i (Sura) S ip p  J ir s p 0 s k  
«wrii>, rSfoiCSj-rpiosaano, srssrssr y irs ii, g ) a u  rrsu iir gjsonu r r s  
tixrs sSfgj stjb£  0uarsr£ £ frsfl&  iS p p p p i  ? gjsarm
r r s u i i r s  £)0 /& £r& |sr£0 ftgriLtraj$i (Su isra irpp ir sreirp  sQsurmiafar 
srAsortA Q rr& e o w riL t—irirasrinb . d p j w m  0 0  «ursanrpsapuuiri^.A
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arsdbnSAm, f ie ^ u ir  <9|«® pit uso Qpsopo £ ® ik u £ ^ ® £ u ijiu rit-  
• i r o r i l  QpQQaiaoptLiib u r i—ib f i f u a i r t .  <£/£/D®li i9 /d® 
Q paD jD u9&  a&iuireioft s w r s o o n h  «/pj m & j u t u u Q w .  < j/ ^ ) i r « s r ( 9  
suirsam ta ia s i f ifp iw  ®/Djy sfl£iiuir®u>jSirar £)®«<E)/Dgl s rd r f f
4 aq>iu«vr Q p A j b g j i  Q®ir«jbri_6 î_«or ®® <£/££ jgjjswir® inr«iBi*afl«r 
@«0«®<gBr£6D£iL/ii> «flar®®6iiirjririj>. crriicar ®®/BV£ir «o«o%w 
t6&q>foon£i*&iruupf9 a9ar®®«»«ii9«) p ir  s_£ir(r«siir£«a>0® O^irA 
SUIT IT. ( t p & 6$ s b  jj>® ® )̂<9>|r«DILJS ®irobr iS®®(S$u«!K>r(i)u>
iS/D® u>jd6)©© i «T®bri‘i®®<2ai<obr(2)u). jg)ir«abr<a>i—a/ii) 
( g u p j h s n f i  pior(gj ^gfSDmjnrarii assjbr® Q®ir6osri_a/i_4v , @ rs)iriq-&  
t S f s n w u L / a s & n  6>Sstriae0rib. irsarugj <d®d%iuu>. c9|j*®r
cSf «dl£ujlj a)®D%6ixinii. r9l  jb & ]b £ >  soato^saarw  Q » T s A n ^ g i f i r ( S a r
<g\jb&jjfrp «0«n^.UJli ? ^ADSUJr®} «O0b$)fU «t>«n%63BTrBI ®<%iru 
QfLf-tUrgjl ST SOT L/OTT.

crtiiBi<£^ « i r S 60gjl& u iti_ oj® ul/ £  ^ i L i —u u f .S iu  (Syllabus)
)̂«a>®<a>uj jb tr s ir  & j b jp/«6)«t 6obtl_ ( S u r ^ t g u i i ,  ®®0«oaiiraE (ipsn,© 

u9(3cd(8uj ^%Sifliuif®6rr 6riii«(n$a®u Liiri_u> jbi—p fiiu s to p , purser 
u>pis(y>Uf.tWT§i. LiirL-£^(Li_iEi®rir <3f«ra/i_«jr ^f&Dwpfiqfy&tajw. 
£/D®ir6C£^p£> ufri_^^lili_(Sui <e)ai® <3/^)cii>, jjg)<0«®609TU) (£1®
®iii srcgrgy Q&ir&eOuuQ&iDgji. jpir«jr®«u®L_ aj®LiL/®6rf)a) 2-sugi.
4-sugi «i®i_ «u®uL/«6rr jBi—Sitr. larsaaratirasir 2, 4 oj®i_
a i® u q « ^ ® 0 ®  Q & e o r f f l i j  < 3 l j 5 & u  uiri_iu®ftira ( S m i l ( ^ A Q a r « t x r  
if.®®® <2s u 6obt® i h 3 ^ s m a i u i r d )  & j o f i p  ( S s s h e S ^ n  ssr ih  s x p u L . u . ^ 1 .

^ 9/torpp  ^ a j ir s a r  uiri—ii p>i—  p j S a j  q f is m jD s s iiu s  asusofludurw. 
Q u r & s u r s s  (jparqu) /§)u6)uir(ipg|ii srUaiiriraiaf) g"(ip ^ s o A s i r i r A  
«2sir uirtuir uironrai 6)sar2>ir Q & r & s S A  6)®ir@«40®scir.
<$|60ni«irjru> ^ s o r e i f u - s o r  f i s o  S p i s i s d r ,  p r e r r  s w r s m i i  <g/i—£irar 
s u i r s a o n i  y «9® ^*«ir sr«i)«5iru> £)®ira)cfla Q & t r Q u u g i  «u/p®®u). 
s u t— & & p > $ u j  & ib ) £ p u >  ( S u r a )  ®iBi®7iruir«mir r r a & f i A  » j j j &  sn )6u  
irirauiir® SRXujriraisiflsniu® 0®ir«)6fl« G lsrd f& prebprs ir cn)® /̂u/i_«ar 
«0u9££lULiirL_ 5r$i«uir®ii> cror/p s S  ̂  s u it  s ir a s ir  ^ iS lijtiuu

u® £ © )f« sr. ^ u g i <fkj<££u> Q P Q f g iw  ®id®6 i9 T p r s a r u > r m g i ,  
e r o e u p r s u a f t  ^ f e o A s r r A a & t r  w r i u r  uirarai 0®«rsir r r s f i ^ l A  
Q & r & s d A Q e & r Q & g i u  i S j o g j  j s s u jrir® u>ir«fl«ir «uif<Hr ĉo>^® Q a r A  
e8i  Q a r Q p p r A  * 3 \ j b &  w r s a a r a t r  trrscwrs6 msu9A  ai®ui 0 u c « l ,

« u is  y r a i w r t s u u r L .  (ip19.iL/u). aurtoor^d®^^
£)®ir&6fis 6)air(g)a0ui(3uT jji sis® ni«&r® Q r r A e S A
G l x r Q u Q u r i h  «r«or<oru). u«D/piu u ri_ ii)  SI®ir<i)«S« £)®r@c®u> 
Q p s D jDsanu i n r p j f S  r a d io s ® (SsusdorQih e rarugt srsrrgji p r/ jim a
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Uiiiroir u l9j iru jii . p a  sir Q & irsbsug i t u r p s  0p (g>  c_ (f lu jg i^ ir« r .
s r t t i i & s  a9 p>6Uj5 & a D u & a iu u  Q u tr§ ^ a r s ir  jgji— S 0 &  ^ d ) 6 C r u id i  jQ sD fj  
(Ssugn srtiirgj Q fr d o s u g j i  ? p r e a r  Q fir d )s u g ji  &iR era rg jt insar s 0 a o  

i_iili_ira), jg)6a»«= ^j,^ifluj(r<*(6T5Lb. ggjaD&i ®6i>§2rifl<s<flfl©5fii Q fr s b s B s  
S t fL - ® ib .  cfleo ^ & f h u t r s a r  p r io r  Q & a & sc iu  G u ir@ ii (ipsto pu3x>  
QmrMeSmQsirtiibrin.Q^mmeoaib, 6jQforsor(r}& srmi&&r ^ ^ ifh u f  «6if)L_ih 
u v S s o r p  in r  shotsu rim sir *9 /G s 6 u $ sa > tu p p trC ia ir  LSsjrujpgjiajiriraar ?

^ [ j i  cTArssr L f^ Q fS S ) p  srsirfpi jBiiimsir G s l L s s oirub. ^irtor g)«Sr 
^yib q ^ jg T « r  s u f f im u j  ( y u u p ^ m m u  G u r s u 0 A & O .  l o s t  G m so> s  
s s a r t o r  r n G u m tu iu tr ,  QuirssrSsariuir l9 rir&r ^ S l i u r t r  Q m r s O s S s  

S p s  Q p ta > p sB > iu ssir6*T @ iu0  6)<Fr6U«tiij G u rd U G jo so r , ^ p p m i r s o s  
jSjbcg, a . .u G u jr m w r m  ^ Q ^ s ^ o l w s a r g i  p w L f£ lG  p so r.

( tfip A )  a j 0 o^£>^j)d) «rosuirircu6if) ^ ( rL b iS ig u iG u ir^ )  iciriuir 
u iroro i G lm sr& r  f ; » < r « 6r  ^ ir ii iS iJL ix if® sir. ( t f ip tS ia  p a jtr r
G iL irsa flu jj& fid) tu r & u u g iG u ir s i i )  m s s  em S u r in a m  u r u ^ m m a s m i S m s ,  
p r iu m tg p ib  Li it @ G  suit ib . s f  S i  w a T fif ls i)  s u p p s y i s o r  ^ u u i q .  
en)suiruir<9BuuTif.@)6b, c9fgjl u iriu ir u x o ro i  6l«orSar eruSsA) $r<or 
Q fira lg iif i j i r r s s r  s f s n p G i u  in r i u r in r s a s u  Qmsn-ckrr f r s i t r s L i u r L .  
GmiaAr®inir(g)d>. s io s u r iiim lb r  m m m s s i i —tar u iru f. i f l a ^ u  
If S t a r s  s r a i e u r g f  a_#»ifl<*s(2«J«br® ui sr«r£)/D«J60irii ( ip p s o  m re o  s  
0 A  u v in .m m * 6 ta n 9 s &  crm i«2nrqu) u r i _ #  Qa=r«)6uirif«srr. g js i ia i irp  

u r i ^ - i  m r  s o b r iS s S 1 p r i a m a r  w irajir iatotoj £)sorA ir 
ir r s ^ < o > ^  a i a m s g l i —t i r  u r i _  s u p s ^ i f i —sor, fffBisf t u j«zrar r r m s 0 ^ >  
u ir i_ ia  6)#r6b«uirrr, srusursTO prsarriim ar G s u p i  <g|&a)ajir ?  S \ @ S  
u u r 0 t f )  f r * ^ ^ 6 0  uir(5ti) susatm sariusr Q m r& sQ  sr iiim S a ru
u  ir i_«s>fiuijurif.

• 3 l® S S i  ■ spp/D Turfhuir, m a jiu irso sfl3 p p i f l m r i h G u r 0 ,  G s r u f . t 
r rm ii im s ifls b  Q m r & s f i s  < e ) m r ® u u n r .

S I ®  S S I  m su to flm m  <?<u«iBrq.uJ$i, s ro su n g ^ r ta r ib . ^ f i b u p  
0 G soG oj s iv s u ir i s e s s a r p s io s  e_ < w iri_ irs^ l^ )«  ,*irs ir , Lcirworai«r 
i9p(g>  jBirii ^cSiriTLDir®# 6)air@ ££jr§g|u) < 3 IS &  «fa®J|T
s w p r e s ,®sb) ^  ^ ) |su (g )« u  n < flp § i G1<b t A s u r a r .

u>/dQ0 0  (ipm & iuw irsor sfla%iuii>. «ir(SsogJl«D p r  ib is  sir u u \ - S S  

G lht0 q i w  Q u r g i s u i r m u  u s o  uar«iflssrf)pib, •Agjiiflaaflgsiib
u i r i f u u g j  « 0 ib u<0<a>«u9aJ, uiri_ui m jb t9 u u s p < &  Q fisir,  <31S S
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*@j@SB>tuGiU*', sutrsarr^sa^Giur sitisuirsnirpifl aiuwtra - aruifl̂ m 
OfitnLGi^sa^saRA st(t£& uurili_ir.T«cn>. *9/8 p  ta r f iih  uiri_fto# 
6}*r«>ffl«6)ar@«@u> <?uir£iu erOsuf & sb> p a  Q#w&e6 srOsAp 
tu p  s a p  Q anAsupi &so>i_iur g j.

^ A f i iu i r  u iri— <9jsa>puuse (LpetD p  pw A adr ^)0 u u j , i ^ 0 U)uu 
uiriq-u  ujp®&«urni. ^ A tR iu tf  uir@ih G u tr&  § jG p  £ (^ fiu 9 a r  QfipA  
e rn A a fi, 2 sugt s m A a fi srsdrQpAsorw s B m a a w ra u  u rif . crns&ir 
iqii uTi—m A iu u r r .  par<s> u r i_ ib  ^ s a a f t—sk p trA aG ar ermarn 
tJ p p a p jB A  efvanrem rpApiuw ira iwSiaut Q prG ue^sa flA  s r ^ f ia  
Qatreoar® supg i ^ S fliu iR t—w assA ri3aa8tusA r® w , pAao srosuf 
e»T«rti) sr/ii«(6i5®0 q-/Duili^0 j6^ ^ irg 2iii, Theory su^uiSA  6lprGi_
<4 <bt sTotoiripi fTQ fg ia ig i « r « r u a ^  6)<nr*sfl± 6)« it@ £ ^ 0 ;b£  
^ r 6b srA a ta^A ^  srfiggisugi as£f>t-wtra (§jA<%0.

GwGeo QatrsirearGlpAsOTW $jsa>a a iiu p p in trs o rg i. soiuaw u p  
p w tra  asuesRaa (2 6usB3n-.tr inn 7 Q us g ieura  suifsmpetDp ^Jj-em®  
«T«Otb utr®su& •SlAsOgi ^ s o A a r /rp s a p  1, 2, 8, atr60 in rau  uir@ 
aj$l «u(paaiii. <=$&©«) s rA a A  ^ A t f l iu ir  Q u irg ia ira  ^ s o A a tr trp  
6tDp gljRRjr© ®f ®1* u n _ a  S la irA a jr ir . ^ Ip g n —sar g>/f ^sorii 
«irr^s«a>^ 1, 2, 3, 3, 2, 1 a trso inrau  u ir i_ j  Q srA gnatrir.

Qaisutrgu uti3pS QaAsuptrA ptraraaiL® uir<waigpiaf« jbfdr(§ 
^ e a w A p p i.  w&gpin ^ jp g / is i r  u>ji>Q(tg(t$ Qpa&iuinirsar uuSpfi ; 
B-.jHTiT60or&£p<& r& s to rg jtr#I p ^ a ip w a rp a n p  s r® pg jia  Qatrdr 
Gsutnh. ^ss>puutr®w Gurgi, wtremeueir a) 0  suit ^ i —AasiflA 
sjSlL® stott (go) ui«) 1̂  5 , 7j 11 j§)(_nu«6iAa) 6&8&3ru9A ptr&r p p p f i  
sb)uj ifiiL®su& GuirA Suxi_ <2«u<sabr(j)ii.

^OTriggjifl&OLi u & a & v a  a /f ia p g jA  @)sa>awir Gwsiopasifluw  
uuSskjpi j |u u (0 4 f t i ) i  a p a p fiG s o G iu  ^jfimr® a j0 i_ii««fr 
(g«D ^fitfUufftiau u«arf)q<flujii> g u m  6) u p  id a r a r  w A  - ,̂- îflu. if 
««• «r/ii«(S5i@  jg«D*« aAsAsa iuu  u f i f l a  Qassksar a ^ p g /a a & ir  
Q A (g  QatrAgasugi as sou Q usq^pg iw . usO f jis o a u  uAsiRasfiA  
e g A tfliu ifa A  p trd r S a s A a rg i G u rA  uin_iA<*«r p i - p f i
■aifsoirih. 6)u r^ im ir«  ^suaiirjpi SlasAsSa & a tr® u u  rflA&O srctrjjV 
Q a r  Aeou u ® & p g i.  Gw Geo SI air sir sor qpsapiBA p trsk tg  « j0 i_®<sar 
««r 9 0  wrenrojsSr QsaauuSsSrQijA, ^ p ib u g j^ jlA  apggain.sarujirm 
@<$P& G u rjf lg iib  a*a>i—&u9A *9IJb0  wtr&soraisdr j&aaujw tra jr 
sroa if (5$ir«gr^<a>^iLju>, «oiuu uu)_(j«a](jiL(U> ajbjpiuur®susa>0 iLiu> 
j8jsoaasBir<ism&iqih (Practical and Theory) /a<or0  ^ |/d i l06Br.
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jBiriii urrQeupek 0 u t 0 &t ^ ^ p p w e a p tr a k  p rw  a.«gsrir<£41 
ujt—aSr UTUf. «>u9£s(ipif.iL/ir>. jBrrii eOuSpprdJpirtni <3sil(2ur0U > 
«Ou9a«(ipi9.iL|ui. jBui«0 uLfifliqu> uir«DQ%ujir«ir
uirtq_(Q)d) (S«lL(Suit0 ti> ;&«gr0  i r^ u u r ira c ir .  ^ n ^ u f l u r s ^ o ^ w  
ao rrcn r £}tuir&irrgjerosutriB, QppgperveutnB tfa trfp irj & turwr  
o rero^fl &Q$fi*dr Q&eoaweb o&Goifl ^ / o a 0 U)ir? f i iu r a i fr g j  
OTOiinfl, air<r0^ifl««r O p g u A ^ A  &/S)eOaiir <f)0 ^S)««ir QrupfiuSq^m  
<£0 irasrr ? ^«a>siL<ir«t) /Brru>uir@u> ofbaiiriflsaflar £ 0 )̂s(gn><s0 Lr 
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Book Reviews
HINDUSTANI MUSIC IN THE 20th CENTURY:

By Wim van der Meer. Published by Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 
The Hague. Distributors: Kluwer Academic Publishers Group 
B. V. P. O. Box 322/3300 AH Dordrecht, The Netherlands. 
List price 110 guilders.

More and more foreign scholars who visit this country to study 
Indian music are coming forward with engagingly written books 
of a scientific standard for the benefit of students and others 
interested in the traditional music of India. Such authors include 
Harold Powers, Jon Higgins, and Walter Kaufmann and in 1979 
Bonnie C. Wade published her excellent work entitled “ Music in 
India: The Classical Systems” .

It is a happy augury that scholars from the Netherlands are 
also coming forward to study Indian music for writing theses for 
the degree of Doctor at the University of Utrecht. The formidable 
researcher in Indian music, Dr. Emmie te Nijenhuis from the same 
University, is well-known to the Madras Music Academy where she 
has presented scholarly papers during the morning sessions and even 
assigned the royalty of her book on Indian music to the Experts ’ 
Committee Fund of the Academy.

The present author, Wim van der Meer, is a trained anthro
pologist who did research in Indian music for four years with 
the help of grants from the Netherlands Ministry of Education 
and the Netherlands Foundation for the advancement of pure 
research. His chief teacher and guide was the renowned Dilip 
Chandra Vedi, a stalwart among the old guard of Hindustani 
vocalists.

A common misconception about Indian classical music is 
that it is linked with a hoary past and has therefore continued 
through all these centuries without any change. A study of the 
evolution of the fundamentally oral tradition of Indian music will 
show that, with its considerable scope for improvisation, changes 
are inevitable.



Fortunately, this exceedingly well printed book does not 
purport to be a ‘ history ’ of Indian music starting from the Vedic 
times but deals only with the contemporary situation in Hindustani 
music in the 20th century. The historical background of the various 
features of the present day music has been referred to only where 
necessary. The main body of the study is based on the author’s 
own research in India which included his learning the art of 
performing vocal music.

The book under notice is in two parts; the first surveys the 
most important aspects of classical Hindustani music while the 
second deals with the changes and their causes. The basic elements 
of Indian music are found scattered in many publications and the 
author has rightly considered it necessary to start from the begin
ning and give an insight into the practical side of performance. 
The most fundamental concept of Indian music viz. the rdga has 
been taken up for a detailed description side by side with the 
styles, techniques and other principles of the raga concept.

Chapter II discusses the performance of ragas in dhrupadas 
in which the alapa is considered the most complete and sublime 
method of expressing a raga. The alapa is done in three speeds, 
the vilambita (slow), madhya (medium) and druta (fast) and the 
rdgd is really complete in the dlapa. The composition that follows is 
in fact a restatement of the raga, set in relation to words and 
rhythm. Owing to a variety of reasons dhrupada has almost dis
appeared from the scene leaving the field to khaydl.

The musical roots of khayal and a comparison of it to dhrupada 
have been elaborated in Chapter III and the structure of a khaydl 
has been discussed with commendable precision. The author has 
shown that khaydl is not really a definite style but an aggregate of 
musical parts and approaches, most of which are purely Indian 
and not of exotic origin. It is an off-shoot of dhrupada, differing 
from it in some respects, and suited the taste of a leisurely class 
in a mundane context.

In the chapter on poetry, melody and rhythm, the author 
stresses the importance of words for the performance of a rdga 
during the tdla portion. A proper theory of aesthetics of Indian 
music is imperative in order to understand the nature of the indi
vidual character of a rdga. There are different levels of rasa in musio
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but the best music evokes pathos and moves one to tears. The 
depiction of ragabhava in compositions has been the preserve of 
only great masters in the field and their traditions embody an insight 
into the fundamentals of sound.

The second part of the book, which is highly relevant to its 
title, deals with the social levels at which changes have occurred 
and their causes. The author discusses the larger surrounding 
society, the guilds and schools of music and the relation of teacher 
and student. The most important contributions of great musicians 
during the past hundred years have been explained in chapter X and 
the last chapter (XI) surveys the striking changes in Indian music in 
the twentieth century.

Historically speaking, political disintegration, and the downfall 
of moral standards plunged music into disrepute. Pioneering work 
by great souls like Bhatkhande averted further disintegration.

Discussing the rise and fall of the gharana system, the author 
avers that gharanas are not very ancient but dated from the end 
of the 19th century. Sometimes, artists claiming to belong to a 
gharana simply imitated its musical style. Some others learnt from 
several gharanas and mixed up the styles. According to the author, 
the ideal would be the sampradaya, a tradition in which great 
musicians can disclose their insights, free from narrow-minded 
politics.

In the context of training and creativity, the author disputes 
the claim that there is much improvisation in Indian music. Parts 
of a rdga performance like alapa, tdna etc., are also composed during 
practice. Creativity often meant that clever musicians capitalized 
upon the taste for unorthodox music by a certain kind of audience 
and he has cited the examples of Omkarnath Thakur and Abdul 
Wahid Khan.

Discussing the musical contributions of recent times, the author 
pays a tribute to his guru Dilip Chandra Vedi whom he considers 
as the greatest living repository of rdga knowledge in North India.

A scrutiny of the author’s survey of changes in North Indian 
music shows that the ills that plague contemporary Karnatak music



are present in Hindustani music also. Over-reliance on the 
microphone has resulted in a shift from strong voices to soft, 
crooning ones. Disappearance of time-honoured r&gas, emergence 
of new ones and the transformation of ragas are more pronounced 
now than ever before. A new raga based on an invented scale 
which does not respond to the rules governing scales is bound to be 
unsuccessful. Whether any of the new r&gas can survive with time 
is a matter that cannot yet be judged. The author goes to the 
extent of remarking “ many musicians invented ragas which usually 
disappeared into the grave with them

New compositions appear and old ones are forgotten or are 
intentionally changed. The general craze for speed has done much 
harm to traditional music.

Every page of the book bears testimony to the diligence with 
which the author has collected information from the most authentic 
sources and most of his conclusions are sound and acceptable. A 
vast bibliography has been consulted and discs of representative 
styles have been listened to and commented upon. The book is 
self-contained with a useful glossary and music examples in staff 
notation.

T . S. PARTHASARATHY.

*  ft *  #  *  *

A DICTIONARY OF BHARATA NATYA:

By U. S. Krishna Rao. Published by Orient Longman. Rs. 60/-

The architecture of a dictionary rests on the basic blueprint of 
the entries that are defined, illustrated, explained and clarified. 
The selection of the words and terms for inclusion in a dictionary 
must consider how and why a person goes to a dictionary.

A dictionary of Bharata Natya has been a long-felt need by 
students of the art as well as by teachers and rasikas. So far as 
Indian music was concerned, this need was fulfilled by a number 
of authors. The late Prof. Sambamoorthy placed the world of 
Karnatic music in his debt by publishing three volumes of his 
* Dictionary of South Indian Music and Musicians It is really 
an encyclopaedia and only modesty prevented the author from
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calling it by that name. The ‘ Raga Nidhi ’ in four parts, by the 
late B. Subba Rao is a monumental compilation of the lakshanas 
of more than 900 ragas of North Indian and South Indian music. 
Two works on the ragas of North and South India by Walter 
Kaufmann are the result of his prodigious industry.

In this context, students of Bharata Natya should be thankful 
to Orient Longman for sponsoring the book under review compiled 
by U. S. Krishna Rao. a renowned dancer, teacher and writer on 
Bharata Natya. This slim volume of 92 pages can, however, be 
described as a pilot work for a more comprehensive volume to 
follow. But within its span, the author has done his best to 
present the terminology in a standardised from, his main sources 
being the Natya Sastra of Bharata and the Abbinaya Darpana of 
Nandikeshwara. The terms have been first printed in capitals and 
then in lower-case, within brackets, with diacritical and other pro
nunciation marks. The meanings have then been furnished with 
explanatory notes wherever necessary. Cross references have also 
been given to enable the reader to refer to allied terms easily. The 
complete lists of the 32 angahdras and the 108 karanas, as per the 
Natya Sastra, have been furnished. Line drawings of the Samyuta 
and Asamyuta hastas enhance the value of the book. Dance com
positions like Jatisvara, Jdvali etc., the angas of the various talas 
and the classification of Nayakas and Ndyikas have been explained.

But the description of many terms like ‘ rasas ’ are too short. 
Under the entry on Silappadhikaram there is no mention of the 
dance terms discussed in that classic. It is hoped that the next 
edition of this work will be an enlarged one with the inclusion of 
hundreds of terms yet to find a place in it.

T. S. P.
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